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N proffering to our Alumnae and other friends, as well as to the
general public, the third Dominican Year-Book, our first duty is to

return very cordial thanks for the generous appreciation with which

our previous issues have been received. The sincere praise, even of
one's equals, is a welcome reward for conscientious work; but the
discriminating approval of professional authors and literary critics
is a still greater stimulus to amateur talent and youthful energy. In

another part of this volume we reproduce a few of the congratulatory letters and
critiques elicited by our Year-Book for 191^5
indulge the mo est

our friends will not discern in this year's effort any deterioration in literary quality or
general acceptability.

mu editors
jLhave to record,
j in the ^^"ond
i;».rT,nd nl-ice
delight,
nottoonly
in
The
p ^ their unqualified
brought
home
all of
the successful termination of the
^ g^.^jented success of our College activi-

us during the {last two years, but m tn ^ 1 ^

notable results achieved in

ties during the academic
...'n available space in our various buildthe Junior College particularly,
u. emulation so generally evinced in the
ings has been taxed to the utmost, the scnoiai
gpiendid spirit of co-operation
desire to win the coveted "White Ri
^ ^hese furnish cogent reasons for

manifested, especially by the Seniors and .
l^elieving that God has deigned to bless

Of the coming holidays it is fitting th.nt nt lea. .

humble handmaids at San
™rd or two-^f suggestion,if not of

^

hS'd" L"

»dvice_sho„Td be said. Obviousiy, they s^ho^
than of mental labor. The eoHege s i
genuine tecreation ■
^
deserves
and
should
get,
ge^
not
only
mato
fhe scholastic year,
1 closeness to nature,
the weeks of vacation. AH wo ' ^ j <rirl. Life m
I j' ^ pectual passivity
>;^akes Jill a physicallyunfit and
on river and sea,
^■■equent excursions to woods and
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rather than positive brain-work—that, is the kind of vacation which proves the best
preparative for the next college year. There is, however, one vacational activity in
which all college girls may—and all thoroughly loyal college girls do—indulge: the
generous effort to increase the muster-roll of their Alma Mater's children. We trust

that each of this }'ear's pupils will deem it a duty as well as a pleasure so to exert her
self during the coming weeks that on her return to San Rafael she will be accompanied
by at least one new student.

I

"Bird and breeze are the wild-flozuers' angels
Their messages bearing to God"

WHITE ROSE

CLEAR-carved in ivory, cool and pure—
Green leaves a matchless bud disclose.
Perfect a thing as God has made—

Yet bud must go and flower bloom;

And from those ivory depths there glows

A golden star, all ringed with snow—
White rose—mv white rose.
White rose—my white rose.
Soft, lifeless petals, one by one,
Sail off upon the breeze that blows
Far, far away beyond the sea—
White rose—my white rose.

Nancy Pattison, Alumna.

JUNIOR COLLEGE
sophomore class

SEE?*

ESTElle GASSNER
GERALDIne STEPHANY

retina Mccaulay
Rorothy Hale

Eih«l

Sha^rsr

JOYCE KILMER
"\^arious the roads of life; in one

All terminate, one lonely way.
We go; and 'Is he gone?'
Is all our best friends say."

HE Great War Jras taken its toll of poets, as almost every war of
historjr has done; the warrior-poet has been a familiar figure
throughout the ages. It could not be otherwise in this late struggle,
which is in the interests of the noblest cause ever proposed to war
ring nations—the freedom of the whole world from oppression and
cruelty, forever. Joyce Kilmer has expressed this ideal—his own
and his country's—in his last poem,"The Peacemaker":
"That pain may cease, he yields his flesh to pain ;
To banish war, he must a warrior be.

He dwells in might, eternal dawn to see.

And gladly dies, abundant life to gain."

Sergeant Kilmer was killed in action, July 30, 1918, near Villers-sur-Fere. He
hadasked to be assigned to work at the front; he was eager to be in the midst of battle.

When his comrades found him, he was lying in an alert attitude, as if still overlook
ing the enemy's trench. He had gone out ahead of his battalion early in the morninc^
to locate machine-guns, and a German bullet had put an end to his life. He will never

become

"The pleasantest sort of poet
Who's the poet old and wise.
With an old white beard, and wrinkles

About his kind old eyes."

The world has lost a life of great promise, for the poet was young, and, although
he had achieved much in his varied career, he gave promise of achieving a hundred
fold more.
10
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Joyce Kilmer was a native of New Jersey. He was graduated from Rutgers Col
lege in 1904 and received his B. A. from Columbia in 1906. He engaged in newspa

per work at once, and was successful as a literary critic of remarkable judgment. He
was associated with the Nezv Tork 'iimes for several years, and later he became editor

of the poetry section of The Literary Digest. He has written several books of poetry.
He was not particularly proud of the first, "Summer of Love," and later wished to
have it out of print. The volume called "Trees" appeared in 1914, and the exquisite
simplicity and delicacy of the lyric from which the volume takes its name would have
made its author immortal if he had never written anything else. His latest book,
"Main Street," appeared shortly after the poet had enlisted. "The Snowman in the
Yard," "Roofs," and "Main Street" could have been included in "Trees," to make a

homogeneous collection; the qualities of his earlier work appear in all. But in the
other poems of this later volume the poet strikes a deeper note; his emotion is more

profound and more universal, his melody is sweeter, and his choice of theme more
diverse.

Not only as a writer of poetry has Joyce Kilmer become celebrated; he is also fam

ous as an essayist. He chose ordinary topics, according to his democratic bent, and his

style is simple and forceful. He published a volume called "The Circus and Other
Essays," from which we quote a passage a little reminiscent of Chesterton:
"The stage's glories have been sung by many a poet. But the circus has
had no laureate; it has had to content itself with the passionate prose of

its press-agent. The loss is poetry's, not the circus'. For the circus is itself
a poem and a poet;—a poem in that it is a lovely and enduring expression
of the soul of man, his mirth and his romance, and a poet in that it is a

maker, a creator of splendid fancies in the minds of those who see it.
"And there are poets in the circus. They are not, perhaps, the men and

women who make their living by their skill and daring, risking their lives
to entertain the world. No, the subjective artists are to be found in the
little tents,—the side shows. This is not a mere sneer at the craft of po

etry, a mere statement that poets are freaks. Poets are not freaks. But
freaks are poets. Behold, therefore, the man upon whom a crushing mis
fortune has come. He puts his grief into fair words and shows it to the
nublic. Thereby he gets money and fame. Behold, therefore, a man whom
misfortune has touched before his birth and made him a ridiculous image
of humanity. He shows his misfortune to the world and gets fame thereby.
See, there is a man who lives, although his back is broken. There is a
crowd around him; how interested they are! Would they be as interested

in a poet who lived although his heart was broken?"
The keynote to Joyce Kilmer's work and to his character is his romantic humanHe had the greatest contempt for the accidental facts of human existence: alvvith him,"a man's a man, for a' that." He reverenced the servant girl for the

^'^^th'nlnt that'her soul spoke, regardless of the hopeless vulgarity of "her lips' rek" He was eagerly attentive to the souls of common people and the soul of com'u- . onri he was so instinctively. His democracv
colored even his piety,
for he
.
i .

mon things, anu uc v»

11
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held the Catholic Church to be "the one democratic institution ot the twentieth cen

tury," and he implored the "Carpenter of Nazareth" to
"Have pity on our foolishness,
And give us eyes, that we may see
Beneath the shopman's clumsy dress
The splendor of humanity."

He was careful that this passion for the ordinarj^ should not even appear to dete
riorate to an attitude.He had an intense loathing for what was artificial, and he pro
tested scathingly against prevailing literary fads, in terms that show how heartily he
detested unreality of any sort. To "Certain Poets" he thus addressed himself:
"You little poets, mincing there,
With women's hearts, and women's hair!

"How sick Dan Cupid's ghost must be
To hear you lisp of 'Poesie'!
"A heavy-handed blow, I think.

Would make your veins drip scented ink !
"Why, what has God or man to do

With wet, amorphous things like you ?

"Take up your needles, drop your pen
And leave the poets' craft to men!"

The philosophy of Joyce Kilmer's life is intelligible to those who share his faith.
Others find it hard to reconcile his enthusiastic enjoyment of life with a certain

mysticism which appears so frequently in his later work, and which, his friends say,
was eminently characteristic of the man. His was a many-sided nature. We are told

that "there was not a sensuous beauty in all nature to which he did not respond"
and we find evidence of this and justification for it in one line of his poem "Roses'"
the tenderest and sweetest that he has written. Of the beauty of God's creation he
says,

"God's breath has turned the barren world to a rich and flowery place."

In the same poem there are other lines expressive of that peculiar mystical ele

ment in his nature which was a perpetual wonder to his friends. He had the spirit of
the martyrs, and no one ever realized more deeply "that sorrow and self-denial if
they are the burdens of man, are also his privilege," for
"Of this fair and awful King, there is this marvel told:

That He wore a crown of linked thorns, instead of one of gold."

He loved to enjoy the gifts of his King, but his most precious privilege was to fol
low Him, for
"He had for Captain, Him whose thorn-wreathed head
Smiles from the Cross upon a conquered world."

Sergeant Kilmer was a gallant soldier; he fought as he had lived usin" his tre
mendous vitality to the utmost. He was at the very front when he was killed—not be
cause he had to be, we are assured, but because he wanted to be. The chaplain of his
12
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regiment warmly testifies to his courage: "Joyce was one of those soldiers who have a
romantic love of death in battle. It could not have missed him in time." Father C.

O'Donnell, C. S. C., who was vSergeant Kilmer's ardent admirer and devoted friend,
has written a beautiful tribute to the dead poet:
"Saint Michael, Prince of Angels and Captain of the charge
That filled the void of Hell with broken wings,

A sergeant I bring you, a soldier of the line—
The battle line, the line of saints, the ancient line that sings.
"Lance hurler of the heaven wars, Michael of the Sword,

Admit him to your ranks and give command.
What bid you of valor, of virtue, of beauty.
He has the level eyes that understand.

"A sergeant I bring you, of Christ's wars a veteran,
A singer whom David may entrust with his song—
I saw him, I loved him, I took him,—receive him,

St. Michael, your sergeant of the clean heart strong."
M. S.

MOVING'PICTURES
IFTEEN years ago moving-pictures did not exist, except as experi
ments in scientific workshops. Today they are a power in the land.
Their rise has been swift, steady, wholly astounding; they form one
of the principal means of amusement throughout the civilized

world. It would be hard, if not impossible, to find a village without
a picture show; in the great cities these modern theaters are to be
found in almost ever)' district. For pictures are as a universal

language, their appeal reaching alike the rich, the j)oor, the youth and the age of
the nation.

This is far indeed from Lucretius, the citizen of ancient Rome, who, sixty-five
3 ears before the coming of Christ, in a didactic poem on "The Nature of Things," is
said to have made the first written reference to the {:)henomenon of "Persistence of

Vision," yet this phenomenon is the cornerstone of the "movie." Nearly two hundred
years after Lucretius, Ptolemy, in his book on "Optics," describes an apparatus where
by the physical fact of persistence of vision can be })lainly demonstrated. No one else
seems to have been particularly interested, however, since no further experiments of
note are mentioned for the next sixteen centuries. In 182^ there is a new and interest

ing development, the phenomenon being utilized for amusement in whirling toys,
such as the zoetrope and the thaumatrope. However, these playthings soon had their

day; their work was done; in a decade photography was invented, and scientists, par
ticularly naturalists, striving to understand animal movement, used the camera as
their medium in motion-analysi.s, made possible by their knowledge of the principle

of persistence of vision. Thus was developed the moving-pifture. The early stages
13
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were worked out in France and England, but it is to America that film-art owes its
perfection.

The American business man it was who took hold of the moving-picture in its in

fancy. At first, novelty was the chief attraction, but novelty is fleeting. In search of
an appeal that would merit the continuous patronage of the fickle crowd, the business

man discovered the scenic possibilities of the photo-play. So he enlisted capital, he in
vestigated atmospheric conditions best suited to all-year photography, he gathered
together companies of talented actor.s, he engaged a camera man, a director, a pressagent, and settled down to work.

A new industry thus appeared, giving cmplo}-ment to many thousands, making
its way everywhere, constantly creating new demands.Scenario-writing became a pro
fession; successful directors were sought after, and photographers of artistic percep
tion were employed at any price. Thus far, however, no unions, such as the le°-itimate

actors' "White Rats," have been heard of in film-land; and producing companies
have yet to be accused of forming trusts, although a few of their corporations have
reached gigantic size. One unusual phase of the picture industry is the work of the
"free-lance." Like a soldier of fortune, he is often a man inclined to adventure and

deeply interested in a single subject. The subject may be the filming of mountains or

of birds'-nests or of forests. With a camera and a company he takes to the open road

is bound by no contracts, represents no compan)', but "photographs simply what^
when, and where he pleases. This is the type of photographer who penetrates the Afri

can jungle at the risk of his life, who goes to the Bahamas and gets pictures of un
earthly beauty on the ocean-floor, the type who went with Scott's ill-fated expedition
to the South Pole and left a record of heroic sacrifice.

One of the most curious features of motion-picture development is its cyclical
character. The Latin poet Lucretius discussed the "Illusion of Motion" from the point
of view of science, in a poem designed primarily to instruct. Ptolemy's interest too

was of a scientific nature. The next step was the use in the nineteenth century of the

phenomenon of persistence of vision as the principle of a series of toys desi4ed for

amusement. This led to the photography of motion, an entirely new departure due to

a scientific interest in movement. This scientific element disappeared for a tim'e how
ever, for business men, keen to make money, saw the practical side of this amazininvention, seized upon it and developed to the full its possibilities of amusement''
Then the cycle is completed by once more getting back to the point of view of science'
as historians, scientists, thoughtful people in general awaken to the deeper sicmificance
of the moving-picture.

^

Many educators believe that the motion-picture is invaluable The schoolchild'.
interest is aroused by pictures of travel, his imagination is fired by historical tales and

his attention IS caught and held by glimpses of mines, fisheries ranches The'" ' i

public are informed about current happenings of social and pol'itical interest b^s4een

newspapers, such as that recently launched by the Scw Fnwdsco Chronicle whicl
covers almost everything one finds in any daily. Again, scientists are con4uallv
finding new uses to which the moving-picture is peculiarly adapted. It has even fo' 1

its way into colleges, as, for example, when a year or two ago, at the Oregon Coll""i

of Agriculture, films were used as an aid fo the course in logging engineeri^ The pic

ac

H
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tures dealt with a disease which at that time was attacking white pines; the screen

proved immensely valuable in clearing up all doubt as to the disease's possibilities for
iiarm.

The motion-picture's good influence can easily be seen, but, on the other hand, its
unfortunate and immense capacity for evil is also plain. It is the youth of America
who have felt this most. Nervous children often become so unstrung after viewing a
so-called thriller that they are unable to sleep at night. And worse effects than mere
nervousness maj' be seen in the Juvenile Court records; for to a child in the rightly

receptive frame of mind a picture may be the incentive to nearly any crime.An inter
esting case is that of two San Francisco children, girls of about twelve years of age,
who were apprehended in the Ferry Building, waiting to buy tickets for Los Angeles,
where, they felt sure, fame and fortune awaited them as moving-picture actresse.s.

They had stolen twenty-five dollars and the necessary clothes from a relative. Those
interested in child welfare have long felt that conditions resulting in such evils must
be remedied, and, as a result, pictures filmed especially for children are now produced

by a prominent company, the subjects being taken from a list of stories compiled for
the purpose bj' women's clubs. In large cities it is now the accepted thing to show on
the screen, at least once a week, a child's play. Thus, to some extent, the danger to a
child's moral welfare as well as to his physical well-being is obviated.
In addition to such crusades for the better protection of children, there are, of
course, state boards of censorship, but they have not thus far proved very effective.
While the character of the board members is to some extent responsible for this, the
real fault is to be found in the state laws and their non-enforcement; for although
some states are very strict regarding movies and their censorship, others are extremely

lax.California is perhaps the best example of this laxity to be found in the Union, and
it is high time something were done about it, as the present situation is disgraceful.

By moving-pictures, in the popular sense of the word, is meant the film-story with
a fluffy heroine, a leading man, exquisitely tailored, and a villain. The plot may be
more or .less elaborated, but such are its elements; and almost always it is absurdly

romantic. Absurd romance is in fact the very life of that indefinite quality known as
the "lure of the movies," a lure particularly appealing to the schoolgirl, the cause of
her ardent longing to attend picture-shows, also of her desire to spend every spare mo
ment with the many moving-picture magazines, in reality but glorified advertisements.

The regulation plot, made a little snappier, becomes too often the vampire variety, so
highly popular at the present time. This "Vamp" picture usually ends with a moral,
but before the end is reached the most licentious scenes are shown, of a kind that in

evitably lower the moral tone of any community where continually exhibited. But
although countless pictures are of a decidedly questionable character, there are many
others which, while not highly moral, are, on the other hand, not definitely immoral,

and just where the line between artistic liberty and license should be drawn is the bone
of contention between the producer and the Board of Censorship. Even the picture

magazines themselves show a realization of the danger of the immoral film, both as it
affects the public and the picture industry, if allowed to continue much longer un
checked. In the Photoplay magazine for April, 1919, there is a significant paragraph:

"So we may well pause and consider with extreme caution the desire of zealots to re15
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official censorship,
ultimate and early ruin." And in the
f
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^^e industry."
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were • by looking down at them and chanting as she touched an object, the witch could
change it into anything she desired. But without the slippers she was powerless

'?\h ha," exclaimed the old witch, as she caught a glimpse of the two white beds

in the little house "the king's children out for an airing! Now is my chance to wreak

;";"nce Ten «ars ago he eaused the death of my sister. Long have I wa.ted for
reven-e sweet revenge! I shall change these children into dewdrops

In a second she had thrown open the door and sriatched the children from their

beds. Before they were quite awake, the witch chanted:
"Shoes so blue, shoes so blue.
Change these children
Into drops of dew."

Before the boys could even get their breath to scream, they were tiny little dew-

drops^colte^^^

f"'heir father's sin!" And she

dewdrops were so faisHte.d that t^^^

night they stared into
and why the stars twmkled

f^de'trXhen

h^d

, '^hen they were so unhappy. All night they
^

-n P«l«''

'

■'"""ilas"
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comelmis, sibutchedhe one
will little
not findewdtop,
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uponTerXheirte'sr tld'they could not see. Then the dewdrops became angry.
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weeks they searched. Then the king offered his crown for the return of his sons, but all
in vain. At last, giving up in despair, the king said, "Each night I will go out and sit
in the little house. I will pray for the return of my precious lost ones. I am sure God
will answer my prayers."

So each night the king went to the little house and prayed. One night Madam
Hildegrade came by. Hearing his prayers, she laughed and sang in a loud screeching
voice:

"Shoes so blue, shoes so blue.

Cling unto my feet like glue;
Without your aid I cannot do.
With your magic tried and true,
I changed the king's children
Into drops of dew.
Hu

Hu!"

The king heard; then he knew the worst,but he did not cease praying. Every night
he came, and every night the witch came. While he prayed,she would howl her weird
song.

But one night Madam Hildegrade stayed too long; so she decided to hurry home
by a short but very dangerous road. She was obliged to fly over miles of quicksand.
When she was just above the deepest and most treacherous part of the bed, she lost

her balance and fell in. With a mighty effort she pulled herself out and leaped into
the air. Suddenly she howled with fury; her magic shoes were gone. They had slipped
off and were sinking fast in the quicksand. The witch shrieked and dived madly for
them, but they had disappeared. She flew home, wild with anger over her loss
Down, down the slippers sank, until they reached an underground stream Then,
floating on, they finally drifted into a brook which ran through the kind's woods

The next morning the king, wandering through his woods, crosse'd this stmambut he had not gone far before he saw that a great storm was gathering Turnin<- he
was about to cross the water, when he caught sight of two bright-blue o^biects floatm"

down the middle ot the streann At once recognizing the slippers, he jumped into the

water after them. Snatching them, he leaped to the bank and cried 'T will trv the

magic slippers!"

'

^

Now, as fate willed, the very cloud in which the enchanted drops were traveling
had floated back right over the king's woods.

When it began to rain, these drops, because they were so very nervous md fright

ened, were the first to fall. Just as the king put on the huge slippers ^nrchantedf
"Shoes so blue, shoes so blue,
The witch's magic power undo,"

omrCh
fa:her'3^^!,'d™^^
they st^d his
few minutes. Finally the hing said, clasping .hi hoys in Ltrs^^oTLTrn"i^d
my prayers.

waa auawcicu

Elizabeth Smith,'22.
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Meadowlands

THE POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW
F adequate recognition and honor are today accorded to Francis
Thompson, that poet of high-thinking and "celestial vision," then
Richard Crashaw must not be numbered among the "inheritors of

unfulfilled renown," for undoubtedly to this seventeenth-century
English mystic the modern poet is deeply indebted. No two great
poets are more alike, both in their peculiar beauties as well as in

their peculiar defects. Crashaw is little read and little appreciated in
this present century with its fullness of poetic gifts, yet because of the inherent merit

of his verse, and because of his inspiration for Thompson, he is worthy of considera
tion by lovers of poetry in general.

Not much IS known of Crashaw .s life. He was born in the earl'X'' part of the seven
teenth centur^', the son of an author and preacher. His university work was done at

Cambridge, where he received his degree in 1634. He entered the Anglican Church as
a minister, but was ejected for refusing to subscribe to the Covenant, and then retired

to France. Always a Catholic at heart, he now embraced the true faith, coming into
the Church "as one who having lived in a half-forgotten place in dreams enters it
without surprise." He became a priest, and through the influence of the exiled Henri
etta Maria was made canon of Loretto, where his death occurred in i6co His life was

short as men count years but in profusion and depth of poetic inspiration it encom
passed sutticient to give him lasting renown.

T

'il" ™II«tions—"The Delights of the Muses,"

u,
"
Duef," the first poem in
.nbought that suggest
the the
Muses,
eontnms
luxurianee
of
magtcal
qualityanofoverpowering
Keats, whileimagery
in twoand
of his
poems on

Mormng are passages which ,n then richness are reminiscent of Shakespelre From
one of the latter are lines often quoted to describe the poet's own genius!^
Whose feet can walk the Milky-way and choose
Her starry throne; whose holy heats can warm
WK

f

The grave, and hold up an exalted arm

To lift me from my lazy urn, to climb
Upon the stooping shoulders of old Time
And trace Eternity."

'

His placid sweetness and witching powers as-1 IvrRc o

1,

,

stanzas of "Love's Horoscope." There the verbal'mel H'
tion, has a spontaneity which marks the musician. But
T
modulaone which best reveals his singularly felicitous'"ift ° if •
the
ceits is "Sospetto d'Herode," an interpretation from ft! j
characteristic conas these written of the fury Alecto:

^ Italian of Marino. Such lines

The fields fair eyes saw her anH

Be.Shu,.hei,flowery lid,
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or the words of the rebel angels:
"And should we powers of Heaven, spirits of worth,
Bow our bright heads before a king of clay?"

are matchless. Soaring imagination, rapturous language, and passionate enthusiasm
have full swa)' here, and utterly eclipse the jarring notes of seventeenth-century affec
tations. To quote Professor Hales, Crashaw seems to be exercising "a mind embar
rassed by its own richness, and so expending with a prodigal carelessness." No wonder
that Milton in "Paradise Lost" could make use of ideas embodied in this poem, as is
evident from the similarity of the following lines:
"In adamantine chains and penal fire." {Paradise Lost, i, 47,48.)
"Of sturdy adamant is his strong chain. (Sospetio, xvm,8.)
"A shout that tore Hell's concave, and beyond

Frighted the reign of Chaos and old Night." {Paradise Lost, i, 542, 543.)
"And gave a ghastly shriek, whose horrid yell

Ran trembling through the hollow vaults of Night." {Sospetto, xix,6, 7.)
"At last his sail-broad vans he spreads for flight." {Paradise Lost, 11, 927.')
"Which, like two bosomed sails, embrace the dim

Air with a dismal shade." {Sospetto, xviii, 5-7.)

In the volume of poems containing the "Sospetto" is also found the lyric "On Ir
resolution and Delay in Matters of Religion," addressed to the Countess of Denbigh,
in which Crashaw urges his friend not to hesitate longer to enter at "the Gate of

Bliss." Finely expressive in its simplicity, it seems to voice the poet's own religious
sentiments, and by its clearness to embody his faith, for he sees no longer as "through
a glass in a dark manner." How strong his belief in the merciful Son of God when he
writes:
"Nor can the cares of His whole crown

(When one poor sigh sends for Him down)
Detain Him, but He leaves behind

The late wings of the lazy wind.
Spurns the tame laws of Time and Place,
And breaks through all ten heavens to our embrace"!

To a few lovers of Crashaw, his divine epigrams arc the most valuable of his

verses, possibly because, with their pointed brevity, and their subtle twists and turns
of language, they vivify truths which frequently lie dormant in the human heart. His
rendition of the Miracle of Cana is often quoted, but does not lo.se by repetition:
"Whence in your waters, say, that alien glow?
What rose new-born your 'mazed stream hath flushed?
Some power divine, my guests, confess, is here:
The modest nymph hath seen her God, and blushed."

The majority of Crashaw's sacred poems are included in the volume entitled "Car
men Deo Nostro." Here "his raptures were all air and fire," the passionate outbursts
of a devout Catholic who {possessed the rare jroetic gift in a high degree. Even though
21
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"St. Mary Magdalen" exemplifies those extravagances and outrageous conceits which
offend so radically the present-day tastes, yet in their midst are exquisite conceptions
and golden phrases that taken in themselves make the writer the equal of Spenser. The

poem "To the Name above every Name," one of his finest productions, deserves more
attention and praise than it generally receives. In it appears that extraordinary cun
ning of diction which, says Francis Thompson, "cleaves like gold-leaf to its object."

In it, too, is found the human tenderness in dealing with the divine that distinguishes
Crashaw's verses from much of other English sacred poetry wherein heaven and heav
enly things are considered as far remote from human perceptions.
"The Hymn to St. Theresa" and "The Flaming Heart" are the high-water marks

of his genius. They contain some of his richest poetry. They are ravishing in their
ethereal beauty, and are tinged with the mysticism of the seraphic saint:
"O how oft shalt thou complain
Of a sweet and subtle pain:
Of intolerable joys;
Of a death, in which who dies

Loves his death, and dies again.
And would forever so be slain.

And lives and dies; and knows not whv

'

To live, but that he thus may never leave to die."

These lines from the "Hymn" might almost be ascribed to St. Theresa herself for

they are imbued with her own spiritual ardor. In the "Flaming Heart" a long prelude
annoys with its dullness and conceits, but is more than atoned for bv the impassioned
beauty of the concluding lines, best known of all Crashaw's poetrv'
"O thou undaunted daughter of desires!
By all thy dower of lights and fires ;
By all the eagle in thee, all the dove;
By all thy lives and deaths of love ;

By thy large draughts of intellectual day;
And by thy thirsts of love more large than'thev •

By all thy bnm-fill'd bowls of fierce desire, '
By thy last morning's draught of liquid fire •
By the full kingdom of that final kiss

That seized thy parting soul, and seal'd thee His ■

By all the Heaven thou hast in Him
(Fair sister of the seraphim!)
By all of Him we have in thee;

Leave nothing of myself in me.'
Let me so read thy life, that I

Unto all life of mine may die."

To know Crashaw is to love him, and then with lov^

of appreciation from his fellow-poet, Abraham Cowley

u

u

"I ask but half thy mighty spirit for me •

And when my Muse soars with so stmn'^, ■

'Twill learn of things divine and first of^therio^'in."
M.T.
22
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'No picture of mere memory ever looked so fair"
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THE LETTERS OF DOROTHY OSBORNE
OVE-LETTERS are rarely valuable to any except those who write
them and those who receive them. Yet nothing is more fascinating

than a collection of love-letters in which there is literary merit. Old
romance has an undying charm; when there are added to it fine in
tellectuality, gracious kindliness, and delicate sense of humor there
is no resisting it. Such romance is to he found in the "Letters of

Dorothy Oshorne," written in the seventeenth century to Sir Wil
liam Temple, best known to-day as the relative and patron of the proud and hitter
Jonathan Swift.

Sir William Temple's father was a member of the Long Parliament in 1653; and
Dorothy Oshorne's father was an ardent follower of the king. Dorothy and Temple
met very romantically at an inn on the way to France. Dorothy was travelin"- with her

brother, and while they were staying at this inn the latter amused himself by writing
on a window his opinion of the ruling powers. For this the whole party was arrested,
and Dorothy, realizing that being a woman she would be treated courteously, pleaded
guilty and was allowed to go free. Temple was present at this scene, and, with reason,
admired Dorothy for her courage as well as for her beauty and wit. He was a hand

some and likable youth, and he soon became Dorothy's lover, or, in the phrase' of the
times, her "humble servant." Many difficulties stood in the way'of their happiness as

Temple's father sought a more desirable match for him, and Dorothy's father not okly
wished her to make a more advantageous marriage,but also personally disliked Tem
ple For seven years the lovers were kept apart, meeting seldom; but separation was
made easier to bear because of their constant correspondence
Dorothy Oshorne's ktters are interest ng, not only for their delightful literary
sty e, ut or t e ig t t at t ey t row on the history of England and the customs of
the people at that time^ Cromwell, then at the height of his power, had abolished the
Long Parliament and become king m everything but name. England, beginning to tire
of the strict Puritan rule, was yearning for the gayet,' of the old inonatAical" overnment, and, once more internally at peace, under Cromwell she had taken her plao
among the foremost nations of Europe Macaular-, speaking of Dorothy Oshorne'
letters, says that they give us "that information, for the sake of which alone it is
j

•

a

11

V' ,

,

1 nvyiicll

worth while to study remote events." These letters "ive us rhp

u
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reading,
studying
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such as ornaments
French and'sn d"" "T
They also spent much time e„rertai„i„g their ■■humble sA^ants 'TlsT
t"'

learn that among the amusements of the great were golf and t'ennis. Sir W U amT^in-

pie played tennis very often, and Dorothv in one of her letters mU-j , •

gering his health by allowing W-elf tr, get ovetheaL^r Ae'tt'

f-

V

show, however more than one side of life. Dorothy frequently mves inciden a information on the position of servants in the household

d

walk she writes, "In the common, that lay hard by the house

wenches used to keep cows and sheep and sit in the shade sin""\'^of
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of her letters there are touches that sound strangely modern. Regarding marriage she
remarks, "What an age do we live in, where 'tis a miracle if in ten couples that are

married, two of them live so as not to publish to the world that they cannot agree....
For my part,I think it very convenient that all such as intend to marry should live to

gether in the same house some years of probation; and if in all that time they never
disagreed, they should then be permitted to marry if they pleased; but how few would
do it then!" Once, alluding to a discussion which her brother and a friend had about

flying, she says, "They both agreed that it was very possible to find out a way that
people might fly like birds and dispatch their journeys so."
Dorothy Osborne's character is clearly shown in her letters. She seems to have

been a charming young woman, modest and gentle, but at the same time high-spirit
ed, and displaying temper when aroused. Her sympathy was with the Royalist party
because of her connections, but her views on politics never became aggressive. To

quote from Judge Barrjq "She was religious, but not too good to partake of such
amusements as London offered under the melancholy rule of the Puritans, or to giggle
a little at a ridiculous sermon from a divine, thought to be one of the great lights at
Westminster." Although Dorothy possessed many qualities which belong to a lovable

woman, she lacked sincere sympathy and understanding. The fact that in after years
she lived in the same house with Jonathan Swift, and apparently failed to recognize
his greatness and sufferings, indicates that she was not endowed with the power of

deep insight and broad sympathies. However, if Dorothy sometimes seems self-cen
tered and selfish, it is perhaps to be blamed on the way she was reared, because she

had probably not been taught to help the poor and attend to the sick. She was very
affectionate, and possessed a sense of humor which makes her letters delightfully re

freshing. Her youngest brother was remarkably attached to her and was jealous of her
affection. He desired her to be "well bestowed," but he wished to go with her wher

ever she lived, and he constantly warned her against a passionate marriage. She once
makes the statement, "But seriously, I many times receive letters from him, that no

body would believe they were from a brother were they seen without any address to
me or his name; and I cannot but tell him sometimes that sure he mistakes and sends
me letters that were meant to his mistress, till he swears to me that he has none."

Dorothy's letters are very personal, and besides answering Temple's inquiries and re
marks she tells him about her thoughts, dreams, and doings. One may see that she had

very high ideals in regard to a husband. She was also rather sensible. "First of all,"
she writes "our humors must agree, and to do that he must have had that kind of

breeding I'have had, and used to that kind of company."

What remains of the correspondence was begun in 1653, while Temple was trav

eling through Europe and Dorothy was living at her country home in Chicksands,
Bedfordshire. There was already an understanding between them, but owing to the

disapproval of their families they had not made any plans for their marriage. During
this time Dorothy received the attentions of many who would willingly have become
her "humble servants," but she cared for no one but Temple, even spurning the ad
vances of Oliver Cromwell's son Henry. Not only did Dorothy and Temple see each

other very seldom during this time, but they were in constant fear lest their letters be

intercepted by Dorothy's brother or her father. Sir Peter. Gossip caused a misunder25
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standing between the lovers, but it was soon made up, and it was their only serious
quarrel during their long engagement. Temple's father sent him to Ireland, presum
ably on business, but really to prevent his marriage. At last, however, he returned
from Ireland, and the lovers triumphing over the objections of their families an

nounced their betrothal. There was still one more trial to their constancy. Dorothy
was taken dangerously ill with smallpox, and when she arose from her bed her beauty
was destroyed. But as Temple loved her for her beauty of soul, not for external love
liness, after seven years of waiting and suspense, their constancy was rewarded when
Dorothy Osborne hecame Dorothy Temple, in the Church of St. Giles-in-the-Fields
on December 2C, iCfA.

^

Grace Spottiswood, 22.

SIDNEY LANIER
AN APPRECIATION

Y interest in Sidney Lanier's poetr)^ was first aroused by reading
'The Symphony," a remarkable poem in which there is sympathetic

understanding of the human heart and human suffering, loftiness of
thought, and warmth of feeling expressed in exquisite melody. The
theme of "The Symphonj'" is this:

Grant thee, O Trade! thine uttermost hope:
Level red gold with blue sky-slope.
And base it deep as devils grope:
When all's done, what hast thou won
Of the only sweet that's under the sun 7

Ay, canst thou buy a single sigh

Of true love's least, least ecstasy^"

Lanier decries the "glozing and lying of Trade" with a grim realism which adds
vigor and strength to lyrie tenderness.

Speaking of Nature's part in the life of the misery-stricken slaves of trade and of

how they, too, hear Nature's music and feel her message, he says •

'

"From the warm concave of that fluted note

Somewhat, half song, half odor, forth did float •
When Nature from her far-off glen
Flutes her soft messages to men.

The flute can say them o'er again ^
Yea, Nature, singing sweet and lone,

Breathes through life's strident polyphone
The flute-voice in the world of tone.
Sweet friends,
Man's love ascends

To finer and diviner ends

Than man s mere thought e'er comprehends."
Sidney Lanier was a man of fine culture much

• -i •

c

thought, endowed with a sane imagination. He had a modern zes^or^'fact, a deep in26
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terest in problems of state, religion, society, science, art, and literature. Along with
his marked clearness and independence of thought went a profound ethical earnest
ness, a subtle spirituality that makes his poetry distinctive. He believed in the holi
ness of beauty and truth much as did the English poet Keats. But it is the union and
fusion of music and poetry which makes the greater part of Lanier's charm. In this
regard he is a twice-blest genius.

Many people think of Lanier as es.sentially a song-writer. His "Song of the Fu
ture," "Song of Love," "An Evening Song," and others are not only to be read but
set to music; they are songs in the literal sense of the word. Lanier was a trained musi

cian, and many a time, when his pen produced a grotesquely inadequate sum of money
for the support of his family, his flute assured him a moderate income at the Peabody
Orchestra.

His technical skill in verse and meter was based primarily upon the musical system
of accentuation. "His best poems move to the cadence of tune. Sometimes there was a

lilt like the singing of a bird, and sometimes the lyric cry, and yet again the music of
the orchestra. Sometimes, as in the 'Marshes of Glynn' and in the best parts of the
'Sunrise,' there is a cosmic rhythm that is like unto the rhythmic beating of the heart
of God, of which Foe and Lanier have written eloquently," says Edward Mims.

Lanier was a pioneer in the treatment of words and meters, and he opened new possi
bilities of metrical and stanzaic arrangements, and so revealed new powers of worduse and combination in modern English poetry.

These gifts of technical mastery and facility of expression, combined with depth
of thought and spiritual perception and fervor, are to be found in his best poems.
Rarely have such tender love lyrics been written to a wife as "My Springs" and "An
Evening Song."

Toward nature Lanier's attitude is that of a passionate worship, almost verging
on pantheism. His "Hymns of the Marshes" are beautiful beyond expression. What
could be more exquisite than these lines from "Sunrise"?
"Ye lispers, whisperers, singers in storms,
Ye consciences murmuring faiths under forms,
Ye ministers meet for each passion that grieves.
Friendly, sisterly, sweetheart leaves.
Oh, rain me down from your darks that contain me

Wisdoms ye winnow from winds that pain me,—
Sift down tremors of sweet-within-sweet

That advise me of more than they bring,—repeat
Me the woods-smell that swiftly but now brought breath
From the heaven-side bank of the river of death,—
Teach me the terms of silence,—preach me

The passion of patience,—sift me,—impeach me,—
And there, oh there

As ye hang with your myriad palms upturned in the air,
Pray me a myriad prayer."

Some critics condemn Lanier as little more than "a clever artisan in rhyme and

meter," and cite the "Hymns" as examples lacking in depth of thought. However this
27
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may be, these poems are sincere—and did Thomas Carlyle not sufficiently prove that
sincerity is the first prerequisite of great poetry"?

Can there be found in the range of American literature a short poem expressing
such depth of thought, fervent devotion, and lofty sentiment as this "Ballad of Trees
and the Master""?

"Into the woods my Master went,
Clean forspent, forspent.
Into the woods my Master came.
Forspent with love and shame.

But the olives they were not blind to Him,
The little gray leaves were kind to Him,
The thorn-tree had a mind to Him,
When into the woods He came.

"Out of the woods my Master went.
And He was well content.

Out of the woods my Master came.
Content with death and shame.

AVhen Death and Shame would woo Him last.
From under the trees they drew Him last:
'Twas on a tree they slew Him—last
When out of the woods He came."

Lanier's poetry breathes the spirit of the South, his native Georgia and his adopt
ed Baltimore. Richard Burton says, "He is now seen more clearly every day to be the
most important singer the Southern United States has produced, and one of the most

distinctive and lovely of American smgers, wherever born. His poems express his lov

ing observation of the picturesque phenomena of his own and other Southern States.

Tsalm ofthVwes^'U^

^

the remarkable

But Limier's poetry is more than American-it is universal. No one who knows
and loves Nature can be left untouched by the rapturous beauty of the "Hvmns of
the Marshes"; no one who reverences high womanhood can fail to appreciate the Ivric

Certainly those who are interested in American Tmptr-,,

i

,

Lanier's premature tieath. The disease which he heroically fou'r^T rr'f •
overtook him in 188,, at the age of thirty-nine, before he hn7 f

his career. There will always be"attached'to his nameThe'ion o7fhe 1

for he had the foundation of a great poet's career, and he wi i'

,

U'r

his final rank with the first princes of American son""
come take
Geraldine Stephany,'21.
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A TOUCH OF LOCAL COLOR
[|HE terror of the Spanish influenza was upon us, and the decree had
gone forth that we were to be in quarantine. No one could leave the
grounds unless headed for the hills. No more movies, no more
Stapps', no more visits to the city of San Rafael. Imprisonment for
a month at least, perhaps more!

For the first few days things went on as usual, except for occa
sional laments. By the end of a week, however, the afternoon hours

saw small groups, emerging from the side gate, off to the hills. Soon we began to re
alize that we were blest in being permitted to explore the unsuspected beauty of the
country that lies just outside our gates—a world of loveliness in fields and hills; in
trails, alluring us with their undiscovered endings and enchanting us with an everincreasing loveliness.

Our conversation began to shift from the subject of influenza to stories of new
discoveries and new adventures. Once there was the tale of a herd of wild bulls; once

an account of a mysterious field of bones and the sight of a man with fierce eyes and a
long black beard, a man who looked like All Baba, as he peered from a narrow win
dow in a hut that somehow seemed connected with the field of bones; and once, most

thrilling of all, there was the story of a flight from the slimy horror of a rattlesnake.
On a perfect day, after school hours were over, Dinsky and I started out to show
Miss Lilly the end of a certain trail. We started toward Inspiration Point, and

branched off on what we call the Circular Walk, a road with a formidable beginning,
a high fence, put up very pointedl)'—so some sensitive natures among us decided—
since we had begun our rambles. When we had succeeded in getting over this fence
we met a fat friendly looking pony, and a little farther on the Man in the Green

House (a nice old gentleman with snow-white hair and beard, whom we often meet),

and he explained that the fence wasn't a fence, but a gate, and that it had been put
there not to bar us out, but to keep the adventurous pony in.

We followed the road joyfully, until we found ourselves blocked by a stretch of
almost impassable mud due to a broken water-pipe. Despite the mud, however, we
managed to continue, still joyful, tor the surrounding country was enchanting, the

green hills on one side, on the other the green rolling golf links and the bay. We had
all been chattering more or less frivolously, but silence fell as the loveliness of the

scene began to grip us. It came as rather a shock, however, when Dinsky, who is of a
reflective,not to say philosophic, turn of mind, remarked that she thought it would be
much nicer to take these walks alone—people always talked so much! Inwardly re

gretting our conversational spurts. Miss Lilly and I ignored this unappreciative re
mark, and we all continued peacefully, if a little silently, on our way.

Suddenly the road ended and left us on a small plateau from which three trails
led in different directions. We had started out for the end of the trail, and one of
these roads led to the end of the trail; but think as we would, neither Dinsky nor I
could remember which of the three it was. We finally turned to the left,a narrow foot

path almost overgrown with bushes, a path that wound and wound. Fascinated by the
mystery of it, and glorying in the loveliness of every thing about us, we followed on.
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Suddenly we were startled by a rustling in the bushes at one side, and a man and a

dog appeared. For a moment some of us reflected that it was just as well perhaps that

we were not alone, but the man did not flatter us by so much as a glance. We passed
on, skirting a redwood canon, crossing brooklets winding through dark groves of trees,
and making soft, sweet noises as they slipped over mossy rocks. Nothing more dis
turbed us, except a huge centipede, which we carefully examined, turning it over
with sticks to see it wiggle its hundred legs. Soon we found ourselves at the top of the
hill, all around us a view such as I had never dreamed existed. Across from us was

IVlount T amalpais, a deep, dark blue, and below wooded knolls and green fields. On

the left were the bajs—the San Francisco stretching to Yerba BueiTa, and the San
Pablo extending northward, along its shore Oakland and Berkeley, with the Campa
nile standing out in glaring whiteness. On the right below us were extensive ranges of

hills, green and fresh from the late rain, dotted here and there with patches of'earlv
spring flowers. At the foot of the hills lay San Rafael. The very atmosphere was in
tone—there was that feeling of Spring that tunes the spirit toward gladness. It
seemed that all the beauty of the world had been gathered to surround the peak on
which we stood.

The sun had already started westward, and the end of the trail was far away.
Tangeringly we turned to follow the path down the other side of the hill It led
through a forest dark and strange. There had been a fire; the trunks were black and

bare and the snaky branches twisted in a wild chaotic network around us. Approach
ing darkness added gloom to the scene, but our hearts were so filled with the glorv of
the hilltop that the forest had no power to depress us, and so we happily skipped

down the path, hurrying because we were^afraid that we would be late getting home.
Suddenly there was a gasping cry. Miss Lilly and I turned in horror to see, prostrate
on the ground, Dinsky, the philosophic, Dinsky, who so much preferred to walk alone

She had tw,s,ed her ankle. Alas! weak ankles are a part of the fa^Uy ^rkan^ of
the philosophic one.

^

"Let me alone for a moment, until I can bear it," she moaned
So Miss Lilly and I stood in an agony of helnlessnp<;t;

.

, •,

Dinsky lay with her golden head clas,red fn her hanl? like,orkeet"'"'"?''''", 1

only there was no prince. There we were, the three of us alone in "I ^ ^ I'
miles away from home; the night was comin" on and one
^ strange forest,

we turne/ back we wouldn-t''get home und]lrn1nTtX"r?H

k

sometimes steep. The way ahead was uncertain. Somewhere beyond the^forMliTa
trail comparatively easy, but it was very lonsr and n-ire

u

lorest was a

overlooked dizzy heights; and another W,a little shorter
^
by a single wrong twist might bring us out on the top of the f-illT
descend even when one walks with untwisted ankles in broad da
I went on a few steps to see just what the nath nhp-id

recognized the spot. Cheered by this, we decided to take the^h^
and I supporting the sufferer as long as three of us could « if

narrowed. Miss Lilly took the lead to push asl^^e the bJanlh s

I followed, Dinsky hobbling behind, both hands on inv should

'i^,

T
^

^
Lilly

^hen the trail

° 7 obstructions;

The path twisted and turned; sometimes it was nlt-nr^c^
ost impossible. But,mid-air.
gallant
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soldier that she was, Dinskj^ never even murmured. Now and then she sweetly praised
the beauty of the woods. Just below the path ran a bubbling stream, its banks cov
ered with maidenhair; and sloping above us, on either side the deep canons, were close-

growing bay-trees with gray-green trunks, tall and straight and slender. It was a fairy
forest; in one spot we found ourselves leaning over Melisande's pool,moss-edged,with
clear depths of magic freshness and enchantment.

Slowly, and not always very surely, we advanced, as Miss Lilly cleared the way.
Fear lurked in the bottom of our hearts. These were the woods in which the rattle

snake was said to live. We knew too well that if he wished he could have his way
with us. Yet the magic of the forest was upon us; the torture we suffered was some

thing so beautiful that we could never forget it. In an hour that seemed a lifetime, we

found ourselves at the end of the trail. We had taken, very carefully, the wrong twist,
and we were on top of the falls! A precipice yawned before us. Miles of black wooded

cations lay between us and home. Across them we could see Tamalpais, the Sleeping
Maiden, dark against the golden sky. Just above the darkness, in the deep gold,shone
the pale radiance of the evening star.

Dinsky forgot her pain. Had not Miss Lilly been goaded by her sense of re
sponsibility, we would have lingered until the trail down the precipice was lost in the
night.

The descent was terrifying. Very brave, Dinsky slid from rock to rock. Miss Lilly
and I suffering with her; but the splendor of the sunset and the thrill of the adventure

had hold of us all. In the darkness the trees took on fantastic, gruesome shapes, but
our fears were ended.

Supported between us the philosophic sufferer declared that her foot had become
accustomed to the pain, and besides she had remembered a short cut home.

At last we could see the lights of Meadowlands. Another moment and the family
fell upon us, bore us into the dining-room, questioning, exclaiming, scolding us in an
ecstasy of joy for the anguish we had caused them; and then they fed us on a feast
much better than that of the Prodigal Son.
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Kegina McC.-vuley,'21.

THE BLESSED MOTHER OF CHRIST
A STUDY FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT
HE devotion that Catholics have to the Blessed Mother of Christ is

often questioned by non-Catholics, who seem to feel that our Lord
would be jealous of the prayers offered to His Mother. Yet Protes

tants base their religious belief on the Bible, and no one needs go

farther than the Bible to understand the reverence paid to Mary. In
the first chapter of St. Luke there is told the story of the Annunciation. Mary was humbly kneeling in prayer when the angel Gabriel
came to her and said, "Hail, full of grace, the Lord is with thee: blessed art thou

amongst women." In answer to her questioning, Gabriel said, "The Holy Ghost shall
come upon thee, and the power of the Most High shall overshadow thee, and there
fore also the Holy which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God." With

perfect faith and humility, Mary replied simply, "Behold the handmaid of the Lord;
be it done according to Thy word."

Mary was to become the Mother of the Most High. Yet she was all woman and

there stirred in her a sisterly charity, and perhaps, too, a yearning for the companion

ship of her cousin Elizabeth, who, so the angel had revealed to her, was in a few

months to become the mother of John the Baptist. Mary arose and went the long
journey into the hill country that she might comfort Elizabeth and share with her the

^owledge of the miracle. And when Elizabeth heard the salutation of Mary she was
filled with the Holy Ghost and cried out the words that we say daily, "Blessed art
thou ^mong women and blessed is the fruit of thy womb," adding, in praise of Marv's
faith. Blessed art thou that hast believed, because those things shall be accomplished
that were spoken to thee by the Lord." And Mary, inspired by God within her ut
tered her matchless prayer and prophecy, a revelation of the inexpressible beauty of

her own character 'My soul doth magnify the Lord! And my spirit hath rejoiced in

God rny Saviour. Because He hath regarded the humility of His handmaid: for behold
from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed."

In the secmnd chapter of St Luke we read that Mary and Joseph were obliged to
T
^ decree
senteasy,
out byandCiEsar
Augustus
thewas
whole
should be enrolled. The journey
was not
on their
arrivalthat
there
noworld
room
f^or them at the iniis. Joseph had to take Mary to a stable for shelter—Mary whose
Son was to be called the Son of God. The crib of the divine Child was to be a manger
Yet the Blessed Mother was obeying the will of God, and, although her maternai
heart must have been torn with anguish, there is recorded no murmur of complaint.
When the shepherds came to adore the new-born Babe, telling of the word that had
been spoken to them concerning this Child, all that heard wondered, "but Mary kept
all these words, pondering them in her heart."
^
Obedient to the law, Mary, although not subject to the law of Moses, offered two
mrtle-doyes, the gift of the poor, and went to be purified in the temple as one unclean
Yet we know that she was purer than the angels. It was here that she presented hei^
divine Son to the eternal Father. At the Presentation, Simeon in his jfrophecy fore32
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told Mary's share of suffering in the tragedy of the

thine own soul a sword shall pierce, that out of many hearts thoughts may be re

1°..

if ^

r^'r-sS;

ch'rityTh,?s™?her
Chanty that sent ner ta»7hr hm^

-e Elizabeth, MarySuperficial
wishes to spare
her
commen-

host's embarrassment. The) haxeno ^

tators interpret the next line n-;

Willfully they overlook ^ ^

unto you that do )e. S^o perfect

she knew that no further "n^d.

^

"Whatsoever He shall say
The water was made wine. If our

•

^pow that her voice will not

Lord would grant so human a wish to His Motner.
plead for us in vain if she asks spirnna

pfe, but in that little

Little is told of
last suffering'with Christ at Calvary. John tells
much IS revealed. We find Me c - _ i^Iother." For those three hours of agony

us "there
stoodwithby heroic
the cross
of e « ^_ i„"t-indin" whom
gon,Henailed
thesaith
cross.toAnd
she
remained
fortini
loved,toHe
His
Jesus seeing ^is Mother and rhe
Mother, Woman, behold Thy .So • •
Here is the

~„|d ,hy'Mother."
prophecy—the sword had pierced Mary's

ChdstS words were addressed to His disciple

-tlta wl;rbelievl,-and from that hour we who believeDorothy
have takenHall,
Mary'21.
to be
our own.
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ALMA MATER'S BLESSING

God bless you!" thrilled the spring-tide air,
When blossom-bound and heaven-fair,
Like wood-bird notes, your voices fell,
Entrancing, with a magic spell.
The trusting hearts that bade you dare
The mount of knowledge, but beware

That as you climbed. Faith's taper there.
Reveal this message, doubts dispel:
"God bless you!"

Our benison, as forth you fare

On untried paths,'neath pleasure's glare
Blends still the song of Mission bell

With echoes true from San Rafael;'
Oh! list a mother's parting praver •'
"God bless you!"
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THE DREAM OF GERONTIUS"
NCE to every man comes the supreme moment when all that is best

in him lies welded together, quivering with life. But to only a few
IS the privilege given of expressing this moment, and among these
was ar inal Newman. The Dream of Gerontius" is a masterpiece
com ining ot the rare spiritual fervor of the man and his unques

tionable
literary ability. The
ignorant think that
spirituality is a
^
mat spirituality is a
restraint
to literature, butx.xv,
those who ateLuiiiK
educated
in the broadest
sense
of
the
ternr
know
that
the
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his
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Newman
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Oi literature
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^ religion
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into a new world—a world of overpowering interest, of the sublimest views and of
the tenderest and purest feeling." In "The Dream of Gerontius" this world is visual-

ized in a masterful way. The moment that the soul meets for the fir^tZe i Sdthat IS the sublime theme of the poem.

It might perhaps he divided into two parts-first, the man Gerontius - second his

soul. The opening words tell their own story;
Jesu, Maria—I am near to death.

iuulius, secona, ms

And Thou art calling me."
Fearful of his soul's salvation, Gerontius ii-nr.lra,-ur. .eu

invoke the angels and the saints to pray for him As th
° friends, who
hands." The priest recites the prayer for the dvino- n ,1 eh ^ hands, O Lord, into Thy

fainting soul prepare to meet its God, and cries "Tntn Th

ters eternity.

^^e soul of Gerontius en-

In the first words of the soul a marvelous amivsis ra-f eh r ,•

ation is given:

^^e feeling of spiritual liberI went to sleep; and now I am refreshed
A strange refreshment; for I feel in me "
Of freedom, as Ihghtness,
and amyself
sense
were at length
And ne er had been before."

'

He feels an unseen presence, a hand that upholds hi,yy
Soon he hears the voice of the annel ninrrfGn eh

soul:

®

ju
bears him on his way.

"f triumph over the saved

"My work is done,
My task is o'er,
And so I come.
Taking it home.
For the crown is won
Alleluia,
Forevermore."

The soul asks why it is not allowed to see its G H h"
"struggling soul quitted its mortal case" it forthwith°f'ii
its Creator. The angel replies:

minute the

'under the awful Presence of
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"Thou art not let; but with extremest speed

Art hurrying to the just and holy Judge:
For scarcely art thou disembodied yet.
. . . men divide the hours,-

Equal, continuous, for their common use.
Not so with us in th' immaterial world;
But intervals in their succession

Are measured by the living thought alone,
And grow or wane with its intensity.
It is thy very energy of thought
Which keeps thee from thy God."

But the soul would know why it is that fear no longer dwells in it—why it can
"look forward with supremest joy." The angel's answer forms one of the most beauti

ful passages of the poem:
"It is because

Then thou didst fear, that now thou dost not fear.

Thou hast forestalled the agony, and so
For thee the bitterness of death is past.
Also, because already in thy soul
The judgment is begun."

At length the soul and its guide reach the threshold of the Divine Court. There
the demons utter fierce cries and rave in their expressions of hatred for man, who was

created to take their place in heaven. The angel tells the soul that they are to be
feared only in life because of the weakness of the flesh, but even in the world they can

be conquered by nobleness of spirit. Here at the threshold they wait to claim the lost
souls.

The soul knowing its own purgatory is nigh, again begs for a sight of God to help
sustain it through its suffering. The angel answers:
"Thou knowest not, my child.
What thou dost ask; that sight of the Most Fair

Will gladden thee, but it will pierce thee too."

A beautiful tribute is given to St. Francis—that mortal who received the stigmata
and learned as the soul must learn
". . . that the flame of Everlasting Love
Doth burn ere it transform. . .."

The House of Judgment is now at hand, and as the guardian and his charge enter

they hear voices lifted in praise of God. As they approach nearer and nearer the Di
vine Throne they pass the eight choirs of Angelicals, who chant:
"Praise to the Holiest in the height.
And in the depth be praise:
In all His words most wonderful;

Most sure in all His ways!"

Now at last the soul enters the veiled presence of its Master. From far away come

the voices of its friends, still praying for it. Before the Throne stands the Angel of
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Agony, whom Newman beautifully pictures to be "the same who strengthened Him,
that time He knelt lone in the garden shade, bedewed with blood. That angel best can
plead with Him for all tormented souls, the dying and the dead."
Gerontius now stands within the Presence:
"I go before my Judge. Ah ! .

Take me away, and in the lowest deep
There let me be, . . .

That sooner I may rise and go above.

And see Him in the truth of everlasting day."

rerlnTm
Purgatory,
until
shall
r claim for the Courts ot Light. But ere he goes he strengthens
It with
theheknowledge that its suffering shall not be for Ion"—that

eu

a

•

heaven shall aid it at the throne of the Most Higl"
The most exquisite passage in the poem follows—the angel's farewell to the soul
It breathes that divine hope and faith which ever burn within a noble spirit:
Softly and gently, dearly-ransomed soul.
In my most loving arms I now enfold thee
And, o er the penal waters, as they roll,

I poise thee, and I lower thee, and hold thee.
"Farewell, but not for ever! brother dear

S ifrl shall pass thy night
on thy
bed of
Lrrow,
Swiftly
of trial
here.
And I will come and wake thee on the morrow."
Why should one fear death? Cert-iinl-ir lKIo .

i-

hearts—strengthens and gladdens them. One mi"htThiwst"t?^k^'' strengthens heavy

few years for its timely lesson—the value of prayers for the Hp 1
It must afford to those who have lost their sons anrl h 1 I t

consolation

ers on the battle-fields of France! A torch Slith hu bands their fathers and broth-

ed paths of sorrow, through the twilight of desnondencv'^'^ ^

The beauty of the poem itself is supernaturTh ^ L

a dream," which the soul utters on its release Newnn

through unlight-

'^tound the words"! had

rics, the soft shimmering threads of .spiritual fanrv—b"f master-weaver; his fabture of Christianit)'.

'

'''' trame, the magnificent struc-

Huth Marion, H. S.,'19.
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INA COOLBRITH,POET LAUREATE
OF CALIFORNIA
N England, in the days when the center of literature was the court,

if a man of literary talent was received by the nobles while he lived,
at his death a tomb in Westminster Abbey marked his resting-place.

And people were wont to say, "The greatest homage men knew how
to give was offered him." Today we have no royal offering with
which to reward our poets. Only a simple token,an ivy wreath,each
leaf bound to its fellow with everlasting love; this must take the
place ot royal gifts. The year of the World's Fair, Ina Coolbrith was crowned Poet

Laureate of California. And what wonderful recompense we have received in answer
to our humble gift!

Brought by her parents to Los Angeles at a propitious time, the beauty and ro
mance of the age impressed themselves on her mind. However, she felt the old saying
was exemplified in her case, "In familiar places there is nothing beautiful"; and so it
was not until this loveliness had passed away that the real impression was formed. A
few years later the family moved to San Francisco, where in a short time Ina Cool

brith became the center of the city's coterie of letters. She was a literary queen. Bret
Harte, Charles Warren Stoddard, Joaquin Miller—all were among the adoring

knights of her court. Jack London placed her on his throne of boyish'^chival'ry, and
she became "sainted and worshipped." To him she meant inspiration and encour
agement—and what greater reward can be had than the faith of a child?

Ina Coolbrith made her first timid offerings of verse to the Golden Era, where
they were most readily accepted. But since then she has poured many expressions of
love and encouragement over California—all from the fullness of her heart. In "Cal
ifornia" she pleads with the world for appreciation of our state:
"What matters though the morn
Redden upon my singing fields of corn!

What matters though the wind's unresting feet
Ripple the gold of wheat,
And my vales run with wine,
And on these hills of mine

The orchard boughs droop heavy with ripe fruit?
When with nor sound of lute

Nor lyre, doth any singer chant and sing
Me, in my life's fair spring:

The matin song of me in my young day?
But all my lays and legends fade away
From lake and mountain to the farther hem
Of sea, and there be none to gather them.
"Lo! I have waited long!

How longer yet must my strung harp be dumb
Lre Its great master come ?

Till the fair singer comes to wake the strong

Rapt chords of it unto the new, glad song !'■'
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San Francisco is especially dear to her. Who, after the closing line, could fail to
have visions of that city of which Rezanov a hundred years ago
"Saw the Gate

Burn in the sunset: the thin thread of mist

Creep white across the Sausalito hills;
Till the day darkened down the ocean rim.
The sunset purple slipped from Tamalpais,

And bay and sky were bright with sudden stars!"
And who in all the world, whom San Francisco has bewitched with her irresistible

charm, could not see in these lines the cause of the enchantment?
"The day grows wan and cold;
In through the Gate of Gold
The restless vapors glide,
Like ghosts upon the tide.
"The night comes chill and gray;
Over the sullen bay
What mournful echoes pass
From lonely Alcatraz!"

What joy lovers of nature must absorb from the images her beauty-loving soul
has painted for us! She dreads to see the sparrow depart in search of warmer coun
tries, and awaits eagerly the first gleam of gold in the poppy-fields:
"For thou art matured from the treasure veins

Of this fair land: thy golden rootlets sup
Her sands of gold—of gold thy petals spun.

Her golden glory, thou! on hills and plains,
Lifting, exultant, every kingly cup
Brimmed with the golden vintage of the sun."

Nature is her solace in sorrow, her comfort when pain oppresses her brave heart,

her joy when all the world is dull. She can find deeper meaning in a daisy than many
a seer has drawn from lifelong thought and contemplation. Her tiny garden plot is
a source of constant pleasure; each green bud a tiny bundle of happiness:
"Other gardens greet the spring
With a blaze of blossoming.

"But my blossoms, palest known,
Bloom for me, and me alone."

But the beauty of nature is not her only gift to us. With it she combines those

principles which lie at the very heart of nature itself. So through all her poems there
runs an undercurrent of courage, hope, and faith in everlasting immortality:
"For the fledgling bird-life stilled,
Its wings untaught.
Its music all untrilled ;

For the poet's voiceless thought.
The song unsung;

For the loving heart unsought;
Hope, fair and sweet and young,
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Dead—nor forgot;
For the seed that is not sown,
And the bud that falls unblown.
What shall atone ?

"Somewhere the seed must spring.
The song be sung;

Somewhere, green boughs among.
The bird must sing.
Must brood and build;

Somewhere the heart be wooed ;
Somewhere,far out of pain,
Hope,fair and strong, again
Rise from the tomb.

Somewhere,for God is good.
Life's blossoms, unfulfilled.

Must spring from dust and gloom
To perfect bloom."

Elizabeth Waterman, H. S.,'k).

TF,hands upraised to heaven's vaulted dome

^ When first awakeneth the month, new-born
You offer to the Lares, rustic maid
The year's first-fruits, sweet incense, grains of com,
A suckling pig; then South Wind's bitter blast

Shall leave untouched thy rich thick-clustered vine

1 hy plenteous crops escape the bitter blicrht

Nor wdl the tender younglings droop and pine.

The Victim which on snow-crowned Abridus
Is pastured on the verdant holm and^'oak

Or thrives m Alban fields, for death prepared
Shall bend its neck to his, the high-priest's', stroke.
But all of this, to try thy petty gods
By slaughter of the sacrificial kine

Hath naught to do with thee who crown'st them
With rosemary, and fragile my rtle vine.

What numer though the hand bear to the shrine

No offering but pure grain and crackling salt^
No pft more pleasing to the gods, estranged '
T an that the heart be pure, all free from fault.
Horace: Book III, Ode 23.
Dorothy Wall, H. S.,'19.
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AN EVENING WITH JAMES W.FOLEY
REMEMBER the first time I saw him. He stood on the platform,

a rather small, slight-figured man, but with a face so genial that he
seemed capable of bearing all children's troubles. He wore large
tortoise-shell glasses which reminded one decidedly of James Whitcomb Riley; indeed, there was the same humanness about them both.
I think this human quality found its best expression in his smile.

His eyes twinkled and the kindest, sweetest expression passed over

lis face. In one of his poems he says:
"I told Mamma how they smiled, and asked her why they do—

So she said if you smile at folks they always smile at you."

I feel certain Mr. Foley lives up to this doctrine of the reciprocity of smiles, and that
he himself has learned' their priceless worth.
t,t j- j l
As I have said, he smiled, and immediately all barriers were broken. Nor did they

rise again for he recited his {)oems so simply, in a half-serious, half-comical way, they
could not but reach one's heart. One felt that he was indeed a chum of every boy and

girl, and knew their joys and sorrows as his own. Friendship—a real boyish friendshifl—he speaks of beautifully as only one who knows it could:
"Nobody better plague him too.
No matter if he's small,

'Cuz I'm his friend, for tried and true.
An''ats th' reason all

Th' boys don't dare to plague him,'cuz
I 'ist wait till he comes,

An' he walks close to me, he does,
'Cuz him an' me is chums."

En't ir full of the tenderness of human understanding? How often untold sacri-

cfices are made
a under the
tbp simpie
qimnle standard—'"Cuz
him an'me
stduun.
j • is <cchums"
a d ! r,

The same sweet note of self-fotgetfnlness is exptessed m A Prayet fot Jimmy

Banks"one of the deatest child poems I have evet tead. Jimmy has been ^ilty ot

hittinv Aunty Gtiggs with a snowball. So his "chum intercedes in his behalf, confi
dent of Jimmy's ultimate success despite his present disgrace:
"And beg your pardon. Lord, and pray
My soul to keep ; and Jimmy may
Be President some day, and then

We'll all be proud of him. Amen!"

dpr iff Mr•-Wilson thinks£ the
Presidency
an are
acme
IT wonder
pathos,
tho.se ofsuch
humor
nooflesshappiness.
so. Who has not

Del.ghtful as are ^

causes disaster to follow in his wake? In

thTs"casfthe fester is the upsetting of a bottle of ink. Of course, the children "wuz
a-playin' now'eres near the ink .
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"But John, he ain't scairt; and he tunned right upstairs,
Wile all us chinnern we tunned off an' hid.

An''en he says;'Ma, see w'at somebody did!'
An' all of us chinnern we tunned off an' hid,

'Cuz we don't know who done it—but somebody did!"

They are such real children—children that we all know, every one of us. In
"DoughnuttingTime," especially, the visions of small freckle-faced brothers rise, each
taking a doughnut for his circle of acquaintances; never, oh, never! for himself. At
last the cook discovers that there are only two left:
"She says it's awful 'scouragin' to bake and fret and fuss.

An' w'en she thinks she's got 'em in the crock, they're all in us."
But his inimitable humanness is not applied to children alone. He understands

the love of animals, the tragedy of their death. In "Bereaved" the poor little do<^ dies
of old age—"he looked at me and wagged his tail, which died the last of all.'^ The
grief of his small master was so great that he went, behind the barn and cried. Poor
little fellow! How often tears are shed behind the barn, lest others should see our
weakness I He says:

"It was an awful solemn day for all of us, for though
He'd got worn out and couldn't eat, we boys all liked him so,

And Eddie Brink, he didn't think the Lord would really care'.

If we boys sang a hymn for him and said a little prayer."

What a boy James W. must have been himself! His philosophy is so true so
hopeful, so full to the brim of pure golden joy. I think it is all best embodied in'the
poem "A Tale of the Trail," an exquisite tribute of brotherly love:
"It ain't so far from right to wrong, the trail ain't hard to lose •

There's times I'd almost give my horse to know which one to chooseThere ain't no signs or guideboards up to keep you on the track •

Wroiig's sometimes white as driven snow and right looks awful'black-

I don t set up to be no judge of right and wrong in men,

I've lost the trail sometimes myself—I may get lost againSo.when I see a man who looks as though he'd gone astray

I want to shove my hand in his and help him find the way.'"

The man who has sometimes tet the trail himself stretches forth his hand to the

poor fellow who has lost the way. There ,s no pnde in it, no indignation, no snperior-

,ty just a smile, a handshake, a kind, encouraging word, and a willing hand to help
him find the way.
°
^
So Mr roley gave to us the friendly encouragement of his smile, and left us the
better for having known him.

'

Ruth Marion, H.S.,'19.
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THE EXPEDITION TO THE ORIENT
O, you would have had to see it to believe it. The stairway was

transformed into a huge vessel. Six tablecloths, knotted together,
hung from the second floor, as well as a great black veil, though
there was no breeze to swell the makeshift sails. Handkerchiefs

strung across the crossbars of the railing, like so much washing,were
doubtless intended to represent the bunting used to decorate war-

ships on fete-days. This battleship—a superdreadnought at least—
had a funnel. Four urchins, gravely holding aloft a stovepipe, personified the engine-

room, the "burning soul" of the ship, waving their arms like piston-rods, stamping on
the stairs, and emitting incessant "Choo . . . choo . . . choos" to simulate action in
the propelling department.

From his bridge on the third floor, Tricjue, captain of the warship, bellowed as
tonishing orders:

"Full speed ahead! . . . there's a U-boat! . . . Man the guns! . . . Boom!
. . . That settles him! . . . I can see the coast, of Switzerland."

Up above, the army constituting the Oriental expeditionary corps occupied twelve
stairs, two men on a step, and the hallway resounded with the tumult of their excla
mations.

"We're going there . . . to Turkey! . . . Bang! . . . Bang! . . There-oes
one down! . . . Don't cry; I'll send you a postcard . . . Where's the General^ ^
Somebody stole my shoes."

The sailors, for there were six sailors aboard the battleship, carried out all sorts of
intricate manoeuvres. They sprang up several steps at a time, crawled along the outer

edge of the railing, clinging to the balustrade, perspiring, panting, shouting "What a
job -opening imaginary water-tight doors, closing portholes, paying out cables,
casting anchor, sliding down the banisters at breakneck speed on their way to th^

o^ea'ch tHp'

landingLn and

Down^stairs, kept in the shadow of the doorway by threats of destruction if they

dared to board the ship, the young ladies of the house gazed with astonishment Td
miration, and envy at this new game.

shment, ad

Bout de Bibi, quartermaster, stood at the wheel on the sixth flnnr

girls can be fish in the water." And the gentlemen of the coTotaltheSpedU^^^^
shrieked with all their lung-power, "Look at the sardines
enHfi.K"
the young women were filled with indignation.

"

n !

codfish. whereat

"We are no/ codfish, so there!"

Suddenly the captain, who had been scanning the horiznn

cardboard—sent forth this glad news, "We're almost there
of the Dardanelles."

T

u

i

^ telescope—

• • • I can see the houses

Romantic-souled gentlemen who remembered the visions nf cK. xt

presented in the motion pictures and story-books, dreamed aloud

v

. . here are monkeys and lions I . . . Pipe the^^old Ifst"he hm. «"
And the girls sighed softly, "I wish we were in their boat."
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Baby Teresou, who stretched her little neek in an effort to see through Ae ocean

fog the vivid colorings of the Oriental landscape, voiced her bitterness, What do
you think! . . . The mean things have pt there without us.

sailors nreoared for the disembarkation, and were lettin^ down the g
waylThewhen
the'captain, in a stentorian voice,
SVfSupeed*-

Dardanelles
. . . weMl sail over to ^p.
The engine-room obeyed promptly. It cnoo cnoocu,

dangerously in the trembling hands of
The soldiers seemed disappointed.

y

"Gee,
we imposed
get off athis
thewill
Dardanelles
. We re „oin„ to gyp
Butwhy
thedon't
eaptain
upon them.

"'"'rh'e^'i'rls grew excited. "They're going to Egypt."

:?herTe nm mkin; us. We ought to tell them they'll have to!"
"Tou tell them."

"Oh, I don't dare."
"You, Trinite."

^omrnin • "Hev Trique, why won't you let us

TriniteThelemaque called out to the captain. Hey, i q , )

play with you?"

relescone at the fish that dared to interrupt lum

The captain glanced thjoug

answered enigmatically and haughtily, 'Be-

in the midst of his perilous tunctiom, >
cause . . ."

"Because what?"
The captain seemed not to

occupied in following the strange evobeen following his ship for two

• ., n

g British . . ■ if's a German boat dis-

lutions of a battleship flying the Engli^

days. He shrieked, "I recognize it . . • ^

have to fight!"

guised as British! . . . Man the

^ armv sprang to the guns. There began a ter-

The orders needed no repeating.,.
rific cannonade.

Rnom

. . badaboom.

Boom . . . boom . . . h""™ • • JX",young hearts; the smell of gunpowder

Ah, the them.
girls They
Enthusiasm
■"fl7^^„',[;Xdment
intoxicated
also began
t
.boom!

■ i-k • t

Boom . . . boom . . • hadabat^aboOT

Just the same, they would hate

of a naval combat and et'P="'=™'"S

Apollonie Trimouille could stand . ""

Imprudent child! . . . A

gan to implore. "Mr. Captain,

.

bnSir. Furtively she climbed up two steps.

play with your'

. "phev insisted.

"No!" replied the captain bnskl^

"Whif
does
it inaKe . voice.
What rlifference
ditt
inexorable

.

^

„„ce. Then all the girls he-

^he more tun.

,,j j another engine tor you,

The"n .hT.n:a' » ^^^X'td^e;
the/began to"choo-choo."
captain to his crev .

and the boat can go much tas e

"They're spouting whales, ^
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The whales were greatly mortified. Nevertheless, conquering their injured pride,
they continued to plead, "Why won't you let us on your boat^"
"Because . . ."
"Because whati"

"Because girls aren't men."
"Yes, they are."
A sailor puts in: "Men don't wear their hair in braids."

What was going on behind the wrinkled forehead of the captain? One saw his
lips twitch in an effort to suppress a perfidious smile, and a wicked light gleamed in
his eyes. Through narrowed ej-elids he watched the girls. "You kids can play with us
if you cut your braids off."

Ah, indeed! Cut off one's hair in order to have the right to board the warship!
What more? The girls refused heatedly.

The captain announced himself contented, adding that the ship hadn't time to cast

anchor and take on passengers anyway. He gave the order to pursue the enemy at full
speed. Frenzy reigned on board. The Army and Navy fraternized in exaltation,

shrieking, defying all the Turkish army, the Bulgars, and the Austro-Germans. They
shot down parrots and albatrosses point-blank. The deck was covered with fluttering
wings. I assure you that Bout de Bibi saw them, and even counted them.

The captain left the bridge and vanished in the darkness of the corridor, reap
pearing with a pair of scissors. The enemy warship had just been sunk in forty fath
oms of water, and the victors were chanting the Marseillaise.

What violent desire impelled Teresou to climb up to the captain, offerin^^ her

braids as a sacrifice to the shining scissors? And what a splendid barber or s1:alphunter the captain would have made! What steady hands, what calm, in spite of the
bursting bombs from hostile seaplanes! . . . A slash to the right, the fine "dden hair
yielding under the blade . . . a slash to the left . . . voila!

^

With a cunning smile the captain flung handfuls of hair over the side, showin"- his

cruel teeth at the same time.- Voices whispered, "He's really doing it." When it%vas
all over, the captain pronounced these words, with sacramental earnestness: "Go s'it
down . . . 5'ou're a soldier now."

Teresou rubbed her head with her hands. A chill wind gripped the back of her
neck, but she sat down proudly in the midst of a group of soldiers, her childish voice

joining in the chant of victory. She noted the envious glances of her companions be
low, bursting with jealousy there in the sea. She burst out laughing, head flun" back
the few wisps of braid remaining to her twitching spasmodically. Hands on her
breast, she seerned to be trying to conquer the outburst of her joy: "Gee, what fun!"
"She's having fun," murmured the girls from the depths of the abyss
her wish had come true, the'enchantment

vanished. No longer did she see snow-white mosques set in the green gardens of tama

risk, the crowds i)romenading along the Turkish shore, and the sunset-tinted waters of

the Golden Horn. In their place she saw the greasy banisters, kicked and scarred by
heavy boots—the plaster wall soiled by grimy hands,penciled with couplets sentimen
tal and anarchistic, bleeding hearts and seditious cries. There were no more masts,

sails, bunting, funnels, battleship, soldiers, captain, sailors . . . just a dark stairway
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crowded with grubb)', brutal urchins. But her baby heart knew that before these on

lookers she must pretend—or be the butt of mocker)^ Perhaps she could lure some
others into a similar position. This prospect soothed her. So this disillusioned warrior
became the loudest in the shouting. Standing on tiptoe, she cried, "There's Egypt . . .
it's full of hummingbirds and cocoanuts!" And her index-iinger pointing toward the
electric lights, she went on, "O-oh, how big the desert is
and the pyramids with
the lions around them . . . and the camels . . . parades of camels! There's a king
. . . there's the queen, and the band, and the little black kids dancing!"
The "little black kids dancing" aroused the enthusiasm of the crew. Everyone
hurried to the ship's side to see better, and from the deck of the warship thej- cried to
the natives on shore, "Send us some cocoanuts."

A howl of childish joy soared starward.
Captain Trique suddenl)^ noticed three girls kneeling before him, unable to resist
the temptation any longer. Ah, what a haircutting debauch! Snip—a blond lock from
TriniteThelemaque . . . snip—a brown lock from Maria Medard . . . sni{5—a lock
of indefinable color from Apollonie.
"Any more kids want to be soldiers'?" called the captain, stepping back to survey
his handiwork, smiling diabolically.

Steps in the hallway . . . the voices of mothers . . . the sudden clatter of feet as
captain and crew abandoned ship.

On the stairway, in the path of gray light that filtered through a grimy window,
four little shorn heads nodded in unison with a sound of sobbing, and four little tearpools grew deeper and wider. . . .
G. F. Marion.

"Oh, listen! The wild flowers are singing Their beautiful songs without words.
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Solvitur acris hiems grata vice veris et Favoni,
Trahuntque siccaa machinae Carinas,

Ac neque iam atabulis gaudet pecus aut arator igni,
Nee prata canis albicant pruinis.
Iam Cytherea chores ducit Venus imminonte luna,
lunctaeque Nymphis Gratiae decentes

Alterno terrain quatiunt pede, dum graves Cyclopum
Volcanus ardens urit officinas.

Mune decet aut viridi nitidum caput iiupedire myrto
Aut flore terrae quem ferunt solutae;

Nunc et in umbrosis Fauno decet immolare lucis,
Seu poscat agna sive inalit haedo.
Pallida mors aequo pulsat pede pauperum tabernas
Eegumque turres. O beate Sesti,

Vitae suinma brevis speni nos vetat incohare longam.
Iam te premet nox, fabulaeque Manes,
Et domus exilis Plutonia.

Horace: Book I. Ode 4.

Chill Winter has fled and sweet Spring is upon us,
While soft breathes Favonius' faintest perfume ;

The dry prows, now loosened, wait eager for sailing

M here they have been moored through the past season's gloom.
No longer the herd seeks the warmth of its shelter.

In their fires no longer the farmers delight;
The frosty white mantle is shed by the meadows

For emerald with pearl and sapphire bedight.
And now Cytherea, on toes lightly tripping.

With Graces and nymphs 'neath the o'erhanging moon.
In dainty dance smites the sod under her footsteps.
To hasten the flowers, the years' sweetest boon.

Fierce Vulcan, aglow with the light of his furnace.
Inflames for the Cyclops a forge of great size.

Where he fphions the thunderbolts massive and mighty.
To hurl, in the summer, through fire-flashing skies.
Now wreathed are the brows with fresh green of the myrtle
Of blossom—whatever the brown soil upstirs
An offer to Faunus midst cool spreading oak-trees
A lamb or a goat or whate'er he prefers.

See! pale shrouded death is with even foot striking
The huts of the poor and the turrets of kings
O Sestius! the short span of life doth forbid us

A long-drawn-out hope for the highest earth brings.

For black night is checking the trend of our footsteps
And void, stoned shadows are luring to naught •
While ever before is the cheerless Plutonia,
'

That chamber of death, with thin-veiled phantoms fraught.
Annabei. Wheatox.
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EXTRACTS FROM PIERRE LOTI'S
"PECHEUR D'ISLANDE"
C^ranslated from the French)
lERRE LOTI is found at his best in his interpretations of nature,
which are characterized by forceful and vivid imagery. His de
scriptions have an intensityand a picturesqueness that is stimulating
to the interest. Throughout there runs a strain of the fantastic and
of weird melancholy. He paints Nature in her most unusual moods.

With equal facility he depicts the tropical splendor of the south and
the cold, majestic beauty of northern seas. He especially loved the

boreal lights and the tempestuous storms of the north; hence he gives to these descrip
tions an added distinction. These passages from "Pecheur dTslande" are unusually
striking and appealing:

"Here and there breaks appeared in this heavily clouded sky, like openings in a
dome through which pierced large silver-pink rays. The lower clouds formed a broad,
intensely dark stri]) extending around the horizon, filling the distance with indecision

and obscurity. They seemed to limit this vast space, to be its border-line; they were
like curtains drawn over the infinite, like veils stretched across the heavens to conceal

too vast, too gigantic a mystery which would only have troubled the imagination of
man.

"This morning, around the little vessel, the ever-changing surroundings had taken

on an aspect of deep meditation; the world formed a sanctuart', and the sheaves of
rays entering through this temple vault cast their ever-lengthening reflections across
the quiet waters, as if extended on an outer court of marble.
"And then, little by little, in the distance, another phantasy gradually disap
peared; long roseate shadows became the first glimpses of the gloomy, somber Ice
land." (Part I, chap. I.)
"The waves, still small, began to chase one another, to group themselves; first,

marbled with white foaming bubbles, they mounted in seething sprays; it seemed as
if all this were boiling, were burning, while the sharp, hissing noise constantly grew.
"The large veil of clouds, which had condensed in form of an island on the west
ern horizon, unfolded now at the top, leaving long nebulous strips drawn out in the

sky. It seemed inexhaustible, this bank of clouds; the wind stretched it, lengthened it,
extended it indefinitel}-, drawing forth from it numberless dark skeins, which it then
unfolded over the clear, bright heavens that had taken on an aspect of cold indistinct
ness.

"And steadil)^ it grew stronger, this great wind that was uj^heaving the ocean and
the heavens.

"The waves, in small coils, continued to chase one another, to unite, to cling one

to the other, so as to mount higher and higher, while between them the gap grew
deeper and wider.
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"In a few hours all was turmoil and disorder in this region, so calm and peaceful
but a short while before, and in place of the former silence the noise now grew deafen
ing. What a transformation, this present unconscious, useless agitation, brought about
so rapidly! And to what end was it all'? . . . What a mystery of blind destruction! '
"Above, the clouds finished their unfolding, always coming from the west, one

superimposing itself upon another, rapidl}^ eagerly, obscuring everything. Only a
few golden rifts still remained, through which the rising sun radiated its last shafts
of light. And the now greenish water became more and more flecked with white foam.
"The heavens were now entirely dark—a closed, crushing vault—with some still
darker patches spread upon them in shapeless blots; it almost resembled an immov

able dome, and keen sight alone could grasp that all this was, on the contrary, in full
madness of motion; large gray clouds hurrying to pass by, incessantly replaced by

others emerging from the depth of the horizon; curtains of darkness, unwinding as
from an endless, inexhaustible reel." (Part II, chap. I.)
Helene Sturdivant, H. S., Tq.

ECSTASY
Et j'entendis une grande voix.— Apocalypse.

J'etais seul pres des flots, par une nuit d'etoiles.

Pas un nuage aux cieux, sur les mers pas de voiles.
Mes yeux plongeaient plus loin que le monde reel.
Et les bois, et les monts, et toute la nature,
Semblaient interroger dans un confus murmure
Les flots des mers, les feux de ciel.

Et les etoiles d'or, legions infinies,

A voix haute, a voix basse. avec mille harmonies,
Disaient, en inclinant leurs couronnes de feu;

Et les flots bleus, que rien ne gouverne et n'arrete,
Disaient, en recourbant I'ecume de leur crete:

C'est le Seigneur, le Seigneur Dieu!
Victor Hugo.

ALL alone by the waves on a starry night.

My thoughts beyond this our world took flight.
The heavens were cloudless, no sail on the seas;

Only nature was restless, the mountains and groves
Seemed to question the waves, as they surged in the coves
And the moon, as it rose o'er the trees.

And those infinite legions, the stars of gold.
Crowns of fire inclining, this anthem told.

Now loudly, now softly, with one sweet accord;
The waves, which no mortal e'er rules or arrests.

Murmured, too, bending low the white foam of'their crestsIt is He, the Lord God!'Tis the Lord!

Marcelle Radgesky, H. S.,'19.
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PHIDIAS: HIS INFLUENCE UPON ART
HERE can be no more exciting trip for the student of history and
art than that which takes her to Athens, the majestic queen that,
crowned with the halo of ancient glory, sits enthroned by the beau

tiful /Egean Sea. How the heart swells as one sails past islands and
promontories teeming with the valiant history that has left such an
impression upon the minds of men! Ah, Athens at last! Athens, the
illustrious seat of learning and imperishable memories, is spread be
fore us! In the center of the city rises the Acropolis, marvelous monument of an age

gone by, and, crowning it, the Parthenon, that incomparable work of the greatest of
sculptors, Phidias.
"Cold is the heart, fair Greece! that looks on thee,

Nor feels as lovers o'er the dust they loved;

Dull is the eye that will not weep to see
Thy walls defaced, thy mouldering shrines removed."

Phidias was born about 480 B. C., of a family of artists,and was brought up amid

stirring tales of the battles of Marathon, Salamis, Thermopylte, and a host of others.
He had every advantage of developing his genius under the tutorship of Hegias and
Agelades.
There were numerous smaller works executed by him in the early part of his life,

but they are little known; his great work was on the Parthenon, a task assigned him

by his friend Pericles. When the Persians under Xerxes invaded Greece, about 480
B. C., they left Athens in ruins, and it was the ambition of Pericles to rebuild the city,
to adorn it with statues, and to glorify the Acropolis with magnificent temples dedi

cated to the gods. But while the Parthenon is the acknowledged work of Phidias, due
credit must be given to the architect, Ictinus, who drew the perfect plans.
The Parthenon is a rectangular building situated on the highest part of the Acrop

olis; the style of architecture is Doric, having wide doors but no windows. The two
meat pediments and the frie/.e are the work of Phidias; they exemplify scenes from
Greek mytholog}'. The subject of the east pediment, of which there are but fragmen

tary remains, was the birth of Athene, while that of the western pediment, now in
fairly good condition, revealed the struggle of Athene and Poseidon for the dominion
of Attica. The frieze of Pentelic marble which once extended across the walls on all

sides depicted the Pan-Athenaic procession held annually to celebrate Athene's tri
umph over Poseidon. The workmanship of this wonderful frieze shows great sim

plicity of style, grace of figure, skill in arrangement, unity of thought, and perfect

technic.

r

■
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Near the Parthenon stands the Erechtheum, famous for its Maiden s Porch, which

was the first attempt at the idea of using the human form instead of the usual col-

urnns to support an upper structure. Not far off is the gem-like temple of Wingless
Victory from which one gets a splendid view of the sea. It was here that /Egeus,
father of Theseus, threw himself into the sea when the son, returning victorious from

his perilous adventure, neglected to change his black sails for white ones, according to

agreement, thus wrongly conveying failure to his father. Lowest on the hill is the
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Propylse, principally serving as an entrance to this land of the gods. John L. Stoddard has spoken of the Parthenon as "a volume of Greek history bound in stone."
Besides the sculptures of the Parthenon, the most famous works of Phidias were

his colossal statues of Jupiter, in the temple at Olympia, and Athene, in the Parthe

non. Both were chrj'selephantine—that is, large statues of gold and ivory, which
were the materials usually employed in those times in temple statuary. Unfortunately,

we have only smaller copies of these left. A very good one of the Olympian Jove is
in the Vatican Gallery in Rome.

Phidias had reached the acme of his fame when he was falsely accused of stealing
the gold from the OljTOpian Zeus and of substituting a mixed metal. Thus we have,
even in these early ages, a suggestion of our modern graft system. It is sad to think

of a great man so ill-treated by an ungrateful people—thrown into prison to die like
the veriest criminal. But so it often happens—the poet, painter, sculptor, or thinker,
even though endowed with tremendous powers and capable of reaching and embody
ing the highest flights of the imagination, may during his lifetime be appreciated by
only a few gifted artists who have gathered around him. But his influence will live
and grow and expand as the years pass on; in the hands of his followers his name will
shine brighter and brighter. So with Phidias, whose name is now on the roll of the

immortals in the world of art. Among his disciples we find Praxiteles famed for his

glorious "Hermes"; Skopas, for his strong "xVIeleager"; Lysippos,'noted for his
"Farnese Hercules"; Polyclitus, for his colossal "Hera"; and so on. Innumerable
sculptors have followed in his footsteps. Without Phidias there would have been no
Michael Angelo.

Today an appreciative world is familiar with such masterpieces as the "Victory
of Samothrace," "Venus de Milo," "The Discobolus," "Apollo Belvedere," "The Dy
ing Gladiator," "The Farnese Bull," and "Laocoon," which represent the best features

of the Phidian school. These wonderful works have been the models and inspira
tion for ambitious and successful sculptors of all nations, and probably will remain so
until the end of time. Thus we see how one man may so throw his soul into his work as

to influence the coming generations of artists. In Phidias was the power to express
deep emotion vividly true to nature. He was a man of ideals, and was faithful to
them. Through his influence Greek art has become what all art ou"ht to be as John
Buskin so aptly says, "An expression of man's delight in God's noble work ''''
Doris Harper, H.S.,'21
History of Art and Travel Class.
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THE FAIRY GIFT TO MEADOWLANDS
T was midnight. The full silvery moon with her twinkling hand
maidens hung poised for a moment in the soft, velvety sky. All good
children were asleep; and surely the children who lived in the white
building glistening in the moonlight were of the best. At least, the

fairies thought so, and no one disputed them. But if the good chil
dren were asleep, the vivacious little fairies were wide-awake, hold
ing their first spring meeting. On a throne upholstered with pussy

willows, with a spider-web canopy spun across the blades of grass, sat the fairy queen.
At last, when all the fairies were seated on violet leaves, she spoke; the bi" owl over
head wondered whence the silver)^ sound came.

"I think you all know our plan to do some delightful thing for the good children

of the convent. You heard, of course, that the lovely lady bought Mea^owlands for
the children who are loath to leave the convent even when they are Graduated. But as

she is only mortal, she thinks the grass will be green and the flowers will bloom all by
themselves. You know how barren it is when the fairies neglect to do these things,
but we mustn't neglect it. Think how disappointed the lovely lady and the good chil

dren would be! We must work as busily as bees tonight, .so that they will be happy

in the morning. Now, who will offer her .services?"

At these words one little fairy slipped from her leaf and danced up to the throne.
The httle creature was all in the softest green, with transparent green wings and tinv
green slippers. Her golden hair floated on the breeze and her blue eyes were verv
bright. It would take a magnifying-glass to discover one of those eyes could a mor
tal be allowed to see fairies under any condition.

'

"Dear queen," said the fairy, 'T will make the lawn like a carpet of rich -reen
velvet sprinkled every morning with diamonds, so that the good children will not
have to gaze on a dry, brown waste."

"Good for Emerald, good for Emerald!" cried the fairie.s, clapping their little

hands.

Then another tiny fairy danced up to the queen. She wore a fluffy dre.ss .shadin"
from a deep pink to a creamy white, and her gossamer wings were flecked wid/cmld'

There was a sweet perfume about her more delicate than the rarest perfume of Araby'
As she approached the queen she sang:

•'

"Gentle ruler the trees must not stanri bare and brown. The children would have
no blossoms and fruit. I will make the trees blossom, and shall paint them all pink
and white."

' ^

"Oh! but that is not enough," cried Emerald; "there must be leaves on those
trees which do not blossom and on those whose blossoms have fallen off' Then all the
birdswill fly to nest in the tree-tops and carol songs to waken the children in the morn
ing."

andVSer
src:i:d:''rwm
m\S7he1„tt?i™
^'d
comes on, there will be liquid gold pouring into the ^haLfxt':; Mead^wrands'
be complete.
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"No, no, no, no!" cried a dozen voices as twelve daintily colored little creatures
tumbled over each other in their haste to reach the queen.

"The garden plots must not stand bare," they cried.
"They must bloom with violets," cried one, purple-clad with gold-tipped wings.
"And with pansies," cried another. And "roses," and "dahlias," and "lilies," and
"asters"—and so the cries of the eager fairies went on.

Then the}- all lifted their gossamer wings and flew through the night to begin
their work.

One bright day there came the sound of good children's voices to Meadowlands—
cries of "Oh! isn't it wonderful; isn't it a fairyland?"

Little did they realize the truth in that last word, for the fairies were so happy in
their new task, and so delighted with the result, that they had nearly all deserted the

convent garden and taken up their abode at Meadowlands, where they danced every

moonlight night under the twinkling stars.

Annabel Wheaton, H.S.,'19.

FRAGMENTS

A WISE man sought to find the light—
The light that never dies.

Among his books he sought for it
So earnestly he could not see
The child who stood beside his knee.
Within whose round and wondering eyes

There shone the light that never dies.

A host of fleecy clouds—
A moon and three bright stars;

And I—alone, alone!
Ill

II

I fashioned a world of laughter,
A world of laughter and song;
But I lived there scarcely an hour

Three sons I gave

Their country's honor to maintain.
I do not weep.

For long ago I learned to know

When I knew I had been wrong.

The bitterness of dry-eyed pain.

For laughter is mingled with sorrow.
And song is merged with pain;
Alone they form only shadows—
But together Life's rich refrain.

A host of fleecy clouds—
A moon and three bright stars.
And I—alone, alone!

Nancy Pattison, Alumna.
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We wish to offer our sincere appreciation for the gracious response from the Alumnae and friends
who were invited to contribute to the third number of the Year-Book: Reverend F. T. Moran,

D. D., Mr. Clay M. Greene, Kathleen Norris, Lillian Stephany, Louise Queen Lyle, Lenore
Coffee, Elizabeth O'Connor, and Nancy Fattison.

TO OUR ALUMNAE

HE Alumnae Association of Dominican College,San Rafael, is com
posed of members whose concerted effort can aid in many ways to
further the advancement of their school. The most potent aid would
come first from union in prayer. To our dear Alumnae, whose ideals
are ever truly Dominican, we renew our request for an Our Father

to be said daily in honor of one of the mysteries of the Rosary. The
spiritual force resulting therefrom will help our school most effica
ciously to maintain its highest standards. In return. Alma Mater will remember the
Alumnae each morning before God's Altar.

By request we give the names and addresses of the officers of Dominican College
Alumnae Association:

President

Mrs. Howard Blethen
Colonial Hotel, San Francisco

Vice-President

Mrs. Charles D. McGettigan
2644 Filbert Street, San Francisco

Vice-president

Mrs. Elmer Smith
Merced, California

Recording Secretary

.

Miss Rita Keane

Berkeley, California

Business Secretary ..

•

Sister Mary Thomas

Dominican College, San Rafael, California

San JcerCalitau
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DOMINICAN COLLEGE ALUMNAE ASSOCIATION

Because of the epidemic of influenza, the annual October meeting of the Alumnae
was deferred until the afternoon of May 3d, when a gathering in the nature of a spe
cial meeting was held.The Old Girls returning home were warmly greeted at the Con
vent door by the Sisters and theHighSchool graduates of 1919. There was a very sat
isfactory business session at two o'clock.

The class of 1918 was welcomed into the Alumnae, Nancy Pattison responding in
the name of her class. With keen interest the growth of the new Junior College at
Meadowlands was discussed, and with equally keen interest the Dominican College
Year-Book, which keeps the old pupils in touch with the life of their beloved Alma
Mater. Mother Louis made an address, at the close of which she announced that the

next annual meeting would take place Saturday, October 25th. The meeting, which
was throughout informal in character, closed with a delightful rendering of songs by
Mrs. Hobblitzel (Jane Jefferis). After this there was a visit to Meadowlands, where
tea was served by the members of the Junior College. Meadowlands glowed in the
afternoon sunshine, but inside the large cool house hearthfires blazed a welcoming
warmth, and San Rafael roses banked on the mantelpieces and trailing over the tables
made a harmonious note of delicate color and fragrance. All the rooms were thrown

open to the guests, who inspected the building with interest and delight. Benediction
was then sung in the Convent Chapel, a fitting close to a beautiful afternoon.
The Alumnae were gladdened by the records of a happy and successful year. Yet
there was a note of deepest sorrow, for it would seem that God in His wisdom always
exacts some sacrifice. Sister Eugenia and Sister Madeleine were absent; they who
before had always been among the first to greet the Alumnae. Sister Eugenia,
whose beautiful work was with the minims, whom she truly mothered, had endeared

herself to all by the serene loveliness of her character. Her loss is great, not only to the
Convent, but to all who knew her. For nearly a quarter of a century Sister Madeleine
had been a devoted and efficient member of her Community. She had been an invalid

for several years, but her buoyant nature, her literary talent, and her great personal
charm, due perhaps to unfailing sweetness and unselfishness, gathered about her a
wide circle of devoted friends. The hold that she had on her pupils was remarkable—

a deep religious influence that invariably helped to develop the best in all who knew
her.

Louise Queen Lyle has made a great success of the Charing Cross Kindergarten, a delightfully
unique establishment, with a capable staff consisting of a matron and six teachers, and with ap
proximately a hundred little children in attendance. Mrs. Lyle combines clever ideas with a pleas
ing personality and unfailingly cheery disposition that have sufficed to endear her to all the parents.
She has written an excellent paper on the Kindergarten, concluding with a humorous description

of her personal experiences in this line of work. The College is following the future of Mrs. Lyle
and the Charing Cross Kindergarten with every interest and every wish for long-continued
success.

Edith Brooks Herman, prominent in literary circles at D. C., is at present writing editorials for

a Stockton newspaper. Mrs. Herman is a talented musician as well as journalist, and has written
some clever articles on musical subjects. She has been represented in our previous year-books by a

number of splendid verses that give indication of considerable talent in the field of poetry.
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Lenore J. Coffee, who is rapidly becoming one of the leading advertising women of the country,
contributes a lucid article in the current number of Western Advertising on "Where and Why
Women Succeed in Advertising." She points out that "there is no other phase of modern business
in which women have so quickly made themselves successful as they have in the field of advertis
ing. For generations they have been trained in the art of spending money which other people have
earned, and this has overcome the tendency which most men possess of being very careful with
other people's money, knowing its value from personal earning capacity. . . . To women, spend
ing is a pleasure; to the average man, it is a task. . . . One of the really excellent things about

advertising is, not that there are so many women in its pursuit, but that it is represented by both
men and women where each has a chance to profit by the experience and qualifications of the other."
Miss Coffee has played an important part in the Liberty Loan drives, where her knowledge of
publicity proved of great value to the Government.

Nancy Pattison, Mary Edna Gossage, Georgia Steirly, and Guinevere Terwilliger, who entered
the University of California in August, have reflected great credit on their Alma Mater, and the

school is justly proud of them. Nancy Pattison was admitted to the advanced classes in Poetry
and English Composition at California, her uniformly excellent work gaining the commendation
of the professors.

Miss Barbara Merkley has earnestly pursued her harp study since leaving Alma Mater, and

won a signal distinction last winter in being chosen to play with the San Francisco Symphony Or
chestra, in the absence of the harpist of that organization. Barbara ably filled the position, and her
talent and virtuosity were appreciably recognized. She has been engaged to play first harp in the
Philharmonic Orchestra during the present season.

Margaret Boillot, who for the past two years has been in the service of the Red Cross,is now in
Brest, at the largest base hospital in the world.

It is gratifying to note that a daughter of our Alumnae's president, Mrs. H. Blethen (Mazie
Crowley), is attending St. Rose's, and the daughters of the vice-presidents, Mrs. E. Smith (Ursula
Ryan) and Mrs. C. D. McGettigan (Francesca Vallejo), are attending Dominican College,
where there are also the daughters of a number of the other members of the Alumnae.

It is our proud privilege to announce that the annual Newman Hall essay prize of one hundred
dollars, open to all students of the University of California, was awarded this year to Miss Laura

L. Byrne, instructor in economics in the Junior College, and graduate student at the University
from Bryn Mawr. The subject assigned for the essay was "Charles Carroll of Carrollton and his

Work for American Independence." The judges were Professor H. Morse Stephens, of the His

tory Department, and Professor M. C. Flaherty, of the English Department. The essay will be
printed in the Newman Hall Review,

Madeline Muldoon has met with renewed success in Berkeley. As manager of the Prytaneum
Fete, she has provided one of the most delightful affairs of the college year.

WEDDING BELLS

Alma Mater sends wishes for a bright and blessed future to the Alumnae whose marria°'es have
been announced during the year:
Dorothy Victoria Douglass to Joseph E. Trabuco.

Helen Claire Jones to Lieutenant George P. Raymond, U.S. A.
Elsie Moise to Lieutenant McClure, U.S. A.

Phyllis de Young to Nion Tucker.

To them Dominican College extends congratulations, and a prayer for happiness and all blessings.
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CONGRATULATIONS

Greetings from Alma Mater to the homes from which cards have come to tell of the arrival of

our youngest friends:

Alice Levy Jones
-Betty Beveridge Wilson

Mildred Mahoney Jenal
Rose Ereitas Rose

Alice Dupas Brown
Marie Gassner Shipper

LOVING CONDOLENCE

All at Dominican College give promise of prayerful remembrance to the souls of our dear de
parted friends:
Frank Stumm

Frank Moroney

Yrma Bayle Lacaze

George Welsh

James O'Dea

Anita Fernandez

N. E. Marcille

Mrs. Freitas

J. P. Cox

OBITUARY

The angel of death has visited the Junior ranks of our Association and has taken a young soul
into the vision of Eternal Life. Marjorie Heffernan, aged twenty-four, died in Stockton, January
28th. Her classmates will remember the genial school-friend who so earnestly devoted time and

fQ

development of her musical talent. She had an appreciation of this gift, and looked

forward with bright hope to all that it might mean to her in life. The following note is from the
Stockton Independent:
"Miss Marjorie Heffernan passed from mortal life yesterday morning while undergoing a
delicate operation for the removal of a gland from her neck. The development of a heart
condition extremely rare in the use of anaesthesia, brought on a sinking spell which skilled
medical science was unable to overcome. When the news came from the operating room it fell

with crushing weight on the hearts of parents and friends. Miss Heffernan rode to the hospi
tal in the morning to keep the appointment for the operation. The gland had been annoying

her during the winter and interfering with her singing. She determined to make an effort to
remove the trouble. Otherwise she was in splendid health and spirits. Her last conversations
with friends were in the spirit of radiant good cheer that marked her lovely disposition. It
seemed but a short period from the time she left home until the crushing news came of her
demise. It was so appalling and unexpected that it was not credited until verified.
"With the death of Miss Marjorie Heffernan a life fragrant with the virtues of lovable

young womanhood becomes merged in the more perfect life beyond. A faithful daughter of
the church, she attended the open-air devotions at St. Gertrude's Sunday morning, and during
the afternoon was happy with her parents and friends. The only references she made to the

coming operation were those of cheerful anticipation of it serving to correct a handicap on
her vocal work. To her, singing was a part of life. And clustering around her rare gift of

melody was a life so pure and so radiant as to be a song of harmony. Miss Heffernan sang
for the love of song and for the good which her music brought to others. On the platform for

patriotism, in the choir, beside the bier of the departed, among friends, and in her home her
animated kindliness found expression in her rare gift. No call for her presence went unan
swered. Behind the vibrant melody of her throat was the soul of expressive interpretation.

Among young people she was the jolliest and most animated. To her elders she over showed
gentle consideration. In unfailing fidelity to parents and loved ones she lived in her few years

a life that was from day to day a completed chapter of good deeds.
"Miss Heffernan was a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Heffernan. A younger sister,

Katherine completed the immediate family. She attended St. Agnes' College and later
specialized in music at the Dominican College at San Rafael. She was an active member of

tL Omega Nu Sorority, and had been one of the most enthusiastic workers in the Red Cross.

She had just reached the age of twenty-four years. Around her centered the deepest love of
parents and in the home where her presence is no more there is a sorrow too sacred and deep
for mortal assuagement. Not in years but in soul achievement her life was complete; and
when the sensitive heart of mortality ceased to pulsate the invisible choir gained a sweet

singer for the glad song of perfect immortality."

To her parents, and to her cousin Carmelita, we extend affectionate and sincere sympathy, praying
that Marjorie's sweet, kindly, innocent, ingenuous spirit may be their Saint in Heaven, interceding
for them in her eternal praise of God.
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THE CONVENT GIRL IN THE
BUSINESS WORLD
THE convent-bred girl has long been an exponent of charm, accom
plishment, and refined intelligence; but these are practical days, a

far cry from the time when our grandmothers learned to do exquisite
embroidery, play the harp, and talk delightful patter of Victorian
literature. That belongs—fortunately or unfortunately, who can
say?—to the past of lavender-scented linen, jars of pot-pourri,

wben all a woman had to be to be successful was womanly. But now
we ask ourselves if, in addition to the undeniably refining and uplifting influence of
convent training, it does possess that now valuable qualification—preparation for the
business world. And my answer would be, emphatically, Tes!

The business world demands, first and foremost, that hardest thing for vouth
discipline. And where else but in a convent is it learned so thoroughly and so kindly?
Discipline must be understanding lest it be harsh, and youth is tender and sensitive.
The girl who goes straight from the lenient atmosphere of her own home to a busi

ness office is almost certain to find the process of adjustment difficult, and perhaps
painful. At a convent it is different. Obedience is learned at an age when the mind
and heart are pliable and from instructors whose lives are given over to rule and dis

cipline themselves. The days are planned wisely for just the proper activity for mind
and body, and regular work at regular hours soon becomes second nature.

Perhaps the most tiresome part of business is the monotony of facing a day's work
every day in the week but one, and this is doubly difficult for the girl who has be
come accustomed to too much leisure. Personally, I went from my last year in school
to my first business position with only a few weeks interval, and even then it was not
too easy. My earnest advice to any girl contemplating a business career at the end of
her convent days is not to delay—to take just a reasonable vacation, and then to be^in

her work before she has lost the accustomedness to regular hours of work everv day
Too long a playtime in between will defeat the very purpose of her convent training

Deference to superiors is another difficult thing to the home girl; but the convent
girl knows that there must always be a head to everything, and her employer should
not be the tyrant that some girls seem to feel, but one who must carry the'burden of
responsibility and authority, and she must realize that her assistance is the thine- that
is going to make her valuable to him and to herself.

There is a tremendous field today in business for the girl with a trained mind and
the disposition to do every task to the best of her ability, and I cannot overestimate
the value of convent training in this. It teaches, almost first of all, self-reliance in the

little disturbances and problems that enter into every group of girls, the ability to take
correction without resentment, the healthy mental and physical atmosphere that de
velops a fine, clear mind free from the feminine hysteria of the Victorian period
I have a convent girl in my own office now, a girl who has never before held a

business position, and I am convinced that she could not have so easily adapted her

self to the vexations and problems of a business position if she had not been convent66
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bred. In this particular case it was just convent day-school. The advantages of the
actual convent life twenty-four hours a day are inestimable.
Convent teachers have a splendid work ahead of them. It is no small task to pre
pare a girl for life in this modern world, where competition is so keen and there are so

many who want and so few who get, but the outcome is self-evident. In any phase of
life where discipline, self-reliance, balance, and fine thinking count, then in that phase

will the convent girl come off with flying colors.

Lsnorc ,1. CopFss, Alumna.

THE CONVERT
From tlio gifted pen of Clay !M. Greene comes the poem'•The Convert, written
especially for the Dominican College Year-Book

"Before no graven image bow!"
My childhood's mentors blindly said,
Yet told not when, nor why, nor how
The living and the hallowed dead.
Anointed there before the cross,—

A holy, shining, graven thing,—
Should count their souls' infinite loss.
Whilst the dissenter's shineless dross
To doubt and darkness led.

"Before no graven image bow!"
And, as my conscience older grew,
I shunned those symbols hallowed now.
Which youth-time's teachings never knew.
Thousands I saw before that shrine.

Of shining, painted, graven things.
Receive that miracle Divine ;

Then knelt, as Faith began to shine
And doubt had taken wings.
Before these images I bowed;
Inspiring symbols of a Faith
That banished sin. Then prayed aloud
Forswearing doubt, and every wraith
Of penitence forgot. They shed
The blessed radiance of truth

Taught by the Son of God, who bled
That Faith and Reason might be wed
Unto my darkened youth.
Before those images I bow
In adoration and content.

Still with that sign upon my brow
That vanished disillusionment.

No more does clouded retrospect

Bring to my soul the doubts that grieve.
For now I know that they reflect.
The lessons that supplant neglect.
And teach me to believe.
Clay M. Greene.
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IS THE KINDERGARTEN WORTH
WHILE ?
MONG the "vast uninitiated," there seem to be two general opin
ions regarding the value of the Kindergarten. There are those to
whom it seems a handy sort of place where someone else looks out
for lively Junior while Mother works or plays. And there are those

who raise their eyebrows superciliously, and, viewing it from afar,
declare the Kindergarten a pernicious influence which spoils small

folk by too much attention,too many playthings, and too much play.
"What will the children do when they have to study later on?"

Of course, if any of these "vast uninitiated" have restless four-year-olds of their
own, we can hope to convert them from the error of their ways. Kindergarten is a
handy place for Mother—it is a play place above all; but we can hope to prove how
much else it is besides. And to those so unfortunate that they have no four-year-old
acquaintance, we can only urge that they give Kindergartens the benefit of the doubt,
visit them a while, and "see what they shall see"!

When Junior has had his fourth birthda)% he begins to grow slightlv restive under

Mother's petting; he can't quite see why he must divide his small world'with baby sis
ter; he finds the various phenomena of "things as they are" most interesting, and be

gins to question—eternally question! At just this definite time. Kindergarten steps in
to fill this definite need. At just this "Real Children's Home," the two years from
four to six—he comes to us, so alive, so eager, so unspoiled, so truly a little individual,

so absorbed in what we feel is the richest time of his whole life—and ours is the op
portunity!

Montessori says, "Ours is the joy to touch, to conquer souls; the one prize which
can bring us compensation!"

And though sometimes we forget this in the round of a busy day, nevertheless it

is very dear to every kindergartner's heart that she sometimes comes close to baby
souls.

Dewey says that education grows from the active solving of the problems of life

Montessori proclaims her principle of education for freedom—for the independence
that comes from self-conquest. And long ago, in the first book written on the subject
the fundamental principle of the Kindergarten was defined as education throu-h selfactivity.

^

The Kindergarten method is based essentially on the interest of the child on

those things which, eliciting the best response from him, will best tend to the develop
ment of his self-activity.

Now, it is known, of course, that the truest way to obtain response from a child is
through play—through which he reveals his own powers, good and bad—and our ob

ject in Kindergarten is so to clothe the facts of life and living in play that we awaken
his best responsiveness, to help him unfold his rational tendencies and chain his irra

lional ones. With self-conquest through self-activity as its principle, and with "play

irra-
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as its method, therefore, the Kindergarten takes its part in the life of the little ones
who come to it, and in the real educational life of the community.
Since education is a preparation for life, it must grow out of real living, not only
as an individual, but as a part of the community and of the world. So in the Kinder
garten we strive to allow the child to live his life of natural play as an individual
and as a group member, under as nearly ideal educative surroundings as can be ob
tained. We try to give him real life experiences, based first (since home has been his
only experience thus far)on his home and family, its needs, comforts, service and love.
Then we lead him to a realization and appreciation of the fact that others have con
tributed to his family life—the tradesman, the workman, the artisan. Higher still
comes the community service—the streetcars, parks, playgrounds, library, post-office,
and mint. Again, there are the nature conditions that furnish forces and materials for
human needs and comforts. And beyond all—touched on very reverently—is the
whole world-wide relationship as little children to "Our Heavenly Father."
The Kindergarten morning is a busy one—from the time before the school-bell

jrings, when the plants are watered, chairs dusted, and goldfish fed, to the time the
last good-by is said, it is an energetic little world in itself. The circle—that special
Kindergarten institution—where "talks" are held, games played, and songs chosen
by the children and gleefull)' joined in, is one of the happiest times! And stories, too,
play their own warm part in the morning's schedule.
Junior's mother probably has put away a bundle—a scrapbook perhaps—of her
own Kindergarten handiwork; and such fine, nervous, perfect work it only too often
was! Nowadays everything is as broad and free as possible so as to give the big
muscles as well as the finer finger muscles scope for development. The materials are
many and varied. Colored balls for tiny tots; beads and pegs used first for mere activ

ity and later for color and number-work; blocks of all kinds, large and small, for di
rected or free play. (It is in the latter phase that Kindergartens differ so widely from
Montessori schools.) Scissors, paste and papers, crayons, paints, raffia, and clay are
art materials whose results are not for works of art, but for the satisfaction of creative

instincts, and as a foundation for better things later on. Boxes, spools, newspapers,
pins, and collar-buttons are home materials wondrously adaptable for making fasci
nating things when four-year-old imaginations and fingers are enlisted in their cause!
Out of tool-chests come, as if from magic, furniture for dolls' houses, when sturdy

fingers clasp around hammer and saw. Out in the gardens green things flourish—some
times—and small cheeks grow rosj-—always!
Of course, if Junior's mother has time, she might help and direct him at home to
do all these things—he might cut and color, hammer and dig, and he would gain, as
he does in Kindergarten, in childish skill in handling tools and in the satisfaction of
his creative instincts. But the accomplishment would lack the zest that comes from

the comparison with others' work, the conversation as to why and wherefore, the so

cial pleasure of working with and beside one's companions, the whole great joy of
working and achieving! Always in Kindergarten comes our reward in the shining
faces, the confident hands slipped into ours, and the growing self-reliance from the
most diffident child!

So the time "from four to six" is helped to bear its fruit, and to prepare for the
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business of life ahead. It has been the tragedy of our educational system, said one of
the speakers at the National Educational Association, that the experience of one
school is not used in the years that succeed it. We have the breaks between Kinder

garten and primar)', between grammar and high school, between that and college.
And until lately there had been little done to bridge the first gap. The greatest oppor
tunity and the greatest danger of the kindergarten lay in its isolation from other
grades. Unhampered by school red tape, it could develop along broader lines and in
individual ways. But in its very independence lay the danger of forgetfulness that it
must be a co-ordinate part of the whole educational system, and must definitely plan
itself with some regard for the school work later on. Now, however, there has grown
up a much happier spirit between the Kindergarten and her next older sister, the pri
mary; each helps the other and exchanges ideas and ideals, correlates work and makes
definite plans to the benefit of both.
So that when our babies have "grown up" and, having all the dignity of six years,
must leave us for the primary class, we like to feel that we have actually given them
something to take with them; not only some concrete preparation for the work

ahead, but self-confidence, a love of living things, a spirit of friendliness and co-oper
ation, a quickened spirit of originality, power to observe, and ability to think, and a

better response to another's ideas and directions—and aren't all these principles worth
keeping alive through all the school course?
We do not claim that Kindergarten makes any appreciable difference in the school

grade "Three R's." Comparisons show little difference in the records of Kindergarten
and non-kindergarten children in these respects; but we do claim those deeper things
that help to make life rich in content and power of service—and is not all this worth
while?

MY CONFESSION

You ask for a paper on Pedagogy—on theories as theories go—
And I toil around in the dusty soil where theories used to grow;
I search through the busy record of my much-filled busy days.

All crowded with little children, their problems and their plays;
I look through the whole day's happenings to find Pedagogy there.
But the longer I look, the harder it seems—till I give up in despair!
For children's wiles and children's smiles, just as they happen to come.

And their hands' warm clasps and their small mishaps, make up my whole day's sum;

From the time that they come in the morning till they leave at the'end of the day.
Just to work with them in their worktime, just to join them in their plav!
To help them meet their problems, just as fast as they must be met
Such breathless days, that Pedagogy—no wonder I forget!

Oh! the Jimmie that falls in the puddles whenever it happens to rain!
(And I always forget Pedagogj' by the time he is dry again!)
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Oh! the coats that won't stay on the coat-hooks, the rubber too big for the shoe!
The Johnnie that always fights Jackie, despite all poor teacher can do.
Oh! the dimpled smiles that they give you, the trust that you'll surely not scold!
The way that they coax you with kisses before your correction's half told!
Just make the days pass so swiftly that when the day's course is run.
And I lie down at night all weary and think over what I have done,

'Tis only then old Sir Pedagogy shakes his warning finger at me.
And I wonder if he had my problems just exactly how he would be!
I remember then all the directions, the axioms wise and so deep.
And I mean to ponder and practice—but before I know, I'm asleep!

So I just have to confess about theories, I don't treat them as well as I might;
But my babies are all fat and happy, and laugh as they kiss me good-night!
Louise Queen Lyle, Alumna.

A VISIT TO SAN RAFAEL
HE members of the Catholic Educational Association who attended

the Convention last summer carried away with them very pleasant
memories of San Francisco. The distance that many had to travel
was great; but without exception those who were in attendance
from the far East as well as those from the Middle West, and surely
those from the Pacific Coast, were enthusiastic about the reception
which was accorded them and the fruitful results of the meeting. It
was remarkable that there should have been present so many from a distance, and

singularly remarkable that there should have been an)^ at all present from the Atlan
tic seaboard. The difficulties of travel last summer were unusual. It was not the cost

alone, but there was the question of securing accommodations, of being permitted to

travel. But the purpose was noble enough to justify the effort—the lending of voice
and counsel to the great cause of Catholic education.
The Convention itself was a success from every point of view. Those who have
been familiar with similar gatherings in the past have been heard to remqrk that it is

doubtful if any such fruitful meeting has been held before. The hearty response that
came from local educators of the coast was sufficient to inspire enthusiasm on the part

of those from other places who give to education their serious, constant thought. These
latter feel that there was an atmosphere to stimulate and encourage, and if benefits
have resulted to the coast, reciprocal benefits were imparted to those who had come to

pledge honest endeavor and co-operation.

May I refer to the welcome which all felt? San Francisco is proverbial for its hospitalitv.On this occasion it seemed to the visitors that it must have outdone itself. The
entire community breathed hospitality; but as we were concerned mostly with the
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clergy and the religious, it was their cordial welcome that was most noted. The gra
cious Archbishop set example to all as he moved about showing deepest interest in

every department and manifesting a geniality and a kindliness calculated to put every
one at ease and to inspire to renewed and more generous devotion.
But here I am rambling on about the Educational Convention, whereas I had in
tended to speak of it only incidentally, as introducing a visit to the Dominican Col

lege at San Rafael. I freely confess that it was gratifying to receive an invitation to
visit the institution, as I had heard it spoken of a number of times with commenda

tion for its beautiful location and grounds, but more particularly for the excellence of
its course and the devoted earnestness of its teachers. Father McMahon, the Provincial
of the Dominicans on the coast, was good enough to supplement the invitation with
his indorsement and volunteered to be my companion. He proved very much more, be
coming my guide and Nestor and Fidus Achates, whose attention was as unobtrusive

as it was efficient and cordial. Under these fortunate circumstances is it any wonder
that the journey to San Rafael was made with pleasant anticipations?

As one comes upon the college the first time, one receives an impression of picturesqueness; at least, such is the impression experienced by one who lives in a part of
our country where nature is less generous in the profusion of its bounty. Trees, flow
ers, and shrubs seem to spring up with a spontaneity difficult to be restrained, and
right in front of you is the building suggesting quiet dignity. The architecture is

pleasing to one who has been accustomed to harsh brick and stone, and the very sim
plicity of the structure adds its own special attraction.

After a greeting that was cordiality itself, one begins to get his bearings. It is not
my purpose to write about the details of a visit. I wish only to express my apprecia
tion of a welcome that overflowed in hospitality and every courteous consideration.
The reception-room, class-rooms, and study hall were of course all seen. Then a look

over the grounds. It was quite evident that the favorite spot was Lourdes; and a beau
tiful spot it is, remarkably similar to the original. We lingered in the "arden admir

ing the foliage, and then proceeded to the property adjoining, which, if my memory
serves, had been purchased only lately. This new property is indeed a valuable addi

tion to the college grounds. The imposing residence finds its setting in a bower of ver

dant and arboreal beauty. We were charmed not only by the flowers of many varieties,

which grow in richest profusion,but by the mammoth drooping mulberries, the apricot',

peach, and other fruit trees, and the odoriferous .shrubbery and plants that lined the
walks in whichever direction we turned.

First and last, we spent quite a time in wandering about, and then we entered the

house to rest a while and to talk about the advantages of receiving an education un
der such circumstances and in such environment. It seems to me that the youn"- ladies

fortunate enough to be privileged to make their course at the Dominican Collecre,San
Rafael, would be delighted every day of their sojourn and would feel the deepest re
gret at leaving its portals. Vallombrosan umbrage, Pierian spring, California climate

everything here combines to invite to drinking deep at the fount of learning, and su^tI
gests that the pursuit of knowledge may be followed with a pleasure quite undreamed
of by the student who recalls the irksomeness and hardships of the days spent in col
lege where nature was less kind and teachers were not able to provide so well.
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What single feature do you think impressed most? It was the plaza adjoining the
garden. In this plaza, it was said, is given the annual exhibition of dramatics and
tableaux. I do not know if I use the right term of description. The arrangement is
ideal, and possible only in a climate like that of California. It can be imagined that
with a proper scheme of lighting, a very elaborate and enchanting effect would be had,
a veritable Midsummer Night's Dream. The higher ground under the trees can be

used as a stage, and the cement court, with the verandas for galleries, as an ample and
appropriate auditorium. The young ladies taking part, in their varied costumes, have
the inspiration of a poetic setting, and, according to reports, fully avail themselves of
the advantages of the situation to acquit themselves to excellent effect. Indeed, what
more could be desired? A bower of trees, subdued light, friends and relatives, a balmy
atmosphere, the confidence of careful training—it would be strange if a charming
spectacle were not the result.
It was intimated that there was some intention of discontinuing this feature of

the College's exercises. I venture to hope that this may not be so. There is so much to
be said in favor of continuing it, and the only argument that occurs against it is that

a great deal of time is consumed in the preparation. The question naturally arises. Is
there not an adequate result for the time expended? Does education consist only in the

acquirement of so much formal knowledge, the grasping of certain principles and rules,
or should it not imply a certain grace of manner and deportment, a cultivation of ex

terior that bespeaks the attainments of the mind, or, more properly, the soul? I think
there can be no doubt as to the answer. The time spent is, therefore, well spent. The

elocutionary effect, the presentation of one's self, the benefit to carriage and deport
ment—these would seem advantages not to be overlooked. The training goes on in the

presence of the younger students, thus awakening an ambition and arousing an emula
tion to surpass when their turn comes; while at the same time these younger students
unconsciously participate in the immediate benefits of the culture imparted to their
seniors.You will pardon me for having ventured to express an opinion; but my excuse
must be the interest experienced in this feature of )'our institution's training.

The religious communities of our country have contributed a vast deal to the cause
of Catholic education. There are none others who can compare in the sacrifices willing

ly made to uprear its noble structure. Not only have they devoted their lives, with no
expectation of earthly recompense, to the training of our youth and to the imparting of
refinement and virtue, but they have practiced the most rigid economy and self-denial,
and have labored in season and out of season, that they might garner the adornments
of nature's storehouse, and might equip institutions and make them beautiful and com

fortable, so that the attainment of education might be rendered a more pleasant and
attractive experience. Thus has it been with the Dominican College at San Rafael.
These noble efforts of our religious have been crowned in a measure with the reward

of witnessing a Catholic laity helped to the admiration and pursuit of high ideals. The
Sisters ask no more—except to continue to labor, to serve, to build, to train—no more

here, and the rest is in God's Hands. It is safe with Him.
Francis T. Moran,
St. Patrick's Church, Cleveland, Ohio.
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SPRING IN SAN RAFAEL

Beyond the sunlit waters,
The mountains dry and brown,
A valley lies, encircled
By a eucalypti crown.
And over it is brooding
A fragrant green-tipped spell—

To my heart it's calling, calling.
That it's Spring in San Rafael.
Violets cling to damp, fresh earth.
The air is sweet and clean;

And through the tender spears of grass
Come new shoots, soft and green.

Upon the gold acacia
Two ragged robins tell,
With timid chirps and trillings,
That Spring's in San Rafael.
Cotton sails upon the breeze;
It smells of rich, brown soil;

Poppies flutter on the hills.
Fragrant, till the bees despoil
Their cups of golden honey.
And, high on citadel,
The purpled iris vouches.

Spring has come to San Rafael.
Beyond the sunlit waters.
The mountains dry and brown.

Lies the valley of contentment.
With its eucalypti crown.
There my heart is held imprisoned
By a fragrant green-tipped spell.
Calling, calling, calling.
That it's Spring in San Rafael.
Nancy Pattison, Alumna.
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MOUNT TAMALPAIS

WHAT secrets in thine age-old soul must lie!
To what great mysteries hast thou the key?
O Mountain hoary-wise, unfold to me
The wisdom that the stars impart! The sigh

Of wandering winds; the tuneful lullaby
Of lapping waves; and ever o'er the sea
The billowy fog's caress—all these to thee
Have long been known. What do they signify?
Thus did I ask—and lo! the answer came:

The stars through ages hold their selfsame course,
So faith, in wavering, leads on through strife.
While wind and wave and fog—all these acclaim
That ever is there manifest a force

Beyond the power of man—
Eternal life.

n

»i

A.VNCV Tattison, Alumna.
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DEER'TRAILING
OLLOWING deer-trails is one of the best forms of wandering. One

imagines, after a morning or afternoon spent m exploring these nar
row ways, that though a deer must see m t e course of his life all
the high, low, and medium places of his world, he discovers them
leisurely. There could never have been a eer with what we might
term a Baedeker mind. Much better to think they go here or there,

giving, taking, and all that, of course,

with no plans. How a

deer must despise plans 1 And how a plan-despising human eing can admire a deer!
Here goes a track, then, green with the first tender grass, and hardly is it going

well when it decides to go down—and at the same time it decides to go up. You stand
and wonder. That destination may be a spring because an azalea is growing among
those other shrubs, and that . . . You go down and find t at what was once a spring
is long since dry. Then you go up and find that that branch twists around the far side
of a copse and goes back to the azalea and the dry spring, ut on the way you find
some early mushrooms, a few asters, some ripening tollon-berries, and a convention of
bushtits. Also you bless the deer for having kept you so lonS on a hillock that ordinar
ily you would have dismissed with one glance from your itinerary.

You may rest farther on beneath an oak tree, overlooking a rock)' chaparral-cov
ered slope. Yonder, a few hundred yards, is the forest, a wall of various-shaded greens.
The grass has formed patches that have the aspect of rugs thrown in the clearings;
over the highest hills great white castle-clouds pause, and from somewhere, into this
atmosphere already steeped in dying leaves and yerba buena, floats the intangible odor
of apples and wood-smoke. A bluejay inquires querulously why you sit there instead
of getting along to enjoy your walk. Up in the trees a woodpecker taps. All sounds in
tensify the general effect of stillness until your dog breaks the spell with his "Aeow!
Aeow!"

Down the hill he comes, and in the first opening you see the jack-rabbit, his eyes
wide with excitement, his ears fairly flying behind him. Down the deer-trail he runs

and jumps, bolting in here and out there, and when your dog has certainly lost him

you look up the hill whence the commotion just started and you see the rabbit sitting
by a rock. Maybe he is sniffing the air for warnings; but he appears to be ready for

another of those narrow-escape pursuits.

Your dog must be consoled; so you continue your walk along the narrow track
crossing innumerable gullies, some springs, fascinating dingles that might never else
have been discovered, and finally you reach the woods. Some of the tracks lead into
tunnels that are better suited to gnomes and fairies, passing as they do beneath hazels
and red poison-oak and between the most slender of saplings; but real human beings
can take them up again after such diflficulties have been avoided.
So while you push aside redwood and spruce branches you hear ''Aeow! Aeow

coming toward you, and you hold the branches just as you have them lest you make
an unnecessary stir. Here he comes—a buck! He has put the dog off for a moment

and before you—only twenty feet before you!—he stands, his startled eyes peerin"
into the depths of the forest. His ears turn to catch your dog's voice; his head is raised
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and his nose investigates the faintest of breezes. Nearer comes the bark and higher
goes the head. He quivers—and presto! he has gone, with only his dainty thud, thud,
on the needle-carpeted ground to convince you that he has really been there. If you
hurry you can see him bound—over the tollon-berry bushes and all! The dog is out
after him, but directly he returns panting and weary. At the least sound his mouth
closes and his muscles tighten; all ready he is for another fine chase.

You zig-zag and crisscross, stopping now and again to watch a covey of quail fly
ing before your dog's inquisitiveness or to listen to a bird-song ringing from a near-by
copse, and you find that you have spent hours covering what you had thought was
familiar country.
Every knoll has given the hills a new aspect, every rock and hollow has given you
a more intimate acquaintance with a bird, a flower, even a bit of lichen.

A life spent on deer-trails, and in making them, must be charming. Apparently
the fawns grow into doehood and buckhood with never a word of a career to take
from the freshness of their imaginations. And having no plans, there must be no re
grets because of unrealized ambitions, nor yet complacencies for having reached the
top. The very fact of their ups and downs and wanderings must be stimulating. For
though the top of the world has a fine view, the deepest canon has ice-cold water.
But being a human being with leisurely habits you must find deer-trailing a thrill
ing pursuit. And when you have wandered some hours over the highways and byways
you will begin to understand why a deer can bound into the air. Who could not bound
if he but half understood those things with which a deer has always been familiar!
Elizabeth O'Connor.

"Dear Nature is the Saint that rears This sanctuary to our God"
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"LEAD. KINDLY LIGHT"
F "the height" of Cardinal Newman's mind were to be measured
"by the shade it casts," that shade would be found to stretch over
the entire civilized world, offering its soothing powers to all souls

burning under the parching rays of their own sun, their reason, their
intense thoughts, their finite judgments; extending its gentle com
fort alike to peoples of all nationalities and of all creeds. A veri
table literature has arisen around the great name of John Henry
Newman through those who have studied his works, and, on the other hand, the most
hidden, sacred strings of thousands of souls otherwise unacquainted with his writings,

and not necessarily of his belief, have been caused to vibrate bj? this one short poem,
"The Pillar of the Cloud." For who, believer or unbeliever, could not sincerely re
peat these two lines, exquisite in their simplicity, touching in their search of a guid
ing hand, necessary even to the strongest soul'?
"The night is dark, and I am far from home—
Lead Thou me on!"

Although reason, and a certain pride in independence and in its own strength,
would hinder the soul from giving up its claim "to see the distant scene," although a
self-reliant mind loves "to choose and see its path," and in its first impulse would
feel that prayer for guidance is a humiliating confession of its own weakness, yet

sooner or later it will come to realize its blindness, its need of a leading, kindly light.
Strong and proud as it may otherwise be, some day it will learn to pray for a hand to

guide it safely out of the "encircling gloom"; fervently it will beseech that Light to
"remember not past years," when reason, a youthful trust in its own strength, and
pride ruled its will, but humbly will it cry out, "Lead Thou me on!" Nothing could
be more touching than to see this great soul, in profound humiliation and recognition

of its own nothingness, bend before the Light ever loved and constantly felt near al
though "lost awhile," since obscured by reason, exclaim in firm conviction and trust*
"I know Thou still wilt lead me on,

O'er moor and fen, o'er crag and torrent, till
The night is gone."

So sublime is this poem in its pure beauty, that it seems like steppin"- on sacred
ground to try to add anything to these simple yet vigorous, humble yet majestic lines
They must cause to re-echo in every human heart the following tribute to Faith above
Reason b)*^ D. O'Kelly Branden:
"Faith perfects Reason: Reason, Faith defends:
Both are of God; both flow from, end in one.

Faith in its flight to God Himself ascends,

And 'neath its wings bears earth-bound Reason on,
Until each yields to sight, and in Truth's vision ends."

Lit.i.tan Stf.phanv, Alumna.
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THE BERRYS' VACATION
UT surely you have someone to help you with the work, in that big
house?" asked the old lady from the house down the road.
Margaret Berry shook her pretty head cheerfully.
"My husband and I are the whole family," she confided, smil
ing."We don't know anybody here in Beach Haven, and while Jack
is ill we really don't want to meet people! I do the little marketing
I do by telephone, and we simply live in the garden, shut away
from the whole world!"

She laughed joyously as she spoke. It was a laugh that Margaret had forgotten
for months—the hard, hard months in which her husband had been sick, money af

fairs pressing, and life in the big city almost unendurably hard. But she had found
her laugh again now, and some of her old hope and confidence and color, and Jack
had gotten back his appetite and his strength after a few weeks in the old garden be
side the sea.

"But 5'ou like Beach Haven?" asked her old neighbor kindly.
"Like it!" Margaret said fervently. "Why, it has saved our lives! This house,"
she nodded to a shabby, stately old mansion that was hidden away behind the over

grown shrubs and trees, "belongs to my uncle. It was just the most fortunate chance
in the world that it was empty and we could camp in it. For I call it," Margaret said,
with sudden tears in her bright eyes, "an answer to prayer! You don't—you don't

know how I prayed! Jack had a good position, and we had something saved, but he
had typhoid fever two months ago, and he didn't seem to get strong—"
"I know!" old Mrs. Patterson said, smiling. "I board down the road a bit when

I'm in Beach Haven, and I told my landlady the other day, that someone must be

living here. She was telling me about you and your husband, and how much better he
looks than he did when he first came down here.

"We have three more glorious weeks," Margaret exulted, "and when we go back
he'll be better than he's ever been in his whole life! But, Mrs. Patterson," she said

eagerly, as the old lady picked up the runaway Persian kitten that had served to bring
her into the garden, "don't you want some of our gooseberries? They're as big as
cherries, and they're simply wasting here.
She led the way along the shady, overgrown path, to the side door, where a man

was whistling as he chopped light boxes into kindling.
"Mrs. Patterson, this is my husband, Mr. Berry," Margaret said. "Jack, jmu re

member I spoke to you about Mrs. Patterson's kitty—that will run away!"
"But you were in bed, and feeling pretty sick, last time I was here!" the old lady
said, smiling up mother-fashion at the tall pleasant-faced man.
"Ah I'm made over now!" he laughed, as Margaret came out with a little square
basket filled with the white-green berries. "This vacation is just about the happiest

thing that ever happened to us," he went on. "We haven't many friends in New
York and we were just getting well started, when this illness of mine upset every
thing."
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"But we're not complaining about that," Margaret said, with her cheek against
his sleeve, "for everything has come out wonderfully, after all!"
"It's nice to see folks in this house again," said Mrs. Patterson. "It's been shut up

for years, and the Andersons never did live here much, anyway. Now, take care of

yourself, Mr. Berry, and don't overdo," she said in smiling warning as she went away.

Margaret came hack, smiling too, from the evergreen-screened gate. Her husband
gave her a questioning look.
"Does she suspect anything'?" he asked.

"Silly! what should she suspect*?" Margaret answered carelessly. "We're a whole
mile from the village. Nobody hut the grocery-hoy knows we're here; and if these An
dersons, whoever they are, aren't going to use a house like this in August, when are

they going to use it*? If the very worst comes to the worst, a servant or two will arrive,
with trunks. Then we'll make some hasty explanation, and disappear. We've done no

harm; we've simply borrowed a little of all this beauty and peace that was going to
waste, and when we go the house will he in better condition than when we came. And,
Jack, I was desperate! We had to do something!"
"Oh, my dear, I'm not worrying!" Jack smiled. "I was too sick to worry when we
first came, and now I'm too well! Even if the owner turned up, he might prove to he
a decent sort of chap who wouldn't mind. Come on, dearest; let's wander down to
ward the beach again. You're equal to any emergency, and I defy any jury to resist

my wife's blue eyes when she pleaded her case!"
"Just a little better than that awful place where the hoard was thirty dollars a

week!" Margaret smiled, glancing hack at the garden.
"And the hotel that accommodated sixteen hundred people!" Jack grinned, as

they turned their faces toward the life-giving sea. "It was a wonderful chance that
brought us and our picnic-basket down this lonely road. And what a lark to remem
ber!" he added, with his boyish grin.
"What a lark to remember!"

Margaret used the phrase again two weeks later, when their last day came. Their
suitcases were packed now, the fire out in the little kitchen stove, the blankets and pil
lows neatly stored again, and the rooms they had used in spotless order despite their
shabbiness. They were having a last meal on the vine-shaded porch, a rosy, happy
Margaret with deep content in her blue eyes, and a brown, energetic Jack, who looked
utterly unlike the shaken nervous man of six weeks ago.
"It will be fun to get back to the little apartment, Margaret," Jack was begin
ning, when a noise in the garden interrupted him. A look of alarm crossed both faces,
but immediately they laughed. It was only the grocery-boy, come to drive them in to
the village, to the home-going train.

"We have oceans of time," Margaret said. "I want to stop with these gorgeous
asters and the quinces for Mrs. Patterson as we pass. She's been our only friend
here, and she'll always be associated with almost the happiest time in my life."
Laughing, they climbed into the rattling wagon, and, so high were her spirits, that

Margaret put her arm about her old neighbor, when Mrs. Patterson came to her gate
to say good-by, and gave her a daughterly kiss. They had driven to the village and
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had but another two or three minutes to wait for the train, when the grocery-boy
asked interestedly:
"She going to rent the place again?"
"Who?" Margaret asked.
"Mis' Patterson," the bo)' said.
"Rent what place again?" the Berrys asked, puzzled.
"That place you rented olf her," the boy elucidated.
Margaret and Jack looked at each other. The woman's prett)^ face grew a little
pale, the man flushed suddenly.
"What has she to do with that place?" Margaret asked slowly.

"Why—There's the train whistling down at the crossing!" the boy said. "Why
it's her place," he went on. "She told me you folks were friends of hers, and had rent
ed it for a few weeks. She's old Silas Anderson's cousin, and she lives there off and on.

She's a kind of nice old lad)', isn't she? . . .You folks had better get on board. She
ain't real rich. Miss Patterson, and folks say that she'd git some boarders in the house,

if everything wasn't so shabby!"
Tears had come into Margaret's eyes. Jack, mounting the steps of the train, lifted
his cap respectfully.

"I know two paying boarders that she'll have next year!" he said.
Kathlekn Norris, Alumna.

A LEGEND
N a far-away land, a very long time ago, there was a beautiful hill,
and trees clung thick about it; and flowers—all the flowers smiled
on the hillside; and there was a rock, and in its shadow a little flow

er, whiter than snow, looked up and wondered at the fathomless
heavens. At night it drew its face within its petals, even as the
angels drew their wings about their heads. But one night, when the

.====,garden was still, the little flower heard footsteps approaching, and
peeping out from her veil, saw a Man walking slowl) ; and His robe seemed, in the
darkness, dyed red. And the beauty of His face was torn with anguish, and falling on
His face' even above the little flower. He prayed brokenly; and even as He prayed

into the night, great drops of agony damped His brow. The affliction of this Man of
Sorrows struck the heart of the flower, and opening out, it yearned toward Him, and

even at that moment, a precious drop of blood from His brow- fell into the chalice of

the flower, and overflowing its cup, dyed the petals redder than the wine that flows

from the press in vintage time. And the Man of Sorrows,"dumb as a lamb before his
shearers," went away to the Sacrifice; and the little flower remained forever scarlet;
and to this day when we see it we call it Bleeding Heart.
M.vRG.^RET Boii.i.ot, Aluuina.
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OUR MOTHER'S DAY
CTOBER loth, the Feast of St. Louis Bertrand, our Mother's pa
tron, brought with it the usual rejoicing. Each year our Mother be
comes, if possible, a little dearer to her children; each year we won
der more at her beautiful serenity, her deep sympathy and under
standing, her grace that never ends. So on her day we always offer

her the first-fruits of the school year. The house was made lovely
with flowers, the altar was a triumph of loving skill, and Mass was
sung with reverent devotion. After Benediction the household assembled in the Com

mencement Hall, and a program of song and recitations was given. Ruth Marion
read very beautifully the following sonnet written in Mother Louis' honor:

An offering. Mother, do we bring today.

You on whose feast through long love-laden years.
Your children, April-joyous, close to tears.

Have brought their gifts, have caroled many a laj''.
Gladdening October with the breath of May,
Untouched by thought of summer sun that sears.
Or winter frost, or autumn shadowing fears;

But lit like opals with youth's sparkling play.
You, Mother, toiler nursed in wisdom's air.

Strong and serene, a torch in darkened days.

Leading your children toward heaven-lighted wa5^s
Up to the heights of perfect peace and prayer.
Will, gracious, hear this latest song of praise.
Ill-wrought from reverent love—gift all too rare.
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VISIT OF THE VERY REVEREND EDWARD FACE, D. D.

Shortly after the opening of school the Very Reverend Edward Pace, D. D., visited the College,
officiating at Mass in the Chapel at Meadowlands.
DR. NOBLE'S LECTURE

Dr. Emily Noble gave an interesting lecture on proper respiration and its beneficial effects,em
phasizing the need of instructing schoolchildren to breathe correctly. The lecture was illustrated
by stereopticon slides, showing Dr. Noble's methods and some of the cases she has cured.
VISIT OF COLONEL LEVERVE

An interesting event was the visit of Colonel Leverve, guest of the Very Reverend A. L. McMahon. The Colonel is on the staff of General Retain of the French Army, and has now arrived in
Siberia. Father McMahon interpreted the speech of the French officer, dealing with his arrival
and reception in New York, the transcontinental journey, the lavish hospitality of San Francisco,
the beauty of San Rafael, and the cordiality of the Dominican Sisters. But the occasion was a joy
to the students of French, who were able to prove their proficiency in the Gallic tongue by con
versing with the guest in his beloved language.
ROSARY SUNDAY

Rosary Sunday witnessed the usual beautiful procession from the Chapel, through the convent

grounds, to Meadowlands and thence to the grotto, where the hymns that swing to the heavens on
the breezes of Lourdes were repeated with a fervor that approached that of the pilgrims at the
famed shrine of the Old World. The participants then returned to the Chapel, where Benediction

was given, the ceremony closing with the chanting of the Te Deum.
ORGAN RECITAL

On the afternoon of October 9th, the faculty and student-body had the pleasure of hearing Mr.

Achille Artigues in a program of organ music which was given in the Convent Chapel. Mr. Ar-

tigues played with that genuine artistry which has always characterized his work as organist.
AN EVENING WITH JAMES W. FOLEY

James Foley, Poet Laureate of North Dakota, and the Youth's Companion, visited the school on

September 18th, reciting bits of his Western verse that brought smiles to the lips and sunbeams
to the hearts of'the attentive audience. Mr. Foley writes in the vein of James Whitcomb Riley

and Eugene Field, and is one of the few men who can be sentimental about the "old farm" and
that sort of thing without becoming tiresome m his style.
VISIT OF MR. LEOPOLD GODOWSKY

On the second of October, we had the pleasure of receiving Mr. Leopold Godowsky, the eminent

Polish pianist, and Mrs. Godowsky. These distinguished guests spent several hours with us, and
their visit is cherished as one of the most signal honors of the past school year.
OCTOBER VACATION

Further entertainments were rudely interrupted by the influenza epidemic, ^'ery wisely, parents

were requested to send for their children. A few girls remained, however. They were established
at Meadowlands, where they lived a happy, healthful life, carefully guarded against any possi

bility of danger from the "flu." Figs were ripening on the trees; roses were still blooming m the
gardens There were picnics to the hills, a few classes where study was undertaken for delight,not
for credit, an occasional party, and a good deal of Red Cross work. There was sorrow and anxiety
indeed during that month of quarantine. Sometimes the household at Meadowlands chafed at the
thought that they could not go out like the Sisters from the Convent to help nurse the sick and

dying - but they were assured that their best gift would be to live h.appily, to work as much as

possible for the Red Cross, and, above everything, to keep well.
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PEACE CELEBRATION

In the midst of the quarantine, November 9th, came the first announcement of peace. Sleepy San

Rafael awaked, mad with joy. There was blowing of whistles, screaming of sirens, ringing of
bells f automobiles honked wildly, men, women, and children rushed through the streets, raising
their voices to add one more note to the tumult of joyful noise. Every bell in the Convent pealed,
and when the supply of musical instruments at Meadowlands gave out, the children raided the

kitchen and returned to the veranda beating the pots and pans with rolling-pins. Then came
silence! The peace announcement was false. Many hearts were sick with hope deferred.
At midnight, November nth, came word of the true peace. There was rejoicing in the Conr

vent no less deep because it was quiet, and there went up to Heaven the thanksgiving of prayer.
The noisy jubilation was saved until the next day. Then San Rafael made a festival. There was

a long parade of automobiles decorated with flags. The Allies' triumph was celebrated by every in
vention that could give forth joyous sound. For half an hour the quarantine was broken that the
children of Dominican College might assist in celebrating the proudest day of the twentieth cen
tury.

CHILDREN OF MARY

The impressive little ceremony in the Chapel on the Feast of the Immaculate Conception must

have been especially pleasing to Our Lady, for on that day aspirants were received into the So
dality of the Children of Mary. After the Act of Consecration, the Reverend J. Powers blessed
the medals and gave the young sodalists an instructive conference. Benediction of the Most Blessed
oacrament followed.

abbe' CABANEL speaks at SAN RAFAEL CON\'ENT

On December 14th the CoUege was honored by a visit from the Abbe Cabanel, chaplain of the famTth
After luncheon
and a reception
by theoffaculty
students
Academy,Repment.
the distinguished
visitor talked
on the "Spirit
France and
in the
Great
War. The introduction was made by the Very Reverend Arthur McMahon, O P and the sm
dents voiced their patriotism in a spirited rendition of the "Star-Spangled Banner" '.'nH rK ■■ J

sdllaia."
With .h..id o, pic.„„s ..Ue„ .he .po.. Abbe C.b.Ll ttpo;."" h.Jd e„t
the very heart of suffering France. The possessor of a sympathetic voice with n r V m
tery of the resources of the English language, the speaker had all the earnestn^s that'f rh

of true eloquence and the indefinable charm of the born raconteur.
Every lesson of this timely and unusual conference was npniliirlTr

j

•/- n

The scenes described and pictured were truly eloquent of the sincerit T u

p.i„.
who had hi, pl,„ in".he Gre.. W„nLtrco„Vue,. f":
heart and gentleness in his mind to soothe and nurse and help the wLnded n H

Catholic.

""t!'

T""" 1"'
and turmoil of battle to give consolation and the blessed hope of eternal nea f "I J

Abhe Cabanel by word and picture brought home most vividly the lessons of co
ing faith evinced by the Christian heroism of his noble soldier boys who had
most glorious charges of the Great War.

''

'"T u"
made some of the

The closing picture, a representation of the Crucifixion before the eves of rh. U" .r •
the battlefield, was a summary of the touching appeal made by the Abb/c h 1 u"
on

table discourse: It was ever Christ crucified to whom the ChLch pointed h!

the model, and to Him must turn those who would be numbered amnn

ui inspiration and

who shall be called children of God.

blessed peacemakers
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VISIT OF THE MOST REVEREND ARCHBISHOP HANNA, D.D
December 20th, the Most Reverend Archbishop Hanna. D D

delivered a beautiful address on the spirit of Christmas TK;'

■semester.

^
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®'^^ool, said Mass, and

^nristmas. This was his second visit during the
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'0 happy Garden whose seclusion deep
Hath been so friendly to industrious hours'
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CHRISTMAS WITH THE ORPHANS

The influenza epidemic made it impossible for the students to pay their Christmas call at the Or
phanage, hut an abundance of good things was sent in time to reach the little fellows on Christ
mas day; so the Dominican College's tradition was not allowed to fail this year.
LECTURE BY ALEXANDER KAUN

Alexander Kaun lectured on Russian Art, making the most of the fascinating subject, and ex
pressing a hope that America might he able to gain a better understanding of Russia. His lecture
was illustrated by a series of colored slides.
ANNUAL RETREAT

The annual Retreat was given by Rev. J. B. O'Connor, O. P., closing on the feast day of Our
Lady of Lourdes, with ceremonies at the lovely grotto in the convent gardens. The distinguished
spiritual director from the East, by his beautiful and practical instruction and counsel, made the

Retreat a memorable one in the annals of the College. His vivid word-pictures of the pitfalls of
the world and its maze of dangers were ineffaceably fixed in the minds of his listeners. Accurately
he seized the essential lines of his subject, making them stand forth from the background of the
entire Retreat in a vigorous and spiritual series of talks. Instructive, elevating, intellectual and
sympathetic. Father O'Connor's Retreat will be a cherished memory to the pupils of Dominican

College. At the close of the Retreat Father O'Connor commended the girls for their spirit of sin
cerity, zeal, and attention. Then, amid impressive silence, he gave the Papal Benediction.
CONCERT BY THE REVEREND E. BOYLE

One of the pleasantest experiences of the scholastic year was the song recital offered by the
Reverend Father Edgar Boyle. The program was happily chosen, and the various numbers proved
suitable to the Rev. Father's voice, which always charms by its sweetness and simplicity of deliv
ery. Father Boyle was assisted by Mr. Gerald Drew, violoncellist. The accompanists were Evelyn
Phelan and Agatha Drew.

CONCERT BY LAURENCE STRAUSS

On the evening of March 8th, Mr. Laurence Strauss, tenor, with Miss Theresa Ehraman iccom
panist, was heard in a song-recital. Mr. Strauss is of the French school of vocalization' and is an
interpretative artist of the highest rank.

'

FIRST COMMl^NION

The Feast of the Annunciation had a special significance for Jean Henry, and May Day for

^e^utifu'ldays^"

Communion on these

LECTURE BY PUPILS OF THE HISTORY OF ART AND TRA\ EL CLASS
The Art and -TRAyEi. Class has made a pronounced success of the lectures thus far given North

ern Spam, Southern Spam, Span.sh Art, Greece, Grecian Art, and Northern Switzerlfnd provided

a variety of colorful and interesting subjects. Helene Sturdivant read the Greek WtureZ J .

entertaining manner, holding the interest of her audience from the start Stereonti •
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ST. PATRICK'S DAY

St. Patrick's Day was a half-holiday, with an entertainment in honor of the beloved pastor of
San Rafael, \'ery Reverend P. A. Foley. Melodies of Ireland, harp solos, and recitations Celtic in
flavor were on the program. At the entertainment's close Father Foley gave a beautiful address,
paying tribute to the many advantages given by the Dominican College. In the afternoon the Se
niors presented a brilliant burlesque on kindergarten entertainments. There were Juniors who
commented, caustically, that the graduates seemed to be in their element, and some unkind folk

had to be informed that it was a burlesque and not a full-fledged Senior offering.
CONCERT BY ALBERTA LIVERNASH HYDE

Mrs. Alberta Livernash Hyde was cordially greeted by the student-body, when she played on
Saturday evening, April 5th. Mrs. Hyde offered the "EroicaSonata" of MacDowell and a Chopin
group, which she played with her usual charm. Miss Marie Louise Lund, a mezzo-soprano of reso
nant timbre, assisted our pianist. This program will be long remembered for its informality and
delightful intimacy.
LECTURES BY MR. BRUCE

On January 21 Mr. Bruce delivered a lecture on Thomas Carlyle's "Past and Present." The most
interesting points in the life of Carlyle were brought out very pleasingly, and the discussion was
made more vivid by a well-selected reading from the letters of Mrs. Carlyle. The principal point
made was the value of supplementing history by the study of literature. Mr.Bruce succeeded in in

teresting his audience in the gloomy figure of Carlyle and in the character of the monk Jocelyn.
The lecture was an undoubted success, although, from the history-teacher's point of view, the

speaker in his enthusiasm for literature was not quite fair in the impression that he gave of the
dryness of history, in itself the most vital of subjects.
On May 3d, Mr. Bruce gave a delightful lecture on the "Dramatic Monologues" of Robert
Browning. The subject was introduced by some enlightening information on the dramatic mono
logue as a literary type; and in preparation for an understanding of Browning's contribution in
this line, Mr. Bruce read some of the soliloquies from "Macheth," and'explained very simply and

clearly the difference between Browning's poems, written to be read, not acted, and the early mon

ologues, written as parts of plays for the stage in the days when a book was worth the price of a
modern library and people found it more convenient and less expensive to listen in a theater than
to read at home. A brief account was given of Browning's poetry and of the distinctive character

istics of his monologues. The audience regretted that limited time did not permit the lecturer to

interpret a greater number of poems. Mr. Bruce is very simple and direct in his method of speak
ing. He leaves the listeners with the satisfactory experience of having gained valuable informa
tion that can be clearly remembered.
THE FRENCH PLAY

In the Commencement Hall, on the evening of May 17th, the French Department gave a very

successful program. The first number was "La Petite Princesse," an interpretative dance by the
Minims and the Primary Department. The stage, decorated with palms and ferns, made an attrac

tive background for the dancers, dressed in delicate pastel colors, who paid court to the whiterobed Princess (Phyllis Barnett). Frances Ramsay personated a little girl singing to her doll in

"La Vierge a la Poupee." The chief number of the program was Labiche's four-act play "Le Voy
age de M Perrichon." All the members of the cast were excellent in their respective parts. Ruth
Marion made a most amusing Mme. Perrichon, a typical bourgeoise of the "I told you so" variety;
and Elizabeth Waterman was equally good as M.Perrichon. Noel McGettigan, shy and sweet,per-

sonated,"charmingly, Mile. Perrichon, "la jeune fille bien elevee."
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MAY-DAY REVELS

Hearts that do not respond to the thrill of May Day must be truly old. But there are no such
hearts at Dominican College; so a delighted audience assembled on the outdoor court of the School
of Music to attend the program given on the afternoon of May 1st by the Grammar School, as

sisted by the Minims. A prominent feature of the program was the dance around the May-pole
and the braiding of its blue and white streamers. The children made a delightful picture in a set
ting of blue and white under golden sunshine, and charmed all by their unconscious grace and sim
ple naturalness.
CORONATION CEREMONY

Shortly after the program, the school, white-veiled and clad in spotless white uniforms, walked
two by two in the yearly May procession, passing from the Chapel across the corridors, down the
stairs of St. Thomas Hall, out through the formal garden under the olive trees to the Grotto of

Lourdes, where the statue of Our Lady is crowned. This year Margaret Cox, Noel McGettigan,
Glendene McBride, and Mary Young were the flower girls, Katherine Shea and Peggy Bishop the
banner bearers. Ruth Marion bore the crown, and Evelyn Phelan, president of the Children of

Mary Sodality, had the honor of crowning Our Lady, the celebration closed with Benediction of
the Blessed Sacrament.

PROGRAM OF PIANO MUSIC

On May 27th, Evelyn Phelan offered a program of piano music, which was interpreted with her
usual ability. This promising young artist has devoted her serious attention this year to the
organ, along with her piano study, and her friends had the pleasure of hearing her in an organ re

cital shortly before the close of the semester. A marked ability and a large degree of accomplish
ment m so short a period give promise of future artistic success with the organ that bids fair to

rival her pianistic attainment.

CONFIRMATION ADMINISTERED BY OUR ARCHBISHOP

On June 5th, the Most Reverend Edward J. Hanna, D. D., Archbishop of San Francisco -idministered the Sacrament of Confirmation to the following young mrls-

'
Kn,Mee„Sh„™„

LoisRaggio
Helen B,.„„
F,a„"sfo,d
C.„„s,a„c. Fagg.ano
The Most Reverend Archbishop gave an impressive sermon on the meaning of the Gifts of the
Holy Spirit and how necessary they are to every sou . The ceremonv vvn= ..1

of the Most Blessed Sacrament.

j
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^eremonj was closed with Benediction
ORAL EXPRESSION

The recital given by the pupils of the Oral Expression Department save

efficient work. We note with pleasure the marked improvement in thf' "

gan and Frances Ramsay.

r

earnest and

mproxement in the voices of Margaret Harri-

IMPROMPTU CONCERT

One of the most delightful of the informal affairs of the Sprint .PtTv. f

c •

concert of the eminent violinist, Mr. Sigmund Reel, on the evening of the 1^^% x'l

tistic piano accompaniments were exquisitely played by Mrs. John B CasserL °f s!^^M
PROGRAM OF VOCAL MUSIC
Mrs. Marie Gassner Shipper's lovely soprano voice charmeH nn p .u • •
tas Hall on the evening of May 24th. Mrs. Shipper's sineinfr' '1
audience in Veriful naturalness, from the interpretative as well as from
^
by a delightchosen program gave this singer's hearers an oppo'rtunitv nf
release. The well-

understanding.

^

""y appreciating her deep musical
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LECTURES ON HISTORY OF MUSIC

During the second school semester a course in music history was conducted by Miss Ada Clement,
in the form of lecture recitals. The purpose of this series was to give a complete survey of piano

forte literature, with a knowledge of the influences surrounding the development of the pianistic
art, and to suggest means to a fuller musical understanding and appreciation.
MUSICAL APPRECIATION

Weekly lessons in Musical Appreciation were given throughout the scholastic year. With the aid
of the Victrola, a detailed study of Italian opera was made, from its early inception, through the

stimulative period of Monteverde and his successors, to its culmination under the master-hand of
Verdi. Italy's modern contribution to this dramatic form was also considered, as well as the salient
characteristics of German opera.
HISTORY OF ART AND TRA\'EL

The History of Art and Travel Class has accomplished excellent work this year. Much time

has been given to the study of Greek architecture and sculpture. For the class meetings, held
every Tuesday, extensive reference work is prepared; the discussion of these reports makes the
class profitable as well as entertaining.
WALKING TOURS

The outdoor spirit and love of the open increase with the years at Dominican College. A part of
each holiday and many of the recreation periods were spent in tramping the neighboring hills that
seemed to emulate the girls' exuberance by a generous bounty in offering new trails and unknown
beauties for their delight. The buoyant lines of Robert Browning might well be sung by these
youthful nature-enthusiasts:

"Round us the wild creatures, overhead the trees.
Underfoot the moss-tracks, life and love with these!
I to wear a fawn-skin, thou to dress in flowers:

All the long lone summer-day that greenwood life of ours!"
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

A splendid and valuable gift came to Dominican College Library from Mrs. Laura Walter
Brown,-several sets of books and photographs of European countries and cities.
To our friend Miss Marie Lilly the library is indebted for a number of excellent reference
books.
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OLD GIRLS' WELCOME TO THE NEW

In accordance with D. C. traditions, the ceremony known as the "Old Girls' Welcome to the New"
afforded a delightful evening's entertainment to the entire school. The dance was held in Veritas

Hall, which had been daintily decorated for the occasion by the girls of the Senior Class. These

young ladies also designed and painted the dance programs. The first dance was a favor dance,

and there was the usual mirth-provoking confusion in the search for partners. Sartorially, the

affair was a great success, a veritable fashion parade. Refreshments were served at the close of the

dance, and the new girls were loud in their praise of the hospitality of the old girls.
JUNIOR COLLEGE PARTY TO HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS

Social events at Meadowlands began with a party given by the JuniorCollege to the HighSchool
Seniors. A joyous afternoon was devoted to the preparation of cakes,sandwiches and salads, and to

the decoration of the dining- and reception-rooms, not to mention the composition of College rimes

for the occasion. At seven o'clock the guests arrived. They were greeted on the steps with the newly

composed song of welcome. There was dancing and merrymaking; the ice was soon broken—new

girls and old felt that they were really acquainted. Several courses were served at the long dining-

table, and there seemed no lack of appreciation of the hostesses' culinary skill. Marshmallows
toasted (and occasionally burned) at blazing open fires added entertainment and refreshment to
the guests, who went home apparently charmed with their first party at Meadowlands.
RECEPTION TO THE JUNIORS

The next event of interest was a reception to the Juniors

tainment, but no less delightful to all present.

a little less formal than the first enter-

SENIORS' PICNIC

On the sunny 4th of September, the girls cruised about the bounding bay on an "adorable" scar

let tug that simply sped over the emerald wavelets, trailing a wide ribbon of frothy white in its
wake. Luncheon was served m the shade of the stalwart oaks of Monticello Grove Ah 'twas a

golden day!

"
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HALLOWE'EN PARTY

Hallowe'en was celebrated by a charming dinner, where spooky games were played, and for
tunes were the favors. Afterward there was apple-bobbing, and then the lights were extinguished

and everyone gathered about the hearth-fire to listen to hair-raising ghost stories.
SOPHOMORES PRESENT "MRS. OAKLEY'S TELEPHONE"

The Sophomores entertained the school with a well-presented version of Mrs. Oakleys Tele

phone"—a ringing success, as one might say. Helen Curtiss played the leading role with verve
and flare as the newly commissioned dramatic critic would have it. Margaret Kelley excelled as
a Swedish maid-servant, and \'elma Mahan was a convincing cook. Grace Walker "scored heav

ily" as a stately society lady and an intimate friend of Mrs. Oakley. A great deal of credit is due
the instructor who produced the play in such an effective manner.
JUNIOR GARDEN FETE AND "MRS. JARLEY'S WAX-WORKS
Thanksgiving Day the Junior Class gave a bazaar for the benefit of the Orphans—an excellent

cause. (But have you ever noticed how frequent bazaars are amongst the younger set of school

society^ Some future classes may see a school year pass without a single case of bazaar; but it

will not be in our lifetime, methinks.) There was also community singing ori the basketball court,

featuring seasonable songs, the pleasing voices of the multitude accompanied by Mr. Wind, who
played so prettily upon his eucalyptus. Later, the girls appeared in costume, to illustrate Mrs.
Jarley's Wax-Works" and characters from novels more or less familiar to the classes of the Eng
lish Department.

CHRISTMAS DINNER DANCE

The dinner-dance given to the Senior Class of the High School just before the Christmas holidays
was undoubtedly the most successful event of the Meadowlands social year. Supper was served
in the White Room, which was charmingly decorated for the Christmas occasion. Fire blazed on
L lu

A ,rLrictmns-tree elittering with ornaments stood in the center of the room. Little

o^nd^^M^ri e ar a'ged irfat"he tfee, lighted with shaded rose-colored lamps and set for

two The girls in their sMtly colored evening gowns added the gayest note. The hostesses served

their guests and aan
danced with them
betweenBlaney.
the courses.
Afterwassupper
bestowed
on everytneir
Dorothy
Each gift
foundgifts
to bewere
peculiarly
appropriate,

one by a realistic S <

.

"Make it a useful Christmas" was dutifully observed. Char-

as the request of the Governrnem

^

lotte Merkley got a litt e touring .
Agatha Drew a comfortable bed,
'

marked No. 42,

Pritchard a powder puff—all gifts of efficiency, un^f^er the mirth due to Santa Claus had subsided

doubtedly selected by the Economics Department, mu

everyone danced until the end of the evening.
GLENDENE McBRIDE'S PARTY
of January a

ateness for the pleasure of her guests.
FARMERS' PARTY

January 23d

J

U

P. .

of a Farmers' Party in Veritas Hall, the girls appearing in

°

^ rible twins in a makeshift perambulator, followed by six

colorful rustic garb. Milkmaids

crows; but the greatest

Sia"rS

^g^e and plowboys, farmerettes, village celebrities, scare-

^^ent to the "Jones Fambly," with Charlotte Merk-

K.„gla was "Si,".ha baspecadad yohal. Typical

rural refreshments were served after the dancing.
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WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

On George Washington's Birthday the Grammar School presented a charming entertainment,
consisting of two plays prepared by the participants themselves—"Little Women" and "The Lie"
—each conveying a lesson in ethics.
MONTE COLLINS' BIRTHDAY PARTY

A VERY gay event took place toward the end of February, Monie Collins' birthday party. It has
been a custom at Meadowlands to celebrate every birthday with cake and candles and the singing
of songs around the birthday table. But Monie's birthday was an occasion extraordinary. Her
mother planned a surprise for her, which was carried out by the Sisters with the help of the
girls. In order that the house he fitly decorated, it was necessary that Monie be kept away for an
hour or two. The girls who undertook to take care of her worked much harder than those who

stayed behind, for when they told her of a splendid moving-picture she only looked indifferent. It

was too evident that the picture-play had no fascination for Monie. She refused to go down town
for ice-cream. So, as a last resort someone called up Elizabeth Boyd, who came in her car and in

sisted on taking Monie and her guardians for a little ride. At six o'clock the girls brought Monie

back to be surprised. She came in, quite unconscious, to find everyone in fluffy clothes, and every
thing decorated with trailing vines and almond-blossoms. The table was heaped with pale carna
tions, daffodils, and early roses, with streamers of golden tulle. The place-cards were initialed in

an upper corner with a gold "M.C.," and above Monie's high-backed chair a gorgeous bow of
golden tulle made a festive canopy. The supper was what boys scornfully call "girl food," but

being daintily delicious, it made a tremendous hit nevertheless. In the midst of things the bell rang

for Benediction, a dash for veils and coats ensued, for everyone wanted to go to Chapel Returi^
ing in twenty minutes, they continued supper, then someone produced dance programs also lettered
"M. C." while someone else started the piano, and dancing ended the party.
FRESHMAN MINSTREL SHOW

The Freshman Class offered a clever minstrel show with real burnt cork, jazz band endmen

and other appurtenances proper to this variety of entertainment. The feature'of the evening's'per-

formance was the song and dance "Oh, Dem Golden Slippers!" by Katherine Fitzgerald In fact"
this number was such a success that it soon became the property of the entire College and
'
be heard at every turn.

°
SOPHOMORE PICNIC

As a reward for the gaining of notable scholastic honors, the Sophomores were

„ u rj

outing to the classic shades of Muir Woods. It is a well-established fact that fch 1 H ^ ^

Sophomores are the poles apart, but this year the second class seems inspired with a" deJire^to^ be
unique at all costs; so let school traditions keep from the path, or thev rict R..-

c

, iL,

worthy students had a "fine time," and the poLn-oak was kind to mS of theri"^ shattered. The
JUNIOR ^'AUDEVILLE

The Juniors entertained the faculty and students at a vaudeville

on the evening of May 26th.

performance and a film-play,

JUNIOR LUNCHEON AT COUNTRY CLUB
The Marin County Country Club was the scene of a prettilv ann ' <■ j 1

4th. The members of the Junior College were the honored guests of the°H"^Vi
March
made every effort to contribute to the pleasure of those present an/i »
school Juniors, who
mentous as it was unique.
^
^^e occasion as mo92
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THE MARDI GRAS

Shrove Tuesday was commemorated this year by the Sophomores, who entertained the student

tody at a Mardi Gras. The affair was presided over by Queen Noel, the embodiment of gracious-

ness and simple dignity, who made a pretty picture on her throne, surrounded by her ladies of the
court. The costumes were particularly noteworthy for variety and originality, and interest in the
games was stimulated by numerous prizes, which were distributed throughout the pleasant even
ing.
SENIOR BENEFIT

A TOUCH of originality has characterized the larger number of the school activities this year, most
of which were benefits for some affair of general interest; but quite the most ingenious idea was

worked out by the Seniors on the evening of May loth, in the form of a dinner-dance. The under
taking was somewhat beyond what the girls had usually concerned themselves with, and they are
to be congratulated on its successful outcome.

The Freshmen are to be complimented on the efficient management of the bazaar held in the

summer-house on May 28th. It was a benefit affair and netted a neat sum for the object of its

bounty.
FILM-FLAYS

Throughout the year a number of film-plays were given in Veritas Hall for ^the entertmnment
of the school. Those particularly enjoyed were The Crisis, Bab s Diary, Seven Keys to
Baldpate," and "The Seven Swans."
CLASS DAY

ry, „
The
Seh,o., of ,9.8
alive an empty house, but

sisters of the Junior College, w o
Hth a garlanded procession

their class-dav exercises at Meadowlands. They made

.. b. „ceiv.d a, graduate, by their
them at the completion of a successful year. June

passed from the Convent gardens through the gates of

yipe-covered house were delivered histories and songs cele-

Meadowlands. On the steps o
brating past exploits, and a prop y
be. Refreshments were served and ea

therein were revealed the secrets of the years to
surprising joy, considering the varied emotions due
after which ceremony everyone withdrew to assist

to the occasion. Then a class-tree was plan
at Benediction in the Convent Chapel.

,
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JEANNE D'ARC MADE VITAL IN PAGEANT—MUSIC SUBORDINATED
TO ACTION IN PRESENTATION OF PLAY
AT DOMINICAN COLLEGE
By Ray C. B. Brown

Many as are the uses of music, it is sehlom that it is utilized in complete subordination to action. If there
is a music of the spheres, it may well be that there is as well a music of movement, and that human lives

mingle in harmony or clash discordantly. This music, if audible, would follow action as closely as shadow
follows a sunlit figure. In modern music-drama an approximation of the idea is obtained, but music remains
predominant, guiding and creating the action rather than following it. Even in choreography, wherein ac

tion is presumed to be predominant, music really holds the first place—otherwise we would have symphonies
evolving from original dances in lieu of dancers "interpreting" symphonies.
An example of the subordination of music to action was afforded yesterday afternoon in the outdoor

pageaiit-play, "The Blessed Maid of Orleans," as presented at the Commencement e.\ercises of the Domini

can College ill San Rafael. From an orchestra and choir hidden with greenery behind the natural setting of

the action came a musical commentary that subtly interwove itself with the movement of the story without
intrusion. One was conscious of it at its entrances, for it did not accompany the drama continuously but one
was never disturbed by the incongruity that so often is apparent in opera. There were angelic voices heard by
Jeanne under the oaks of Domremy, rumble of battle, the pomp of kingly retinues, the sounds of the doings
of men—all coming, as it were, from afar and ever subordinate to the pictured and spoken tale Excornts
from works of Converse, Gaul, and Guilmant were employed most effectively in this underyling stream of
tone.

"

As a yivid presentation of the immortal history of the simple shepherd girl who was called by heavenlv
voices to become the savior of France, the play was strikingly successful. The secret of the direct and tnnch
ing appeal was the earnestness and absorption of the girl |)crsonators. There was nothing of the histrlonie
in their attitudes; they were not so much acting a bit of visualized history as living in themselves fnr rl o
moment the lives of the individuals concerned. The result of this intentness and siibmerslnn ef

was a realism that was more potent than that of the theater. Notable above all was the sinceritrrn'if sel7
forgetfulness of Nancy Pattison, who portrayed the role of .leanne d'Arc. It was a sniritirilize.l^nt
i

tion, remarkable for its aloofness from pretense. As the untutored maid, rapt in ecstatfc visions mirtoTn^fh
divine power through the or.leal of battle, naive and wondering in the hour of trhiranh liTihi;
"T
rancor before her .iudges, she was vitally real and affecting.
triuniph, liuinble and without
ng.

The play, staged in the courtyard of the College, with the action taki..
ng. angcbc"vi'sRo\'it^
place amid trees tand flowers.
was refreshingly free from artifice. It was costumed with care. Shepherds^

pages, courtiers, friars, pilgrims, archers and halberdiers moved about the iiatiir.al settimr in troubadours,
n
sliiftiiiff iilnv of color.

*

COLLEGE GARDEN,IDEAL SETTING FOR PAGEANTS

constantly
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"Here, under the wide-spreading branches of live-oaks and other ancient tree inonarchs, on the soft and
emerald-green lawn, snrronnded by flower-beds resplendent and gorgeous in their wealth of California flow

ers, each one prodigally showering its gift of fragrant incense upon the balmy air, the bine canopy of heaven

forming the dome to this incomparable theater, and the snrronnding hills the far-away walls—I say, here, in
this choice spot, the yonng ladies of the college, with recitative, song, chorus, and dance represented Ina
Coolbrith's wonderful poem "California." Never before had any one seen, or, at least, visinilized, its dra
matic cpialitics. California appeared and in song and soliloquy spoke out of her heart. .She was resjionded to

by the Spirit of the Waves, the Spirit of the Hills, the .Spirit of the Woods. Then came in the trooping In<lians, singing their cpiaint melodies and folk-songs, and dancing their primitive dances to e.\])ress their ap
preciation to the gods of what California was to them. Then in the fourth movement, to the flash of fires in
the canons and gorges, and the sh.arp clang of hammer upon drill, the gold-seekers spoke forth, in an.swer to
California's cry that she be known to the great outside worhl. In the fifth movement California cries aloud

for the coming of the meister-singcr who shall, in stately verse and glowing phrase, set forth her glory, her
charm, and her worth. The movement ends when Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter, Wonntains, Waters, For
est, Fields, Sunshine, Shower, Flowers, Indians, Miners and Later Comers unite in singing 'Hail, Hail to

California.' The poem itself is an inspiration, the greatest yet written descriptive of California, and every
Californian should familiarize himself, herself, with its rhythmic and verbal sweetness as well as its rich

poetic thought ami imagery."

PROGRAM OF MUSIC FOR PIPE ORGAN
MR. ACHILLE ARTIGUE, ORGANIST OF ST. MARy's
CATHEDRAL, SAN FRANCISCO
.Inbilate Deo

Silver

Remembrance

Romanza

^on

Meditation
Melody in C

Pastorale

d'Evry

Andantino

J

Lemaigre
Salome

(Snriee
^ ap"ce

[ Lcmaigre
j

Cesar Franck

Toccata

Dubois

FEAST OF SAINT LOUIS BERTRAND
NINETEEN HUNDRED EIGHTEEN

"Loved Mother, toiler nursed in wisdom's air.

Strong and serene, a torch in darkened diiys.
Thou lead'st thy children toward heaven-lighted ways

Up to the heights of perfect peace and prayer."
Liirht Divinn

Gouitnd

rri. Tj '" •

n. The Reciprocity of Smiles
■'

„.
"A TRIBUTE OF LOVE"

Ruth Marion

Dorothy'uuffy, Irene Chisem, Ruth Price

Lorelei

California

Browning

Eugenia O Connell

Frances Ramsay

Rondo Caprieciosa

March, Op. 19 No. 2
The Guardian Angel

Foleg

b- A Dowry of White and Blue

The Rosarians

Mendelssohn

Evelyn Phelan, Lenore Keithley

Sterling

Margaret Harrigan

Allitsen

Song of Thanksgiving
-

Evelyn Phelan

The Rosarians

"We come to you with the gifts in our hands
Of flowers that grow in a golden land.
Elizabeth Radgesky

lecture recitals on the masterpieces
OF PIANO LITERATURE
MISS ADA CLEMENT

7. Modern Scandinavian and the Influences of

1- Early French and Italian.

Folk Song.

2. Bach and His Sons.
■I. Haydn and Mozart.
I.Beethoven.

S Modern French.
0 Russian Music.
10 American, English, and Spanish.

•T Mendelssohn, Schubert, and Schumann.
'1- Brahms and Chopin.
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THE REVEREND EDGAR BOYLE,TENOR
MR.GERALD DREW,VIOLONCELLIST
December 18,1918

.<7. Dedication

)

Powct

h. Gavotte, Op. 23, No. 2 j
Ave Maria

Schubert

Cradle Song
On Wings of Song

Brahms
Meiulchsohn

Thou Art Liko Unto a Flower

Schumann

Sleep, Why Dost Thou Leave Me
a. Adagio,E major _
1

Handel
•man n

0. 4 J
h. Tarentelle, Op. 23, No.

Old English Song
Margarita
Meeting of the Waters
Elcgie
Orientale, Op. 50, No.9

Arne
Mcycr-Helmund
Moore
Massenet
Cesar Cut

Little Mother o' Mine
Vale

Burleigh
Bussell

Lullaby
Musette, Air de Ballet

Dcnnce
Offenbach

Adeste Fidcles

LAURENCE STRAUSS,TENOR
THERESA EHRAMAN, ACCOMPANIST
Saturday Evening, March 8,1919
III

Extase

Dupare

Les Roses d'lspahan

Faurc

Fantoches

Debussy

Ij'Adieu du Matin

Pessard

Tl Neige

Bemberg

Lullaby
Charming Chloe
There Was a Jolly Miller
The Pipes of Gordon's Men

II

Hamilton Harty
Edward German
Leo Ornstein
Hammond

IV

Le Bouquet de Romarin
Minuet d'Exaiidet

Eighteenth

Aupres de ma Blonde ..

Century
Folk Songs

Au Bord d'une Fontaine
Jeunes Fillettes

Do Not Go, My Love

Hagcman

A Lover and His Lass

The Stairway
The Nightingale Has a Lyre of Gold

JVatts

Watts
....Whelpley

OUR LADY'S DAY
"Virgin of virgins, purest, best.
All-fair, all-perfect, ever blest.
To whom as native Queen of May,

All natural things their homage pay."
•Queen of the May

Pixies' Good-night Song

Edith Hatch
Katherine Shea

Jean Henry

"Our Lady of the May"

Children's Polka
The Minims

Frances Baker

Pippa's Song

Evening Prayer

Browning-Hammond

Beethoven

The Juniors

■"A Ring Around the Rosy "
Eugenia Bogle

Awakening
A Spring Guest

Brown

Marcia Frederick

von Wilm

Polk Sonos |P'® Blackbird
IStar Daisies
The Juniors

Gaynor
Grant-Schaefer

The Swallows

The Minims

Merrill Jones

"In the Merry Month of May"
The Juniors

"I See You"
The Miuims

Country Dances
T, .
T
, . Frances Boyd, AlineBeethoven
Pnscilla
Jacobi,
von

Johannsen, Florence Rodrigue
Maypole Dance
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FEAST OF ST. PATRICK
AN EVENING OF POETRY AND SONG IN HONOR OF
THE VERY REVEREND P. A. FOLEY,V. F.
"The Apostle of Ireland".
Selections from The Bohemian Girl (Harp)
Marguerite Harrigan
Marjorio Walker
n. The Last Rose of Summer ) ,tt . s

"A Poet's Visit to Ireland'

h. A Song Without Words

Helen Adams

j^

Irene Ghisem

.Chopin

Valse, E major

Danny Boy

Wealhcrlcy

Helen Curtis

Marcella Knierr

Erin

"Tho Grandmother"

John Boyle O'BcUly
Frances Ramsay

Frances Baker

Kathleen Jlavourneen

.ChaOwick

Eomanza

Kuhc

Evelyn Phelau

Louise Valente

PROGRAMME-EES CLASSES FRANCAISES
Saturday', May 17
"La Petite Princesse"

Les Classes Elementaires et Primairos
"La VlERGE A LA POUPKE"

Frances Ramsay

Noel McGettigau
Marcelle Radgesky

.\rmand Desroehes
i'Mcteur
Le ('ommandaut ilathieu

Helene Sturdivant
Aunaliel Wheaton
Helen Adams

Un Aubergisto
Ninette, une servante

"LE VoYAClE DE ;M0NSIEUR PERRICHON"

(par Lahiehe)

.Vgatha Drew
Dorothy Wall

Un I.m])loye du Chemin de fer

Person MALES

Perrichon
Madame Perrichon

Ilenriette, sa fille
Daniel Savary

Marion Adams

Commissionaires, Voyageurs,

Elizabeth Waterman
Ruth Marion

Marchand do livres

MRS. MARIE GASSNER SHIPPER
La Tosca—Vissi d'Arte

Saturday, May 24, 1919
iMadame Butterfly—Un Bel Di
Pueciiii

Elcgie
Vous Dansez, Marquise
Si mes Vers avaient des .\iles
LTleure Exquise

Mn.s.tciiet
Go.stoii
I //„/,„
/

Herodiade—Ari.a of Salome

Md.i.irnet

Aubode (Harp)

Pnrciiii
Frans
Bohm

■Vns Meinen Grozen Schmorzen
Urom the Depths of Jly Heart
The Prelude of Life
The Land of the Sky of Blue Water

La Bohenie—Mnsetta's Waltz Song I
At Dawiiiiii;

Ha.tselmaiiiis
Irene Ghisem

.Cadman

Puccini

PROGRAM OF PIANO MUSIC-EVELYN PHELAN
Tuesday, May 27, 1919

Bagatelles, Op. 119

('aprice Kspagnol
Romance, Op. 28, No.2
Sonata Tragiea
, 1
niriste.
■
Allegro
Valse
Op.iHolto
46, No
6 l Vivace

Beethoven

]'^antJiisie, D minor

Mozart

Courantc

LnUy-Godowsk'y

Preludes, Op. 28, No. 12, No. 2 1
Nocturne, Op. 15, No. 2
J

.Chopin

Polonaise, Op. 46, No. 12

/

. . Mo.'izkowski
. . . .Schumann

. . .MacDowcll

.MacDowell

COMMENCEMENT
.Time 17, 1919
ICIyar
Hope

Salut d'Amour

Charitv

Orchestra

Tho Eternal Years

Elizabeth Waterman

4.1 ' ' Agony
Angel of the

Father Faher

- ssistants. Light Bearers, Virgins IMartvrs

AnHel^''of
Hope!
b
the Stigmata,Attendants'of
Spirits of Darkness,

"The Dreatu of Gerontius"

Poem
yfusic

John Henry, Cardinal Neirman
Sir Edward Elpar
Gerontius
Margaret Harrigan
Soul of Gerontius
Frances Ramsay

Guardian Angel

Ruth Marion

Saint Francis Assisi
Eaith

.\gnes Oliver
Ethel Bryte

"

Wilson
HeleneJoan
Sturdivant

March, Op. 39

Angolicals
Orchestra
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The Mn.st RevnreiidAnnREss
Edward ,1.

Elgar

Hanna, D. D,

Sacerdotal Safeguards. Casual Readings for Rectors and Curates. By Arthur Barry O'Neill,
C. S. C., LL.D. Second Edition: Fifth thousand. Notre Dame, Ind.: University Press (P.O.
Box 99a). London: B. Herder.
Prelates, priests, and press in all parts of the English-speaking world—Canada, Great Brit
ain, Australia, South Africa, and British India, as well as our own country—are unanimous in
praising the solidity and sanity, the humor and humanness of this third of Father O'Neill's vol

umes for his brother priests. In varying phraseology they all agree with Bishop deary's tribute,
in The Month, of Auckland, New Zealand: "In this volume the author has once again made all
priests his debtors. He has enriched Catholic literature with a wise, witty, moderate, yet straightspeaking volume which the reader, having taken up, will not willingly lay down."
Criticism of works specifically addressed to the clergy is, of course, beyond our competency;
but we may be permitted to register our agreement with a number of reviewers who say that the
titles of the author's books are too restrictive for their literary content. Five-sixths of the present
volume will instruct and entertain the general reader quite as much as it will interest the clerical

reader; and the same remark is true of "Priestly Practice" and "Clerical Colloquies." The organ
of the International Catholic Truth Society, Truth, declares that "Sacerdotal Safeguards" may
not only be read with advantage and pleasure by the Catholic laity, but should be placed in pub
lic libraries for the benefit of non-Catholics. In fact, somewhat like the friend of whom Gold
smith wrote,

"Who, born for the universe, narrowed his mind.

And to party gave up what was meant for mankind"—
Father O'Neill has unduly circumscribed his circle of congruous readers. All three of these de

lightful volumes will appeal to cultured Catholics of both sexes in any sphere of life, in the world
and in the cloister, as well as in that half-and-half environment proper to the secular clergy. For
ourselves, we have especially enjoyed in this third volume of his series"The Rubrics of English,"
"At the Clerical Club," "The Priest and the School," "The Priest and Non-Catholics," and "A

Priestly Knight of Mary."
Joyce Kilmer: Poems, Essays, and Letters. With a Memoir by Robert Gates Holliday. In two
volumes. Doran & Co., New York.

The brief memoir of Mr. Holliday satisfactorily supplements the very judiciously chosen
letters. The author, a close friend of Joyce Kilmer, was able to furnish a great many intimate de
tails that otherwise might have been lost. The poems have been selected apparently with the pur

pose of showing the poet's remarkable development. Mr. Holliday did not hesitate to include sev99
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eral of the earlier poems of which Kilmer confessed that he was a little ashamed. None of the

best work has been omitted, however, and there are noble lines, even in the "utterly worthless at

tempts. The choice of letters shows an extraordinary sympathy on the part of the*'literary execu
tor, who has chosen them with a view to tracing the author s spiritual development, somewhat as
the selected poems show his literary development. The essays are delightful, but too few. "Holy
Ireland" (which, strange to say, is a glowing tribute to "wicked France") is one of the few realis
tic impressions of the war. There has been a complaint of the strange inarticulateness of our re
turned soldiers—and even of returned civilians who have helped in the work behind the lines a

coinplaint that is generally justified. Our poet is a notable exception, however, and one gets a
vivid impression of "what it was like" to the soldier in France.

John Burroughs thinks that "to have literary value, a work must possess a certain genuineness
and seriousness that is like the validity of real things." In certain books, "the source of our inter

est is undoubtedly in the personal revelation—the type of man we see through the book, and not

in any wit or wisdom lodged in the book itself." We do not deny "wit and wisdom" to Joyce Kil
mer's work, but we certainly seek human values in them, and not in vain. The similarity of
thought and sentiment in the letters and in the writings for publication is an infallible witness to

the sincerity of the author, but the testimony is superfluous. Obviously, he does not "speak from
his culture instead of from his heart." The trouble with all definitions of literature is that they
proceed upon the theory that literature is a definite something that may be determined by rigid
tests, like chemicals. It is not so much a definite thing as the manifestation of something. Joyce
Kilmer's intimate letters are certainly a manifestation of his personality. The first letters given
are to journalists, on more or less literary topics; some are dated before his departure for France,
and some were written from the battle-field. In one of these, to Katherine Bregy, he says, in answer
to a question, that he is always pleased when people like "1 rees," "Stars," and "Pennies" '• when
they see that "Folly" is a religious poem; and when they praise the fourth stanza from the'end of

"Delicatessen." We have these poems in the volume under discussion. The author is probably
proud of "Trees" as a literary triumph. It is an exquisite lyric. The last verse of "Stars" epito
mizes the poet's ideal of practical Christianity, reiterating what we read in his intimate letters to
various priests: his burning desire to be of service to his Master and to further the intprp<;tc nf thp
Church to which he was passionately loyal:
"Christ's troop, Mary's Guard, God's own men.

Draw your swords and strike at Hell and strike again!
Every steel-born spark that flies where God's battles are
Flashes past the face of God and is a star."

"The fourth stanza from the end of 'Delicatessen'" is a unique suggestion of Kilmer's ideal
of democracy; we see his reverence for humanity and his contempt for mere outward circum
stance:

"The scene shall never fit the deed.
Grotesquely wonders come to pass.
The fool shall mount an Arab steed
And Jesus ride upon an ass."

In view of the poet's remark upon "Folly," one is grateful to be able tn

•

•

ness: it is a glorification of the recklessness of the hero and the martvr Tr,

religiousis indeed "ar transcript
of
the
poet's
life";
he
might
have
had
this
nraver
In
the Poem
e-c
prayer in his heart when he was
preparing for his great sacrifice:

wncu uc was

"Lord, crush our knowledge utterly
And make us humble, simple men;
And, cleansed of wisdom, let us see

Our Lady Folly's face again."
A deep tenderness pervades the poet's work. This quality is most

poems. The expression of his strong, personal love of Christ is invariablv rb

• u-

i- •

lovable humanness. We quote "Multiplication," wherein he marvels at tb "ac enzed by his
Lord in the Holy Eucharist:
beneficence of our
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"O King, O Friend, O Lover, what sorer grief can be
In all the reddest depths of Hell, than banishment from Thee!"

"The King of Kings awaits me, wherever I may go.
O, who am I that He should deign to love and serve me so!"

Five essays are included in these volumes besides "Holy Ireland," mentioned above. Vitality
and genuineness of expression give these essays real literary value: "the language is not the mere
garment of the thought; it is the very texture and substance . . . a man speaks; a vital person
ality is imminent." Kindly humor is a marked characteristic; the author is rarely tempted to be
severe, and when he is, his satire is always directed against absurd pretensions or unreality of
some sort. His insistence upon the inefficiency of his library can not fail to win our hearts; in fact,

he does not approve of efficiency in general, which is truly delightful: "When efficiency confined
itself to the office and the factory, it was bad enough. When it (loathsome animal that it was)
crawled up a leg of the table and began to preach to us about our food, babbling obscenely of
proteids and carbohydrates, we felt that the limit of endurance had been reached. But no sooner do
we cuff efficiency from the dining-table than it pops up in the library. And this is not to be en

dured." Kilmer found it hard to be patient with ineffectual people, but he had the greatest admira
tion for what he termed the "radiance of inefficiency."

This collection of poems, letters, and essays will bear valid tests of literature—tests of gen
uineness, sincerity, and inspiration. Joyce Kilmer has added the touch of his genius to the old,
familiar, even common things of life, and we receive a new and lively sense of them. He has ful

filled the most important aim of art—of any art—"to give us a new experience of the beauty and
significance of nature and life."
A Plea for the Familiar Essay in College English. By Sister M. Madeleva, M. A. Univer

sity Press, Notre Dame, Indiana.
Those who have forgotten their youth can with difficulty recognize the necessity of a plea for
the familiar essay; but if they are acquainted with the college student, they know that he does un
doubtedly stand in awe of "unillustrated literature," and that an attempt to promote friendship
between him and the essay, if successful, is a real service, not only to the youth, but to society, by
making him a more acceptable member. This particular plea deserves to succeed, and, although it
fail, one cannot question the quality of the appeal.
The author discusses the usefulness of the personal essay from the standpoint of a teacher of

English. She gives suggestions for teaching description, narration, and exposition by means of
this literary form ; and all objections are forestalled by illustrations of perfectly imitable de

scriptive, narrative, and expository passages from the essays of Lamb and Stevenson. Her study
of the personal essay in connection with college English is confined to these two authors, obvious
ly because they are the best.
"So alike are the lyric and the personal essay, that the matter of saying or singing is all that

distinguished them." This fact is quite plain, but the comparisons that it leads to show great pow
ers of discrimination and remarkable sympathy. The author searches for identity of mood and
makes various delightful discoveries. The first parallel made is between Lamb's "Dream Chil

dren" and Francis Thompson's "Poppy," both so eloquent of the infinite pathos of what might
have been. Here not only the spirit but the subject matter is identical.

The only literary forms which are acknowledged to have no essential relation to the familiar
essay are argumentation and the drama—and this is rather grudgingly conceded; in fact, the con
cession is qualified, with regard to the drama, by the exception of dramatic criticism, often at its
best in the familiar essa)'.

The method advocated—of familiarizing the college student with this most lovable of literary

forms can hardly fail of the desired result. The author thinks that if a generous youth is brought
within the range of emotional power which has its origin in the faithful expression of the moods

of souls rich in spiritual experience and "obsessed by beauty," he must finally acquire "that

vitalizing participation in high emotion which is the cause of the vibration which we call pleasure."
101
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Marynotes (St. Mary of the Springs, Columbus, Ohio): An annual of merit in literature and
art. The chronicles of the varied activities of the school year are unusually well written the verse

IS good, and Miss Gary has provided a war-story within the realm of possibility, which is some
thing of a feat, as anyone who has read schoolgirl war-stories in the bulk will readily admit It
would have improved the contents of the volume had there been more fiction; and with such'an
excellent art department m the school, it is surprising that the illustrations are exclusively ohotographic. However, these are but slight defects, considering the fine material presented.
The Scholastic: The several copies of The Scholastic received in the course of the ve-ir hive
been uniformly notable for excellent essays Mr. Scofield's poetry is another pleasant feature to
be met with in these pages; and while he does not equal J. J. B.'s "Father Jim" '
verse, there are several that stand far above the average college-magazine Doem<;

.®

is to be complimented particularly on the number of clever litterateurs gradSgks bS-d ^ht year'
The Fordham Monthly: In this little book there are a number of eooH

j

essays. The stories are well conceived, though not always happy in phrase arfn

Emancipation of George Buck" is an excellent bit of fiction. Mr. CoLm nf
handles his subject with a touch approaching that of the professioml ha, • '

from the academic shackles that fetter most university journalists Mr

^
•

emancipated himself

man," serves to show those who judge him by his poesyihat he has tint '

The Redwood: The best short story appearing in our exchamres ic "Tl at ,

vin Casey, and "Voices," a clever poem by Jarnl Enright,!Islnl l tel

of The Redwood. For the rest, the stalwart monthly of Santi CGr tt ■

V

standard of former years . . . nothing very startling, and nothing very s^o^rSS'
J

The Martian: A poem entitled "Father Jim" stands forth as the fin t
of our exchanges. It is better than any of Service's best (forgive the n.,
vice aims at your target, too) and almost as good as Kipling's

iicrous.

contained in any

of the Alumni serving with the expeditionary forces make interesting ^'aifin^^'^ songs. The letters
The Dial: This number contains a fine article on the Irish questi

f '

without the usual avalanche of vilification that mars most literar °ff'
matter sanely,
is also an interesting account of K. of C. activities at the fightl^ ^ ctts in this direction. There
labored, but a Mr. Ramacciotti contributes an amusing account ofTlf
verse is rather

those grim old S. A. T. C. days, that is decidedly a recompense The^ 'acuities of bed-making in
magazine, quite worthy of the sturdy college it represents.
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verdict, gentlemen: a sturdy

WITH OUR FRIENDS
OFFICE OF THE ARCHBISHOP
I ICQ FRANKLIN STREET

My dear Mother Louis:

Francisco, California, April 14, 1919-

When I think of the mighty service your great order renders to our spiritual and
to our educational work, I fitid no words egual to the task of telling the story. You
will I am sure allow me a line in your Book, in zvhich to express my gratitude for the

service, my praise for the accomplishment, and my heartiest congratulations upon the
result. I would commend in particular the '''Year Book" as just one evidence of the

quality of the direction you give to those who are fortunate enough to live within the
hallowed walls of San Rafael, and would send a little word of praise to those whose

labor made your Annual so great a success. Blessings upon you and your co-workers
from

Yours ever devotedly in Christ,
tEowARD J. Hanna.

Dear Mother Louis:

August 20, 1918.

You gave me a very pleasant surprise in sending me your very excellent Year-Book. The book
you produce would be an honor to any of our institutions, and speaks well for the training which
the children under the care of the Dominican Nuns receive. Will you please remember me to all

my friends in San Rafael? Believe me to be,

Yours sincerely in Christ,
John J. Cantwell,

Bishop of Monterey and Los Angeles.

Dear Mother Louis:
July 1, 1918.
Your Dominican College Year-Book, 1917-1918, is a "thing of beauty" and the best I
have seen. The selections are excellent and evidence a high degree of culture, and reflect credit on

the students I recall with great pleasure the few moments I spent at the College, and I shall, Deo

Volente, call again,

Yours faithfullyEdward
m Christ,
J. O Dea,

Bishop of Seattle.

St. Dominic's Priory, 2390 Bush Street,

Dear Mother Louis:

San Francisco.
It was a pleasure to receive the Dominican College \ ear-Book for 1917-1918, and to find
that it comes up to the high literary and artistic standard which was set in the first number, a
year ago and which was then recognized as quite extraordinary in a publication of its kind. It
carries the same evidences of a Catholic spirit, with Dominican characteristics, and of fine intel

lectual, esthetic and musical culture. And there is an added beauty and charm in the pictures of
the building and grounds of Meadowlands that\'ery
weresincerely
recently yours,
acquired for the College students.
A. L. McMahon, O. p.
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Dear Mother Louis;

T i

n

July 1, 1918.

• Ik r And m this early ^morning time-for it is now two-thirty
H'gh Sierras-Yosemite
its
neighborhood.
a. m.-I have justand
opened

your Year-Book and spent a happy hour in renewing sweet, dear and blessed memories of beau
tiful Dominican College, and its devoted Sisters, healthy and happy students and its elorious

tree-clad mountain environment. Your Year-Book is indeed a joy^th in it 'contnts and"
perfection of Its make-up. I love good pnnt.ng-and while the outward appearance of things is
and should be secondary to the inner significance, I agree with John Ruskb that that whifh
worth writing and preserving is worthy of good dress.

wnicn is

The pages have given me great pleasure. Many of them I have read caref„ll-„

students show decided literary talent. Who knows but you are sendincr r. ^ ■ u' ^

(

Coolbrith, the Kathleen Norris, the Helen Hunt Jackson of the future^ Nor^dS^-f

IS It inappropriate to hope, wish and pray, indeed, that it mav be so In -.rn '

roundings, blessed with historic and spiritual memories of the old Padres the

early-day California history, guided by research and study to knl the

erary suggestiveness, aided by the lectures and books you provide whv shn

®

become the literary lights and leaders of the coming years'? God grant them

joy, and to you and all the dear Sisters of St. Dominic the blessing of Vu^Zi rK
minds to that worthy aim and end.

^

You were good to me in giving me the privilege of rPTiJinrr fK.. v

his work and their appreciation of it.

Yours cordially

A

their hearts and

t.

insensible, indeed, to your kindness and that of the Editors were I to^f"-i°°i^'
with gratitude my keen appreciation of the sweet and beautiful words saTd of

only happy is that man who has found his work, but thrice hannv

students not

K^ k c

I should be
lectures. Not

^ ° finds friends through

George Wharton James,
Pasadena, California.

Dear Mother Louis:

University of California,

Thank you very much for the copy of the 1917-1018 Year-Roov

^^P'^ber 10, 1918.

your convent grove. The girls certainly write more promisinglv than a

have known. One can never tell what the future will brine R

eighteen. On the other hand, Keats, who far surpassed Rossetti in°rZ'

students of their age I

^

write at eighteen poems anywhere near as promising as those of so ^

certainly did not

sisi" has high distinction. Give my love and my mother's to the Z °
students. "To Asthoughts.
Yours cordially,
isters who are always in our

Herbert Ellsworth Cory,
Assistant Professor of English.

It is impossible for me (and in this I'm only one in a great multit d 'i
apocalyptic days without connecting it ,n .oKe way with
ing, problem now so persistently pressing upon our minds, namel K

almost overwhelm-

tion of our shattered civilization. How, out of the wreck and ruirf' f
the reco
emerge; and will it emerge for better or for worse"?
emerge;
worse ^ Only
Onl,, facile °
° .J, f
®fiall human
human society
that what is to come will be better than that which has been d^
hasty optimists can assert
fields. Terrible are the storm-clouds hovering over us; more awful
upon a thousand battlebe the tempests of tomorrow. From newspapers, magazines, book"—1 ^h'
War itself may

reconstruc-

age—are reflected gloomy omens: and also, thank God, the ans

are the mirrors of the

Faith, Hope, and Charity; the evidences of God's Prote'ctive andZ:2nrp'

world, among His chastened children. These consoling and e h
things shine from the beautiful pages of the volume before me tb

^

College at San Rafael. The serene and accomplished artistry dis 1
excellence as a first-rate bit of book-making, appropriately enshri ^^^K "•

in His stricken
tokens of the better

of the Dominican
^utm; its technical

ing literary efforts of the girls; the essays—these enthusiastic quests ofi- j°y°us,
idealistic,
aspiryoung souls
seeking
the
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great things of literature—the lilting verses, full of the music which is so zealously cultivated

there among San Rafael's lovely hills—the stories, imaginings of the strange life to soon open
for their authors beyond the College gardens!

To me it is all delightful, and full, too, of a great promise.

Godless education is unquestionably one of the chief causes of the Great War. The only sound
foundation for the future is Christian education. And even Christian education which ignores or
neglects Art, Literature, Music—and innocent Beauty and Joy-of-Life—will fail to mould the
souls of girls and boys to a strength and capacity meet to serve the aims of God.

But this Year-Book of the College at San Rafael is a token and a proof that Catholic educa

tion is actively at work, a major instrument of Christ's Holy Church in Her work of saving and
rebuilding the world.

Together with their sisters, and their brothers, elsewhere, who, like them, are receiving the
precious gift of a good Catholic education, the ardent young souls who have made (under wise

direction) this book the thing of beauty and of inspiration which it is, are those who will shape
the world of tomorrow, helping Holy Mother Church to restore all things in Christ.
Michael Williams,

Carmel-by-the-Sea.

We do not wish to be accused of rhapsodizing, but this Year-Book (1917-1918) of the wellknown institution at San Rafael seems to us to be the finest we have ever seen. But, then, the
Sisters of St. Dominic have accustomed us to the very finest in everything connected with scholar

ship. Their Commencement exercises of late years have become part of our local history, and these
year-books bid fair to set a pace that most institutions of learning will find it difficult to keep. The
paper, the color-tone, the plates, and especially the literary excellence of the various contributions
combine to produce a book that is, in very truth, a work of art.—D. J. O'K., in The Monitor.

It is always a pleasure to encourage the literary work of the younger generation of Catholics.
Our college publications frequently give evidence of worthy promise and deserve far more atten
tion and consideration than they receive. Notable among such publications is The Dominican

College Year-Book, of San Rafael, California. It is presented in beautiful typography; its lit
erary papers deal with subjects worth while and its articles show both ability in judgment and
excellent gifts of expression.—The Catholic World.
Attractively written up, the 1917-1918 Year-Book, issued by the Dominican College at San
Rafael, California, is an interesting compilation. It not only chronicles college activities for the

year along religious, social, literary, musical, athletic, home economics, and artistic lines, but it in
cludes some promising contributions, prose as well as poetical, from the school alumnae. With its
excellent illustrations, the year-book is a credit to the institution conducted by the Dominican Sis
ters.—Catholic School Journal.

As a rule college publications are designed as very handsome .souvenirs to be preserved carefully
by graduates and fond parents and inflicted upon visitors from time to time. To be sure, the vis
itor thinks it is a wonderful production—how can he help it when accepting hospitality"? But
there are exceptions, sometimes in the matter of individual contributions, and occasionally of the

whole publication. That there is really good writing done in some of our colleges is seen in a very
creditable anthology recently published. Taken all round, it is work of no mean order, the one re

gret being that it was confined, and doubtless for reasons of space, to poetic effort. But the excep
tion in hand is the Dominican College Year-Book, 1917-18. In the matter of the material

book it is all that the best of Western printing could make it, which is to say it rivals anything

produced anywhere, but the far more striking feature is its literary quality. Here are prose and
poetry in something more than the bud, and giving every promise of a perfect flowering. Some of
the themes are beyond the writers, but the thing that counts is the excellence of the attempt. The

thoughts are the long, long thoughts of youth, struggling to puzzle out the larger problems, and
not the memorized or paraphrased thoughts of others. One is astonished to learn that the editor
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is not more than 16. Praising young poets is a heavy responsibility, but in this case there is no

option. As for the prose, which youth so often finds more difficult than verse, it is of most prom
ising quality.—George Douglas, in San Francisco Chronicle.

The pages of the year-book of the Dominican College of San Rafael are beautiful pages indeed
—not in typography and illustration alone, but in literary quality. The gentle nuns of the Marin
County seat of learning love literature with that pure intensity which always results in the mak

ing of literature. And so we find in this book evidences of writing talent which are quite unmis
takable. Here are poems, essays and stories by young girls who are leaving college with a knowl
edge of literary form, of the technique of writing, which many authors acquire only in their ma
ture years. But then many of our American authors were not blessed in youth by the contact of
an ancient culture; many of our authors know little and care less about the traditions of a rea

soned educational system; many of our authors left no traces in school publications, because the

blessings of education were withheld from them, as may he inferred too often from their writings!
Perhaps in the eyes of the good nuns it will seem indiscreet for an outsider to single out for
special mention one of the girls who contributed to the pages of this Dominican College Year
book. Yet I must speak of Miss Nancy Pattison. Let my excuse be that she was editor-in-chief

of this charming book. She has contributed both verse and prose. Her "World Prayer" is a re
markably well-sustained effort in verse for a college girl, and her "California" is a sweet and ten

der tribute. Her little story "In the Shadow" has a war motif; it is fine, it is poignant. Let us keep
the name of Miss Nancy Pattison in mind. Kathleen Norris, who is a Dominican girl, wrote a
story for this book; and Miss Ina Coolbrith, beloved of the nuns in San Francisco and San
Rafael, contributed a poem, "God's Temples." There is a place on my shelves for this and fu
ture numbers of the Dominican College Year-Book, for I am something of a collector myself
—Edward F. O'Day, in Town Talk.

The Dominican College Year-Book, 1917-1918, accomplishes the difficult when it attains the
same high standard which it set for itself in its publication of the year before. It is much alike
its predecessor in make-up and abundance of attractive photographs. "Where Charm Lies" is its

best literary offering, and we read it with an interest and sympathy that are genuine. Killarnev is
the place where the charm is said to lie, and the story of the beauty of the country and the trust
ing honesty of the country-folk convinces us that the author's title is correctly chosen. "Dante" is

an essay on Italy's great poet, being both a biographical sketch and an appreciation of his great
poetry. The manner of recital accords well with the events of the poet's life, and the conclusion

of the essay is done in an exquisite manner. "In the Shadow" and "The Passing of Butterfly" are
two stories greatly different in the main, but tending the same way; each has that near-sad end
ing which is so much in yogue. They are effective and interesting. "A World Prayer" is a v'er fine
piece of poetry and deserves praise for its strength and spirit. The Year-Book, we say in conclu
sion, meets our unqualified approval.—Fordham Monthly.

From San Rafael, "A sweep of hill and a stretch of sky, with space for a soul to grow" comes
The Dominican College Year-Book. What we liked about this book was its plain integrity
which from cover to cover gave evidence of much care, much preparation and forethought to
every article it contained. There were stories and essays in numbers, each permeated by a clear

ness and forcefulness that can come to one only when he thoroughly knows the subject of his dis'

cussion. Evidences of much research work was clearly shown, especially in these latter The v

was very meritorious, particularly "A World Prayer." It was a fine war poem and a very fiT

ished effort, with a striving after the Infinite and the struggle of Democracy as its thenle Pervad"
ing this was an abiding faith and trust m that cause which has now become our cause Another at
tractive part of the publication seemed to lie in the pictures; made the more plea^ing'by the nit'hV
little lines of verse inscribed under each. As a whole, there was a variety and freshLss about the
book that was most gratifying, and we wish to take this opportunity of congratulating the col
laborators, for theirs is truly the fruit of much work which has merged itself

product.-TA. Redwood, Santa Clara University.
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fjE experimental period has passed, and the true value of athletics
is acknowledged b)' the ruling powers of the College. D. C. has
chosen for itself, and the selection is of the wisest. There were two
alternatives—the American system, which seems to demand win

ding teams, composed of a few fine players, the rest of the school
staying on the sidelines and cheering on their representatives; and
the English "Public School" system, wherein the school turns out

as many teams as possible, the main idea being to have everyone get the benefit of
proper athletic instroction at the possible sacrifice of a winning team. The latter course

prevailed just as it has at the historic schools of the East—Fordham, Notre Dame,
and Holv Cross' aS well as in the girls' schools of similar standing. The new director
of athletics Miss H^rrold, has instilled wonderful spirit in her players, gaining their

respect and admiration, maintaining the while a splendid discipline throughout the
school year She worked tirelessly and efficiently to make a success of the athletic year,
and a success it waS- The material with which she had to mould her teams was not

as good as in former years. The long enforced vacation due to the influenza epidemic
played havoc with practice j^eriods; but teacher and students set bravely to work, makintr the best use of the remaining weeks. There are a few coaches who are expert at
makin"- somethin^^ remarkable out of the most unlikely material, and, while the D. C.

athlet^ were by no means poor,MissHarrold must be credited with having performed
a wonderful feat, worthy of placing her amongst the elect.

The Field Day was the most successful in the history of the College. Rare genius
was displayed in the selection of gymnastic evolutions; there was nothing too compli
cated to be performed artistically, and nothing that lacked the proper spectacular ef
fect The exercises of the little girls were among the pleasantest features,the presentationof several effective folk-dances winninggreat applause from the delighted audience.
The entire student-body turned out in gjmnasium garb, looking very efficient and
well trained as they performed the various manoeuvres. The girls marched well, to the
strains of French military marches played by the St. \'incent's Band, with a precision
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Baskei'Bail Team

and swing that would have delighted the heart of that great soldier musician, Captain
Pares, of the Garde Republicaine. Club-swinging and wand drills were flawless. And,

by way of exhibiting the versatility of the students, an Oriental dance was presented,
exquisitely costumed in pastel shades of lavender and pale green that blended perfect

ly with the leafy background of shade-trees. Frances Snitjer, as the leader, was grace
ful and beautiful, and her companions of the dance formed a fair frame for her.

The drill charmed every observer, and rivaled in beauty the more studied dances that
are a feature of the outdoor commencement play.

The last event on the program of the day was a basketball game between D. C.

and Y. L. I. 6^, of San Francisco. Alas, from a psychological standpoint, the game
was lost to D. C. before it started, for the very excellent reason that the college play
ers seemed too conscious of the superior weight and height of their opponents. With a
rush, the D. C. forwards began their attack on the enemy's goal and netted three bas

kets before the Y. L. I. team began to find itself. All through the first half the D.'c.
attack played marvelously well—in fact, too well. The Y. L. I. players looked far
more dangerous off the court than on, and it seemed as though the' day would be
crowned with a glorious victor)-, according to D. C. tradition. But in the'second half
—the enemy won; that's all! The casual observer would have said that the reason for

the defeat could be ascribed to the sudden awakening of the Y I I "uards to a
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'Is this a place for mirthful cheer?
Can merry making enter here?"
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proper sense of duty, and the equally sudden spasm of inaccuracy that gripped the D.
C. forwards,causing them to shoot the ball all around the basket, but never in it. Or
the defeat might have been caused by the failure of the college guards to mark the fair
young lady who scored all but one of the Y. L. 1. baskets. But, as a matter of fact,
the real source of weakness was an almost apparent one—the D. C. center players
failed utterly in their attempts to get the ball up to their forwards. Time after time
the Y.L.I. center people intercepted passes, shot the ball to their forwards and paved
the way for an avalanche of goals. Of D. C.'s fourteen points, but one was scored in
the entire second half.

The defeat was by no means disgraceful. In fact, considering the lack of practice-,
the superior size and experience of the Y. L. I. team, the D. C. players did well; but
it hurts to know that D. C. could have and should have won despite all the odds. In
dividually, the team fell far short of last year's splendid septet, and both attack and

defense lacked the power that marked the work of the 1918 team. But the girls were
giving of their best—their hearts were in their work, and that is all the College asks
of those selected to wear its colors on the field. And next year—let's build up a team
that will excel the'18 one!

Illllll lllllli

Athletics—Senior Class
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Compliments

Day's
Pharmacy
San R_afael

Dr.N.S.Halsejr.

California

San Rafael
California
.

736 Fourth Street

PhoneS.R. 11

|
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THE FLOUR OF THE HOUR.

cTHilled from the choicest
wheat —
lE-AiytllJV

cA home product —

(joldcn Ciiole Milling Co.
./

rKTALL'MV.c*t

Golden Eagle cTHiHing Company"
PETALUMA-CALIFORNIA

Old "King"

Eugene cTVlcCoy"
3083 Sixteenth Street

Coal
Economical and Efficient

San Francisco

Wholesale and
Retail Grocer

For Sale by All Dealers

Importer of all kinds of re

ligious articles, statuary and

King Coal Compan}^
369 Pine Street
San Francisco

vestments, etc. Pacific Coast
agent for the Mack Miller
Candle Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

cyA. G.Spalding
Bros.
School Unifor^ms of

highest workmanship
and Gymnasium
Equipment

523 Fifth Avenue, New York City

156 Geary Street, San Francisco

416 14th Street, Oakland

Phone Suiter 840

Phone Lakeside 3405

For Every Requirement
Women's and Misses'

Smart Apparel

J!)

SAN FRANCISCO

PHILIP J. FAY

CHAS. C. NICHOLS

E.H.Conway
Plumber'
Stoves of All Kinds

Nichols
General Insurance Brokers

Fire, Marine, Liability,
Bonds,Etc.

308 B Street
Between Second and Third

Phone S. R. 764J

San Rafael
California

601 Merchants Exchange Building
San Francisco
Telephone Sutler 5774

New

cTVIarin Baker}^
Home Industry
—give us a trial

719 Fourth Street, San Rafael, California
Phone No.51

J. A.LOMBARD

Scott^Co.

Ca, COMPANY
Hardware,Paints,Oils
IMPORTERS AND
and

MANUFACTURERS

Teas
Coffees
Extracts

Spices

Sporting Goods

Agents for
W. P. Fuller & Co.'s

Paints for Every
Purpose.

222-232 Front Street
San Francisco

835 Fourth Street

Telephone Sutter 2319

San Rafael, Gal.

St.Joseph's Home
and Hospital
Capacity 125 Beds
Complete X-Ray Laboratory
Modern Surgery
School of Nursing Accredited by
State Board

Stockton, Califor'nia

Pius Gfell

Building Supplies Co.
Successors to Wm. Buchanan

Successor to T. Musgravc & Co

Watchmakers, Goldsmiths
and Silversmiths

Hardware,Wood and Willow
Ware. Brushes, Twine and

Medals and Ecclesiastical Goods

Janitorial Supplies. Sponges

a Specialty

and Chamois

Telephone Mission 890

3272 Twenty-first Street, San Francisco

623 Sacramento St., San Francisco

Bet. Mission and Valencia

A. E. Ritti

O. Adams

aAcme Bedding Co.

Home Chemical Co.

Upholstering

Manufacturers of Boiler Com

Mattresses Renovated

pounds, Furniture Polish, Belt
Dressing, Disinfectants, Metal
Polish, Floor Oils

Wire Spring Beds
Re-Stretched
Mattresses called for and

Returned Same Day

122 Tenth Street, Near Mission,San Francisco
Phone Market 904

1765 Twelfth Street, Oakland

Under Supervision of the United States Government is the

cTWARIN COUNTY
NATIONAL BANK
Largest Commercial Bank in Marin
Member of Federal Reserve System
Affiliated with

Marin County Savings Bank
Largest Savings Bank in Marin

Combined Assets Over $1,500,000.00

S. H. CHEDA,President

GEO. C. HANSEN, Cashier

F. W. DICKSON, Vice-President

GEO. A. CHEDA, Assistant Cashier

H. L. SMITH

THOS. HANSEN

M. BURKE

S.H.Cheda

Company
S. H. Cheda

V. J. B. Cheda

C. H. FLETCHER

cTVlanin
Furniture

Company
Hay,Grain, Wood,
Coal and Feed

Estimates
Furnished for

Furniture, Carpets, Linoleums
Painting, Papering,
Interior Decorating,Paints,
Oils and Varnishes
Main Ofhce in Rear of

Marin County National Bank
Opp. Court House. Phone S. R. 89
Warehouse on Canal near Irwin Street

San Rafael, Cal.

Fourth and B Streets, San Rafael
Branch Office and Yard, San Anselmo, Cal.

Telephone S. R. 137

J. B.c^clntyre

Umbsen,Kerner

Bindery
Company

and Eisert
Real Estate Auctioneers

Bookbinders

Full Charge Taken
of Property

Account Book
Manufacturers

Rent Collectors

and Printers

Insurance

442 Sansome St., San Francisco

20 Montgomery St., San Francisco

Southeast Corner of Clay

Telephone Douglas 40

Phone Sutter 1034

Connecting all Departments

Payne's Bolt Works
The Only Carriage Bolt Works on the Pacific Coast
Established 1871. Incorporated Dec. 17, 1888
G. L. Payne, President

Morris

Company

PACKERS

AND

PROVISIONERS

Manufacturers of

Iron and Steel Set Screws

Wholesale Dealers in Butter, Eggs

Cap Screws, Studs and all

and Cheese

Kinds of Bolts and Nuts
133-143 Howard Street, San Francisco

37 to 51 Pacific Street, San Francisco

Telephone Main 757

Telephones Kearny 320 and Kearny 321

A. L. HARRIGAN

L. A. WEIDENMULLER

H. BRUCE SCHROEDER

HARRIGAN,
WEIDENMULLER CO.,inc
REAL ESTATE

Inlaid Floor'Co.
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL
HARDWOOD FLOORS

MACHINE FLOOR
SANDING

308 Montgomery Street,San Francisco

600 Alabama Street, San Francisco

New York Representative:
Dudley Field Malone, 37 Wall Street, N. Y.

4067 Watts Street, Emeryville

Corner 18th Street

Bank of San Rjafael
COMMERCIAL

"The Bank of Service"

Capital $100,000

SAVINGS

Surplus $70,000

r

M. T. FREITAS, President
OFFICERS
M. T. FREITAS
President
C. A. THAYER

Vice-President

M. J. PEDROTTI
Vice-president

T. L. CRANE
Treasurer
W. P. MURRAY
Cashier

OUR GROWTH—DEPOSITS
DECEMBER 31, 1910 . .

.

.

$ 337,874.33

DECEMBER 31, 1911 . .
DECEMBER 31, 1912 , .

.
.

.
.

443,036.25
529,926,91

DECEMBER 31, 1913

.

.

.

.

615,703.41

DECEMBER 31, 1914

.

.

.

.

700,491.42

. .
. .
. .
. .

844,280,19
987,417.28
1,103,083.17
1,241,034.69

DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER

31,
31,
31,
31,

1915 . .
1916 , ,
1917 . .
1918 . .

DIRECTORS
M. T. FREITAS
C. A. THAYER

M. J. PEDROTTI
T. L, CRANE
E. B. McNEAR

J. A. SAUNDERS
A. M. NEWHALL

Louis Gassner,Pres.

Robert Behlow, Vice-Pres.

o^VIanufacturing Furriers
IMPORTERS OF EXCLUSIVE MODELS

AND NOVELTIES IN FUR
GARMENTS

112-114 Geary Street, San Francisco, California
Telephone

Everything in Music
Steinway
and other Pianos

Douglas 4553

Hallawell
Seed Company
256-258 Market Street

Pianola and Duo Art Pianos

San Francisco

Aeolian Player Pianos
Victrolas and Victor Records
Band and Orchestral Instruments
NURSERY

Player Music Rolls

Green Street and

Sheet Music and

Van Ness Avenue
Music Books

Sherman,Clay

Co.

Kearny and Sutter Streets
San Francisco

Write for our 1919 General

Catalogue,which gives a full
list of all we carry and
planting instructions

Institution Bed, manufactured by Simmons Company, 190 Bay Street, San Francisco

Burkhart's

Express
Fireproof Storage
Tables and chairs rented at rea
rates. Furniture and

sonable

piano moving- a specialty. Trans
fer, drayage, furniture moved,
packed and shipped. Baggage,
household goods, pianos and all
classes of freight moved and

New Books
Are You Acquainted with these

New Texts? If not, why not?
NEW MODERN ILLUSTRATIVE
BOOKKEEPING — INTRODUC-

TORY COURSE.The latest presen
tation of the subject.
ELEMENTS OF BUSINESS.Dea's

with business practices, forms and
papers.

A SCHOOL HISTORY OF THE
GREAT WAR. A true and wellwritten narrative of the causes and

progress of the World War ending

with the signing of the armistice,

stored at reasonable rates. Mark

November 11, 1918.

goods care Burkhart's Express

WEBSTER'S NEW HANDY DIC

Office and Residence Phone 303W
Postoffice Box 72

WAREHOUSE, 22 B STREET
RESIDENCE,24 B STREET

San Rafael, California

TIONARY.The vocabulary is chos
en with great care and includes the
words most often sought for in a
dictionary, and those that have re
cently come into use.

American Book Company
121 Second Street,San Francisco

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHINGS
LADIES' AND MISSES' CLOAKS AND SUITS
DRY GOODS AND FANCY GOODS

430-434 Georgia Street, Vallejo, California
Telephone 386

Compliments of

JAMES L. Mclaughlin

Doyle Bros.

General
Contractor

Erected in Any Part

Monuments
of the State

244 Kearny Street
San Francisco

F.C.Burns
FLORIST
"Say it with Flowers"

714 Fourth Street, San Rafael
Telephone: San Rafael 425J

Vallejo, California

Compliments of

Techau
Tavern

Chas. Jensen

J. W.Schlosser

Jensen C& Schlosser
Lumber CSi Mill Company
Lumber and General Mill Work
Shingles

Doors

Plaster

Shakes

Brick

Posts

Sand

Chimney Pipe
Sewer Pipe

Laths

Lime

Drain Tile

Sash

Cement

Flue Lining

Tamalpais Avenue and Third Street, near Union Depot
San Rafael, California
Phone S. R. 742

F.Uri

^Company
San

Rjafael

The Candy Store

Phone Sutter 2012

Office Phone Sutter 2014

That Leaves a

Pleasant Memory

517-521 Clay Street
San Francisco

Blue White Diamond Engagement
Rings—"Morgan's Make"

O'Brien,Spotorno
and cTWitchell

James A.Morgan

Wholesale and Retail

JEWELRY

Dealers in Poultry,
Game,Dairy Produce

TO ORDERo
Diamond Rings

and Oils
Agency Cantel's French Cheese

Class Pins, Medals

Save 107c on Fine Diamonds
"Write Morgan"

California Market, California Street
between Kearny and Montgomery
San Francisco

Phelan Bldg., Room 659, San Francisco
Phone Douglas 953

c/llbert's,inc.
Dry Goods and
Ladies' Furnishings

Telephone Douglas 3622—Connecting All Departments

Johnson Hardware
Company"

Queen Quality Shoes
Phone S. R. 32

San Rafael Store Phone S. R.400

412-14 B Street

Branch Store, San Anselmo. Phone 212J

San Rafael. Cal.

Compliments of

Dr.T.I. C.Barr*

Paul Elder^
CS, COMPANY
B ooks

Cheda Building

and Art

591 Fourth Street
San Rafael, Cal.

239 Grant Avenue
San Francisco

Schlueter'-Beecher

C o m p a n jr
INCORPORATED

CONTRACTING FURNISHERS AND DECORATORS

HOTELS, CLUBS, PUBLIC BUILDINGS
AND INSTITUTIONS COMPLETELY FURNISHED
COMPLETE STEAMSHIP FURNISHINGS
DECORATORS FOR JUNIOR COLLEGE
AND ST. THOMAS HALL

755 Mission Street, San Francisco, California
Telephone Douglas 1810

Whether you need shoes for
Commencement or for every
day wear you will be sure to
get just what you want at

Schussler'
Bros.
Objects of Art
Pictures — Framing
Artists' Supplies

Rosenthal's
J INC-

School and

Drawing
Materials

285 GEARY STREET
151 Post Street

Oakland:

734 Market Street

469 Twelfth Street

San Francisco
California

Los Angeles:
737 South Broadway

San Francisco
Cal.

A^UTOMo^TLES

ininnnnntiuuiuiiiiiitiiui

K

■

The cars of High-Grade

Quality—6 Cylinder and
12 Cylinder,

F.J. Linz cTVIotor Co.
1128 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco
Phone Prospect 1100

A. P. JACOBS

JOS. MOYSE

G. L. BURTT

Jacobs,Malcolm &Burtt
CAPITAL STOCK $100,000

GENERAL PURCHASING AGENTS
Receivers, Distributors and Wholesale Dealers in

California Fruits
Poultry, Eggs, Wool, Hides, Potatoes,
and Produce of All Kinds

United States Food Administration License Number G-37192

101-107 Washington Street

239-253 Drumm Street

Telephone Sutter 6810—P. O. Box 2187

San Francisco,California

ARE YOU PARTICULAR?
WE ARE!
Leave your Films with us
to be developed

Expert work—city prices

Marin Cleaning
Dyeing Company
Ladies' and Men's Garments

cleaned and dyed in a supe
rior manner. Send us your
garments and have them
cleaned clean

Webb

Rogers

Packages Called for and Delivered

Corner Petaluma Ave. and Fourth St.

Next to Lyric Theater, San Rafael

San Rafael, Cal.

Von Husen ^Co.

J.D.Bennett

Groceries and Delicacies

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

Fruits,Fish and
Vegetables

"The Gift Shop"

First Class in Every Respect

Agent for Waterman's and Conklin's
Fountain Pens

585-589 Fourth Street, opp. Court House
Phones: San Rafael 28-29

800 Fourth Street, San Rafael

HITCHCOCK

cTVIILITARY
ACADEMY
San R^afael, Califor^nia
A Select Boarding School for Boys
Forty-second Year Begins
September 1,1919

Catalogue on Request
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